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The Harvest Available to All 
 
 
FROM A SPIRITUAL TEACHER: "I find your teachings to be of such an elevated level that only initiates could 
possibly follow them. We still live in a world where most people are being solicited with brainwashing techniques 
that derive their power from the ego. And because of this fallen state, many are unable to discern rightly between 
the laws of ignorance and the Law of One. It is this confusion that has paralysed the outer man/old man from 
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accessing the inner man/new man, i.e., the Christed One. Because of the multi-perceptions that penetrate Earthly 
consciousness in the darkness here and now with overload material, few are able to separate the wheat from the 
tears, and because of this a great lack remains. So let us be patient with all, even though the time heralded is 
approaching, realising that each one's growth must manifest, as you rightly know, from within. And until this 
deliverance occurs, many will remain swayed by the law of duality, of good and evil, unable to perceive the higher 
order of things." 
 
We understand what you say and why, and to a degree we are in concurrence. However, may we suggest that the 
unprecedented degree of today's Grace is being very much underestimated by the vast majority of people in the 
world due to what they believe. If we believe that we are not worthy to attain Liberation (either the lesser or the 
True Harvest), then even a thousand Buddhas cannot help us. However, where there is true Faith and righteously-
motivated supplication to the divine Spirit in self-forgetfulness and selfless service to the One Life in all, then we 
should indeed expect to behold a major personal 'miracle' in these times. Do not doubt it, and with love and respect 
always, please beware of spreading such doubt in the minds of others, even tacitly in thought. 
 
"If doubt and fear should stop us in the middle of the road, we would hear only ridicule from the voices of the night, 
but if we reach the mountain peak bravely we shall join the heavenly spirits in songs of triumph and joy." - Kahlil 
Gibran. 
 
"Behold the great key-keeper of the age has turned the key; the mighty gates fly wide and all who will may greet 
the King. Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see the King. Take heed! Be strong in mind; be pure in heart; 
be vigilant in helpfulness; the Kingdom is at hand." - Jesus. 
 
Jesus' above assurance given 2,000 years ago is even more relevant to today's forthcoming event, for as you 
know, history repeats itself, and today the Aquarian Passion Play is a worldwide development. Please note that 
Jesus does not say: "Blessed are those who have reached initiate status, for they shall see the king." No. The 
equation is a rather more simple and definitely more benevolent one in these remarkable times; indeed, it is 
unprecedented for Earth. Such Grace has never before approached this planet. 
 
Please let me explain further, for it is so vital that we come to appreciate what is being offered us in these times. 
The emergence of the Aquarian Christine Consciousness in many around the world today is a tremendous act of 
compassion by Servers of the Divine Plan, many of whom are Christ- Hierophants, though still veiled from the eyes 
of most, and who are right now offering to take the majority of humanity's karma onto their own shoulders and to 
transmute it. This can only be done, of course, with the consent of humanity itself. Such consent must take the 
form of willingness, faith and surrender. It can certainly not happen in disbelief or feelings of unworthiness. Christ 
loves us all equally; initiates, aspirants, alcoholics, prostitutes and yes, even your much- written-about 
'shadowlords' themselves! It is, of course, only through Love (and intelligent Will) that these wayward brothers of 
shadow may be conquered, never by antagonism. For let us not forget that they are still our brothers, even though 
lost for ages in the darkest night. Love conquers all. To withhold Love from any being in the universe is to vivify the 
illusion of separation and ultimately to become ourselves like the brothers of shadow. 
 
Now, if your own beloved children proved to you that they would repent and reform, would you not wish to 
immediately relieve them of their prison-sentence and deliver them safely back Home? How much more, then, 
would the Love of Christ do for His lost children? These words are not born of a whimsical or utopian dream; they 
are derived from remembrance of the Plan for this stage of Earth and mankind's spiritual progress. If ours were not 
such incredibly special times, why then would all the various prophecies (and there are so many) be pointing 
toward this very moment, and why all the celestial, extraterrestrial and ultraterrestrial attention upon Earth? Do we 
really know so much about Infinity to be bold enough to declare that a certain thing is impossible? 
 
You may have some difficulty in accepting this next statement to begin with, but a fallen soul may reach the 
minimum vibratory level required for harvest in these times in the twinkling of an eye. Such is the gravity and 
wondrous opportunity that is being offered to everyone today, without exception, and such is the overwhelming and 
impersonal Love and Compassion of the Aquarian Christ. If this 'miracle' were not possible, then the Christ would 
not be here on Earth, for Christ is no unintelligent and wishful thinker! 
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The only reason that human beings may not see the King in these "end times" is because they choose not to 
repent and to walk the Path. The only reason that human beings will experience the Grace of Christ as terrible, 
destructive and not Liberating and Blessed is because they choose to remain selfish and spiritually inert. It is all 
just a matter of choice. 
 
In order to derive a clearer appreciation of the veracity of humanity's glorious opportunity today courtesy of the 
ineffable Intelligence and Love of Christ, we could compare mankind's present situation with that of an Earthly 
school. Humanity - the children in the school - have, of course, during their studies over the past training period, 
not been performing too well! In the earlier stages of their school-years the end-of-term examinations were 
relatively difficult, and most Earthbound pupils of Life failed to make the grade. Hence they had to re-sit the 
examination at the end of the following term. However, come the end of a major term of training at school, the 
Headmaster (Christ) decides to lighten the load of the pupils by assisting them all on an unparalleled level. In other 
words, the Headmaster concedes to take a large part of the end-of-term examination himself in order that more of 
his beloved pupils may graduate, at least to the next grade, if not all the way to professorship!  
 
The taking of part of the examination by the Headmaster does not remove the need for the pupils to learn their own 
lessons, for this is an immutable universal law, the Law of Karma. It merely corrects their mistakes, as it were, in a 
very deliberate and conclusive way. The correcting of mistakes is analogous to the removal of karma in order that 
the pupils' previously-scaled eyes may again regard the school's syllabus with clear perception and appreciation of 
its purpose and value, while simultaneously being promoted to the next level. This is not a free promotion, of 
course; the Christine intervention just makes things very much easier to ascend in consciousness. It is thus that 
the New Humanity will be born in the New World. 
 
Finally, it may well be that you and, of course, many others like you have incarnated to contribute a 'lower' (not 
lesser) stone in the One Pyramidal Work of World Redemption. Without the lower and foundation stones, the 
Capstone work cannot be completed, and without the Capstone, the foundation work of the pyramid is useless. We 
need one another, for it is now time for all the building blocks that constitute the New World Pyramid to consciously 
and intelligently collaborate. It is time to know about one another on the physical plane and to work together as 
One for the greatest good of all. We have recognised you and your particular Pyramid stone; have you yet 
recognised ours? 
 
Let us now all go out into the quarry together. There is much building work to be done, but in looking up and out in 
the same direction, many hands, heads and hearts make light work. Only in divine synergy may we know Victory. 
 
 
 
 

THE WAY OF GRACE 
 

How to walk the road to Victory in these last days. 
 
 
Many people write to me asking personal questions, for example: "How do I release my guilt?" or "How can I heal 
my anger" or "What is the way to be free of my sorrow" and they share with me various other wounded inner child 
issues. 
 
Now, while there is a place for psychotherapy in this world of hurt and fear, what I always attempt to do for people 
is invite them to consider and understand the One Solution to all humanity's ills, which must necessarily be a divine 
solution. 
 
The wonderful truth is that one moment of divine Grace can and does more good than all the psychotherapy and 
self-effort in the world! 
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May I suggest that you ponder deeply on this last sentence, come to understand that in it rests the Key to 
Liberation from all human woes and struggles, and so ensure that your focus is True before you continue your 
striving for release and healing. For only if we are looking in the right way and in the right direction can the Path of 
Redemption be revealed before us. 
 

*  *  * 
 
A great number of people in the world today are having all kinds of psycho-emotional blocks and long-suppressed 
maladies revealed to them by the approaching Light of the New Day. And this is well because humanity must see 
and acknowledge where it presently stands in order that it may proceed along the path with objectivity and insight. 
 
However, the vast majority of people who are beginning to be honest about their revealed condition are also of the 
opinion that they must work hard on themselves in order to become worthy to receive God's Love and Grace. They 
believe that by applying self-effort and all kinds of specially-designed healing modalities with the motive of fixing 
the self, they may one day be able to court the favour of Divinity, and so be fully healed by the Light of Christ. 
 
But this is not how the spiritual Path is trodden. 
 

*  *  * 
 
Let us briefly review the life-expression of Jesus the Piscean Christ, for in understanding the symbolic and very 
revealing life-demonstration of this man of God we may see clearly what he was showing us. 
 
In chapter 42 of the Aquarian Gospel, which is a far more clear scripture than the disfigured Bible, it is written: 
 
9 If you love father, mother, wife, or child, more than you love the Christ, you cannot follow me. 
10 If you love wealth or honour more than you love the Christ, you cannot follow me. 
11 The paths of carnal life do not run up the mountain side towards the top; they run around the mount of life, and 
if you go straight to the upper gate of consciousness you cross the paths of carnal life; tread in them not. 
12 And this is how men bear the cross; no man can bear another’s cross. 
13 Take up your cross and follow me through Christ into the path of true discipleship; this is the path that leads to 
life. 
14 This way of life is called the pearl of greatest price, and he who finds it must put all he has beneath his feet. 
 
 
Do note that here Jesus is teaching correct focus and the requirement for being very clear about one's spiritual 
priorities before one may enter the Path of true Discipleship, which means before one may begin to walk the 
genuine spiritual Path. 
 
Jesus does not teach that before we may follow his example by taking up our cross and accepting ourselves just 
as we are, we must heal ourselves. Rather he very clearly states to the man who wants to go the Lighted Way that 
he "must put all he has beneath his feet." 
 
So what does this practically mean? 
 
Well, again if we carefully study the life of Jesus we may observe how he was a man of sorrows throughout his 
spiritual mission in service to the sons of men. Right up to the end Jesus was assailed from all sides with trials, 
challenge and both his own pain and that, too, of humanity. Jesus was an empath, of course. 
 
Right up until the end Jesus carried his burden willingly while maintaining a correct focus on the Path and his true 
calling, which is the very same calling with which all mankind is charged. This was demonstrated symbolically in 
Jesus' life by the carrying of his own cross all the way to Golgotha, the Place of Skulls (ego death) where he 
consummated his death (of self) on the crucifix. 
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Therefore Jesus was not concerned for his own little self at all, as are so many people who are lost in such a 
contractive focus and so who in being full cups are also destitute of Grace in these times on Earth. Jesus accepted 
his own cross - meaning he carried his burden in life - giving it no value above the sole goal of all men, which is to 
attract the Grace of the Christ-Spirit by way of a correct and self-less focus and so to attain Liberation from the 
error of self. 
 
We can see from Jesus' perfect example, therefore, that one does not have to first heal oneself by personal effort 
before divine Grace can begin to be received. Rather in Faith and Consecration to the purpose of our calling we 
may follow Jesus' footsteps along the path of willing acceptance of our load right up to the place of crucifixion of 
the self, the death of the ego, where in complete and unconditional surrender to God's Will we attain Deliverance 
or Ascension. 
 
And this is the only way to overcome the futile plight of the self, with all its noble agendas, grand ideas, delusive 
plights and futile efforts. 
 
Only Grace can redeem the soul of man. Only Grace can transmute and so heal all our ills, and only by seeking 
the Truth and in serving God's Plan, which is our calling, may we know Liberation by way of such Grace. 
 
Since the true spiritual Path, then, is the Way of Grace, and since each and every soul has to go that road at some 
time in order to become free, the wise man immediately embarks upon the true Path, not by looking down at his 
own feet, not with any self-focus at all, but instead by lifting his gaze up towards the liberating Grace of the Divine 
Sun:Son of God which is the Light hidden in Christ. 
 

*  *  * 
 
What we focus upon grows and energy follows our attention, our thought and is conditioned by our intention. 
Therefore if we are focusing in self-effort to fix the self or if we are concerned for any aspect of the self, then we 
are magnifying and fortifying that self to the degree of our attention which is placed there.  
 
This is why psychotherapy does not produce saints or liberate the soul. Nor can it ever. In psychotherapy, because 
the motive is to fix the self, as one psycho-emotional problem may be seen or even remedied, another one takes 
its place due to our self-ish focus and so we remain on the hamster wheel of the delusion of self. 
 
See how this approach to become free can never work. Understand deeply how any selfish self-focus only creates 
a larger self, frustrating all personal efforts towards perfect and complete healing, and so understand why the wise 
choose to place their feet firmly on the Path of Grace by looking in the right direction, away from self and towards 
the Sun of God. 
 

*  *  * 
 

However, "man, know thyself!". This injunction over the door of the famous temple in Greece appears to contradict 
the foregoing, but such confusion may be dissipated in a moment if we come to understand the all-important 
element of motive. 
 
Self-enquiry is a must before complete Faith (in its original sense meaning Knowing) may be restored, and as long 
as we do this with a universal motivation rather than a selfish one, we shall progress on the path of self-realisation. 
 
Selfish seeking is the left-hand path and leads deeper into the darkness of self and separation. Therefore, it is 
vitally important that we be HONEST about our motivations and to thus vigilantly scrutinize them in each new 
moment. 
 
This is why the Buddha prescribed dispassionate mindfulness. 
 
If we are motivated even partially by a desire to liberate ourselves or to gain a greater happiness for self, then true 
results are going to come slowly if at all as we walk with a staggering gait. 
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Conversely, if we embark upon the path of self-enquiry for the greater good, that is to say if our motives are 
inclusive of the greater life and not exclusive - just for ourselves; if we do the work within for God and for humanity, 
then the greatest Power and Wisdom in the universe - which comes not from self - will assist us. 
 
"Meditate not for self but for others." - Marpa, the great Tibetan yogi. 
 
 

*  *  * 
 
So let us make God interested in our labours and so rest in faith under the Law that we are truly helping Christ to 
prune this human garden by starting right where we are, here and now. And then we shall make rapid progress as 
God sends His angels to watch over and aid us. 
 
With regard to opening to and receiving Grace, then - the divine Grace that heals and redeems at the soul level 
and everything below it - we must fully understand the futility of all self-effort and personal striving to attain 
something better for ourselves. We must simply accept and carry our cross all the way to the Calvary, where in 
perfect surrender and faith, Christ will be able to redeem us from the fetters of self as the Final Liberation is 
attained and as the morning of Eternity dawns in our lives. 
 
17 And all who put their trust in Christ, and follow Jesus as a pattern and a guide, have everlasting life. 
18 But they who do not trust the Christ, and will not purify their hearts so that the Christ can dwell within, can never 
enter life. 
 
19 And then he spoke unto the people who believed in him and said, If you abide in Christ, and Christ abide in you, 
and if you keep my words within your heart, 
20 You are the way, you are disciples in the way, and you shall know what is the truth, and truth shall make you 
free. 
 
Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ, chapters 79 & 135. 
 
 
 
 
 

The New Kingdom 
 
 
JUST BEHIND THE FACE OF THIS WORLD and its humanity awaits a new reality, a reality of untainted beauty 
and light. It has been given many names but is known equally by all who can feel and recognise its purity. It is the 
Promised Land descending from the heavenly realms, the long-promised return to Earth of the Kingdom of souls.  
 
This new sphere of life is presently still subtle in the world but will, over time, become more and more tangibly 
apparent to all who have prepared themselves to receive its light by co-vibrating with its purpose. It will become 
more and more visible to those who, through their selfless consecration and divine yearning, have cultivated the 
inner vision with which to perceive it. 
 
The new reality is not of this world and so is completely unaffected and untouched by the sufferings, the pains and 
the struggles of earthly life. It contains no duality in which to swing back and forth in endless polarity. It is free from 
the extremes of light and dark, right and wrong, good and bad, and all the other pairs of opposites that perpetually 
toss mankind's consciousness from left to right, and which have for ages bound the mass of humanity to the 
pendulum of restlessness and suffering. 
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This approaching sphere of light possesses ethers that are clean and bright, new and vital. It is catalyzing on Earth 
a higher level of consciousness that vibrates closer to the Universal Harmony. Like a divine Sun its sacred nature 
is inherent within each and every outgoing energy-stream that radiates forth from its heart, blessing, purifying, 
unifying and vitalizing all beings, liberating mankind from the trammels and struggles of mundane existence in 
merciful benediction. As this divine Light returns to Earth, extending its grace to all as was long ago promised, it 
gently invites humanity to enter into its healing, protective sphere, embracing souls in its warmth and love before 
again leaving this world with them for Freedom's shores. This reality is today shimmering forth just beyond the 
clouds of Earthly perceptions and preoccupations, preparing to lift those who are able to receive it upwards into 
ever greater experience and realisation of the Truth, which it so perfectly embodies. 
 
As time passes and man and his planet approach the end of an age, this approaching Light is progressively 
penetrating the densities of our world, irresistibly permeating even the grossest, darkest corners of the Earth. 
Moving from the inner planes outwards, the new Kingdom of Light dispels the shadows of this world. The radiance 
of the leading periphery of this divine sphere is presently only to be experienced within the upper regions of human 
awareness, some of the higher levels of consciousness that inform and sustain this world and its humanity. Those 
whose focus is primarily upon the material plane and their own needs and problems do not possess the inner 
faculty required to perceive the growing presence of the new reality in its earlier stages of manifestation. It 
therefore remains invisible to the unaware, yet it is affecting all life on Earth. 
 
For millennia visionaries and spiritually aware people have anticipated the arrival of this new and higher order of 
reality, but it is only today in these times that it is slowly but surely making its presence felt. We are emerging from 
a great planetary cycle and entering a new era, and the complete renewal of this world and human race is 
imminent. A new World is being born on both inner and outer levels of the Earth, the planetary phoenix is rising 
from the ashes of the old world. The advent of the new World is now close enough for sensitive hearts to feel 
something of its reality and proximity, to hear its pure tones, to sense its cadences. It is a whispering promise of 
Home, and from beyond the general human perception, behind the appearances and illusions of this world, it calls 
to all mankind. 
 
Presently small glimpses of the approaching new reality may be had, as if through clear, bright windows or portals 
that occasionally appear. Those who are sensitive and intuitive are beginning to perceive with greater clarity and 
awe through the thinnest parts of the veil that surrounds the Earth plane, directly into the sphere of eternal Life 
itself. They are able to feel its holy breath, hear its call, respond to it and so prepare themselves for the greater 
Revelation to come. Such glimpses are generally brief and fleeting; most last only a few seconds or minutes of 
sudden epiphany; some may continue for hours, and in certain very special cases even days or weeks. Yet one 
single moment of that Grace from above is able to bestow such a profound blessing that all the concerns and 
tensions of this life are instantaneously dissolved, and so a glimpse is all that is required for the elated recipient to 
know and taste something of the coming glory and divine accomplishment. At such times one's faith and 
consecration may be strengthened a hundred-fold as one's life is positively transformed. 
 
As the end of the cycle approaches, these glimpses will become more regular, tangible and real for a growing 
number of people, interspersed with stages of purification and integration. Gradually their duration will be 
extended, until finally the new World will become more real and true than the old, familiar world, which will be seen 
to be passing away. Perceptions will therefore be reversed, and it will be the old world that shall then be seen only 
in glimpses, as those who are able will cross over to the other side of the veil and emerge into the new and brighter 
reality. Ultimately, and should the natural process of cleansing and regeneration be allowed to complete its course, 
the renewed human race will find itself breathing and functioning from within the sphere of divine Light itself. It is at 
this time that those who have been blessed amongst mankind will come to fully know what it means to be in the 
world but not of the world, and will proceed to offer a hand up to all struggling life on Earth. 
 
The effects that the dawning new reality will have on the manifest aspects of life on Earth will be dramatic, 
profoundly affecting all the kingdoms of this world, from the mineral right up to the human levels of consciousness. 
As the new and higher vibrational sphere penetrates the subtle planes of the planet it will purge the Earth of all 
unintegrated energies, thought forms and emotions. This process is already underway and is being experienced by 
many people as a kind of inner Armageddon, a growing tension between the incoming light of the new Kingdom of 
souls and the outer material world. 
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This is also the time that planet Earth herself has long awaited her birth into a higher expression of life, facilitated 
by the cosmic energies and forces released by way of the precise mathematical motion of the cosmic clockwork, 
the rotational procession of the sun, the planetary spheres and the zodiac. The Earth is soon to release all of the 
cumulative pressure that mankind has placed upon her over millennia of abuse and misuse of her resources for 
selfish ends. Soon all of her kingdoms will be restored to their former virginal state, the Edenic state of pristine 
wholeness and vibrant, health-promoting life. Once balance is restored to the Earth and so is brought back into 
harmony with cosmic law, it will again provide a stable and supportive matrix from which the new humanity can 
reach upwards towards greater light, access the higher spheres of life and so more readily attain the Goal of life. 
On the old Earth the door leading to the Divine has for ages been very obscured and closed to all but the most 
advanced souls due to mankind's widespread pollution of body, mind and soul, and the highly contagious 
atmosphere of selfishness, greed and fear that this has engendered worldwide. The new Earth, free of all 
grossness and impurity, will once more, like before, come into alignment with the divine Plan, functioning again as 
a graceful sphere for divine realisation; a world in which all inhabiting beings may pursue with greater ease the 
sole purpose of life via the process of holy Transfiguration. 
 
"Behold the great key-keeper of the age has turned the key; the mighty gates fly wide and all who will may greet 
the King. Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see the King. Take heed! Be strong in mind; be pure in heart; 
be vigilant in helpfulness; the kingdom is at hand." - Jesus, the Piscean Christ. 
 
 
 
 
 

Human Love/Divine Love 
 
 
 

"Tao does not love as humans do; it sees all things as straw dogs. 
 

"The sage does not love as humans do; he sees people as straw dogs." 
 

       Tao Te Ching 
 
 
WE LIVE IN A WORLD where everything appears to be separate. We perceive with our five mundane senses and 
mind, and we see what is 'out there', thus viewing life from a perspective that reinforces our idea that we are 
separate from everything and that everything is separate from us. But in truth, the separate nature of our existence 
is delusional because everything in the universe is interconnected and interdependent. 
 
The illusion of separation has firmly established itself as a paradigm on Earth, and today dominates the 
consciousness of nearly 6 billion human beings. From our segregated perspective as individuals we also behold 
separation reflected back to us in the form of multifarious pairs of opposites that also appear to be separate from 
one another, e.g., good and evil, right and wrong, friend and foe, etc. 
 
As we continue to invest ourselves and to believe in this illusory state of duality, we serve to fortify and so 
perpetuate the matrix of separation into which we have been born. And as long as we continue to feed the dualistic 
matrix we can never transcend it, which is actually the spiritual goal of life.  
 
No amount of activity applied by the separate personality can help to liberate mankind or this planet from the 
dualistic illusion. Humanity, as a collective of unenlightened personalities, may only affect change within the 
constraints of the unholy world-order into which we have incarnated. The undivine world in which we exist is a 
dualistic illusion that is ruled by polarity, and the only thing we may ever change or affect by way of personal effort 
is the swing of the pendulum between one pole of duality and the other. Let us explore this in greater detail. 
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When we use our personal will - our free will - to embrace one aspect or side of an issue, we expend energy 
through the generation of our dualistic thoughts and emotions. The ego, by virtue of its inherently separative 
nature, constantly grasps at or repels that which is outside itself, and as it does so it generates energetic fetters of 
mental and emotional matter. It is thus that ignorance reinforces the illusory nature of its existence by binding itself 
to duality. Energy follows thought, hence a certain aspect of duality will be strengthened by one's attraction to it 
while another may also be strengthened by one's resistance to it. Therefore, such an energetic investment - which 
to unenlightened perception may seem only to empower the one pole or side of an issue - in fact serves to 
strengthen both poles, thereby empowering either end of the spectrum and effectively exacerbating one's 
entanglement in, as well as strengthening the very fabric of, the illusion of duality. 
 
To the deluded eyes of those who are wholly invested in and so co-creating within the undivine, dualistic world, 
things may appear to be changing, and sometimes even improving, but such people are actually only riding a 
predicamental merry-go-round; they are merely experiencing the inevitable and fruitless vacillations of their 
bondage to the Buddha's wheel of samsara, the world of illusions.  
 
Billions of human beings spend their whole life like this, creating more and more karma by attaching themselves to 
one pole or the other in a dualistic illusion, thus ensuring their continued existence, over lifetimes, in an unholy 
world of restlessness, suffering, pain and inevitable death. 

*  *  * 
 
Despite humanity's long-prevailing ignorance of these facts, all true scriptures have repeatedly testified to the 
futility of seeking true Fulfilment, Love and Life where they can never be found: in duality, in an illusion. Yet still 
today the restless search for love and happiness continues throughout the world. 
 
"But," says Lao Tzu, "Tao does not love as humans do; it sees all things as straw dogs. The sage does not love as 
humans do; he sees people as straw dogs." 
 
These words spoken by the enlightened sage, Lao Tzu, may come as rather a shock to many people. If these 
words are true, they are likely to overturn one's whole way of viewing life and the world, and that is indeed the aim 
of that ancient Chinese revelation we know as the Tao Te Ching. When we understand what Lao Tzu really meant 
to convey, many of our preconceptions will be shot to pieces, for it tears apart the whole paradigm with which 
humankind has surrounded itself and which has been handed down from generation to generation since time 
immemorial. 
 
In the Tao Te Ching it is said that beauty always brings forth ugliness. The presence of the polarity of ugliness is 
the proof that beauty in this undivine world is also an illusion, and that true Beauty - which is imperishable and 
incorruptible and which has no opposite - is not to be found here. In the world of opposites, beauty brings ugliness 
to the surface, good brings forth evil, and love brings forth hatred. Hatred is the proof that love is an unknown 
quantity whose reality is not to be found in this world. Our conceptions of it are an illusion. Worldly expressions of 
love are actually attempts of the ego to glorify its own undivine state of being. That is why they arouse antitheses. 
 
As long as human love is evoked in a world of opposites, hatred will be its twin brother. There is no avoiding it! 
Anyone who cultivates personal love is also cultivating hatred; that is a law of any dualistic world. Hatred is a 
means of self-protection in this fearful world, as essential and as ego-centred as human love.  
 
The scales of love and hatred are constantly in motion and can never be brought to a standstill in duality. One 
moment we are amiability itself, the next the scales tip the other way. Observe mankind, and you will see this 
oscillation happening all the time; it is an amazing but inescapable aspect of human nature. What poor fools we 
are, consumed by love and hatred, swinging like a pendulum between the pairs of opposites in duality. Alternating 
one with the other, our love and our hatred in their many forms constantly add fuel to the flames of our dualistic 
delusion. Is it not quite clear, then, why Tao does not partake in any of this? 
 
We cannot imagine a hatred-propagating Tao but, by the same token, neither should we imagine a love-
propagating Tao either. Tao Loves us, but not in keeping with our secular interpretation of the word. Tao does not 
love as humans do, and it sees all such perceptions as 'straw dogs', which in ancient China were used for 
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sacrifices. In the same way, neither does the sage who participates in Tao love as humans do; he, too, sees the 
people as straw dogs, as humanimals, part of the great illusion. 
 

*  *  * 
 
So what does the Bible really mean when it says that "God is Love"? Well, if we wish to understand anything at all 
about Love, we will need to free ourselves entirely of all our preconceptions about it. We must shatter them, just as 
we must shatter all the other preconceptions that populate our pantheon of ignorant beliefs and opinions. 
 
Let us, then, firstly take a modern-day example of how divine Love is so terribly misunderstood. There are many 
well-meaning New Age groups and centres in existence today where people sit and attempt to send out loving 
thoughts and energies in order to elevate humankind, to protect it from harm, to put an end to wars, to ring in an 
era of peace on Earth, and even to circumvent the forthcoming and necessary geological upheavals. But in reality, 
human love has never liberated the world, and nor can it ever. These centres and groups do not bring about peace 
on Earth, they do not quench the fires of ignorance, they can never heal the wounds of humanity. To the contrary, 
and when understood esoterically, they are actually among the breeding grounds of war, indirectly arousing and 
propagating hatred by feeding and so fortifying the antitheses of 'good' and evil. Therefore, they actually strengthen 
the powers of darkness by their unenlightened motivations, which are actualised by personal will, not divine Will. 
Such activities are akin to black magic, as unenlightened personalities seek, often with noble intentions, to interfere 
with the affairs of others and the world. Such desires create karma and further confusion, for unenlightened human 
beings are unable to create and send Love into the world; only Divinity, only Tao can do that! And remember that 
"Tao does not love as humans do". 
 
Therefore, if we truly wish to be an agent of Love in this world, we must first bring ourselves into a binding with 
Tao, which has nothing to do with this world of temporality and illusion. This is the one, solitary and overriding Goal 
of every single unenlightened human being on Earth, and this is why no enlightened Teacher ever prescribes to 
ordinary humanity the kind of practices that are being performed all over the world today within the New Age 
culture. 
 
The vast majority of New Age teachings, channellings and meditations encourage people to use their personal will 
to create change within and for themselves, and sometimes in order to help manifest positive change in the world 
also. Their focus is on personal transformation, as in: "create your own reality". But by encouraging people to focus 
upon themselves and the dualistic world, and to use their personal will to implement their high ideals, they only 
serve to feed the illusion of duality, along with the rest of the spiritually-unawakened masses. 
 
In fact, these so called New Age teachers, channelers, channelled entities and groups are actually participating in 
something even more detrimental than those who are occultly unaware. By inciting people to polarize themselves 
en masse towards 'peace, goodness, light and love', these well-intentioned but misguided groups are actually 
synergetically strengthening and empowering the opposite end of the spectrum, i.e., violence, evil, darkness, 
hatred, etc. on a global level, thereby unwittingly exacerbating the already chaotic and desperate condition of this 
planet.  
 
Such groups are causing the pendulum of the polarized illusion to swing further and more dramatically from one 
side to the other, effectively producing more and more dualistic power, momentum and tension in the world, all of 
which is actually helping to hasten our planet toward cataclysmic developments. 

*  *  * 
 
Now that we have clearly seen how personal love has nothing whatsoever in common with divine Love, let us 
further explore the scriptural axiom that 'God is Love' by again reviewing Lao Tzu's words: 
 
"Tao is like a bellows. It is empty and never exhausted. The more it moves, the more is brought into manifestation." 
- Tao Te Ching. 
 
The divine Manifestation is governed by a certain rhythm, which is present even in the minutest atom. This state of 
being knows no antitheses, it casts no shadows, and always brings forth itself. Good is not set against evil there, 
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nor beauty against ugliness, nor love against hatred, nor reality against delusion. Tao does not have love, it does 
not give love to others - Tao is Love! In other words, divine Love is not something that can be targeted at a goal, as 
the New Age people attempt to do in order to dignify or save themselves and to preserve this world of separation 
and pain. Love does not make any effort, it does not seek to counteract the effects of evil in duality, and so it does 
not know conflict. Divine Love is not the opposite of hatred or fear, either. If divine Love had an opposite, then it 
would not be divine, eternal; it would be dualistic. Divine Love is a neutral Force; its power is boundless, and can 
be compared with a bellows. If a bellows is pumped rhythmically it generates a great deal of power. In the same 
way, the rhythm of Tao generates an enormous Power and nothing that conflicts with that rhythm, nothing of 
duality, can ever become one with it. 
 
Knowing all this, we will understand better than ever before why this undivine, dualistic world will remain 
fundamentally imperfect and essentially irreparable, however much personal love - via group meditations and the 
like - is sent out into it! Knowing all this we will resolve to waste as little energy as possible on such futile and often 
detrimental activities as so many people are involved with today within the New Age movement. We will leave the 
fallen world of duality for what it is. In complete self-surrender and genuine, selfless service to the Divine Plan, we 
shall focus only on that which is capable of assimilating the divine rhythm of Tao and which is of the same nature, 
the Divine Nature. 
 
It is only through the complete surrender of our personal will, only through the relinquishing of all our attachments 
that bind us karmically to the wheel of samsara, that we may become clear, unimpeded vehicles for the divine 
Intelligence of Tao, which alone has the Power to affect really positive change in this world. Only when we give up 
our self-grasping, egotistic ideals and forget our small selves may we become empty enough to allow Divinity to 
enter into our hearts and to awaken the spark that lives within us so that we may become instruments of Tao. 
 
It is our selfishness, our ignorant use of free will that brought us collectively into our present state of existence. 
Therefore it is only by a 180° reversal, through selflessness, through the complete and utter surrender of ourselves 
and our personal will to the divine Will of Tao, that we may allow the forces of true Change, the forces of 
Redemption, to work through us and liberate us completely from the unholy illusion of this world, which necessarily 
knows so much dualistic restlessness and, therefore, suffering.  
 
 
 

Starseeds and Walk-ins 
 
 

"And many false prophets will appear and deceive many people." 
Matthew 24:11 

 
 
 
The present opportunity for starseeds 
 
Q. I have now read Servers of the Divine Plan and am in unison with you, apart from the chapter on Judgement 
Day and The Great Risk. I have been teaching similar concepts now for about 8 years and have assisted many 
starseeds in remembering who they are. I am a starseed myself and as such I am authorised to say that there are 
some serious errors in your book regarding the dark forces and this mythical 'Judgement Day'. Starseeds (Servers 
in your terminology) are here today to help humanity Ascend. They are enlightened beings who have come to lead 
the way. 
 
A. In SDP it is written: 
 
"A far greater proportion of starseeds have been and continue to be attracted to this planet in order to learn from 
the Earth experiment, to balance their own karma, and some arrive here for far more sinister purposes! Therefore, 
many starseeds actually contribute towards the problems on Earth due to their own ignorance, even though that 
ignorance may be of a uniquely extraterrestrial or starry nature! Our term, 'Server', refers to a soul who has been 
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charged with a specifically beneficent assignment upon the planet that is in alignment with the Divine Plan, and 
who has also successfully managed - perhaps during numerous Earthly lifetimes of serviceful activity - to remain 
free of becoming 'Earth-bound', i.e., karmically tied to the ordinary rounds of human incarnation. A starseed, 
therefore, is not necessarily a Server." 
 
All starseeds are here on Earth today, not so much to teach or lead others (which, before the attainment of Divine 
Consciousness or Supreme Enlightenment, may be just another case of the blind leading the blind), but actually to 
take advantage of what is being offered to Earth-mankind at this unique time on the planet: Ascension, to use a 
New Age term, which means 'Deliverance', 'Redemption', 'Liberation' or 'Enlightenment' in some of the older 
spiritual traditions. 
 
Starseeds have been given permission to be here on Earth at this very special time by the Christ Hierarchy partly 
due to karmic reasons but also because they expressed an interest in learning from the opportunities that are 
present today on the transiting Earth; a learning that can best be made in selfless surrender to the Cause of the 
divine Spirit. 
 
At this end of a world cycle we are living in times of Grace. This is the time (leading up to 2012 or so) when the 
Christ-Consciousness (divine Love) is returning to Earth in order to 'open up the Way', the Way that leads back into 
the divine Universe. Whenever the Christ Consciousness reappears on Earth, a very special opportunity for 
liberation is given to the race of men, but such grace can only be received if we give up everything that has not yet 
led us to liberation; if we drop everything that has not worked for us with regard to attaining Holiness; if we give up 
all ideas, hopes, desires, convictions and notions about the spiritual life in order to simply receive the Grace that is 
being offered, and so to ultimately attain Holiness and divine Accomplishment. 
This is a very hard thing to do for many 'spiritual' people today, especially those in the West who 'know' so much 
due to their long-cultivated intellect! (The more we 'know', the less we grow.) However, it must be done if starseeds 
are to fulfil the purpose of their incarnation here at this time and so know success. The requirements of the Path do 
not change just because a candidate happens to be a starseed! Anything less than humble surrender (including 
leading blind humanity over a precipice with good but unenlightened intentions) leads to 'failure', or at least 
postponement until the next Harvest Time on some other 3D planet. And I hasten to add that between now and the 
next Harvest Time a great deal of trial and error and therefore suffering upon the physical plane will be known by 
those who fail to take advantage of the opportunity of an age; the opportunity that is here with us today, but which 
has its time constraints. 
 
Starseeds, like humanity, may take advantage of today's great spiritual opportunity by remaining open and humble. 
By doing so, and hence in being lifted up into the Body of Christ themselves, they may take back to their respective 
civilizations the experience and grace that they have received by being here. 
 
Yet if starseeds do not go the Path of the Divine Mysteries in humble surrender and in love (as all candidates for 
ascension must do, whatever may be their 'origins'), then not only will the great opportunity upon their visit to Earth 
be missed, but they will also, in the vast majority of cases, accrue new karma, which is so very easy to do here on 
this fear-ridden Earth, and so take back to their worlds with them a heavier burden than that which they brought 
here to resolve in the first place. This is happening today with starseeds who presume to know something, 
anything at all! For if we think that we know something before attaining Supreme Enlightenment, then that 
'something' is sure to prevent us from entering the divine Universe, as it simultaneously attracts to us further 
painful lessons in order that we may eventually be coerced to surrender our foolish egotism to Divinity.  
I have met many starseeds and walk-ins who clearly demonstrate neurosis, occult obsession (possession) and 
even psychosis. Frankly, in all their deluded speculations and projections, they are often much more fearful, proud 
or resentful of life (and often all three at once) than the ordinary man in the street. Many starseeds here today are 
actually in a much worse condition than many non- starseed human beings! And the quote of Jesus comes to 
mind: "The meek shall inherit the [new] Earth". 
 
 
Ascension and teaching others 
 
Q. I am a starseed. I have been reading some of your material and agree that we do have grace in these times and 
that we are here to ascend. . . 
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A. Potentially to ascend, yes. Most human beings will not ascend in this round. Look around you. Do you not see 
fear and darkness growing everywhere in the world as the planetary vibration quickens? "Wars and rumours of 
war" are the order of the day. The psychic atmosphere of Earth has become much more toxic during just the last 
decade. Since the vast majority of human beings (and many starseeds also) have not purified their hearts by going 
the Path of Sanctification, by selflessly consecrating themselves in service to the Holy Plan, these psychic 
contaminants are infecting them more and more (like attracts like), and they are reacting defensively for self, thus 
compounding their struggle, creating new karma and becoming more entrenched in the illusion of duality. Old 
habits die hard. 
 
Q. . . .I do not, however, agree that we are not here to teach or that anyone who thinks they "know" anything is 
defeating their purpose in being here. I believe, in addition to our own individual reasons, each of us - particularly 
walk-ins and starseeds - come into this lifetime with a mission. . . 
 
A. To say "I believe" (as, for example, the ignorant fundamentalists do so often as they quote from their bibles) is to 
demonstrate that we do not yet Know for sure. And if we do not yet Know, then surely it is wiser to remain a Seeker 
and not try to be a teacher. 
 
Q. . . .For some of us, that mission is teaching. For others it is healing or counseling or starting a website. I have 
been told, and I believe, that my mission is to teach and to heal. Teaching, to me, means sharing the truths I 
"know" to be real. "Know" not in an intellectual sense, but "know" in a soul sense. . . 
 
A. Please look carefully again at my following remarks made earlier. I have italicised the key words of relevance: 
"[Starseeds] are here on Earth today, not so much to teach or lead others (which, before the attainment of divine 
Consciousness or Supreme Enlightenment, may be just another case of the blind leading the blind), but actually, 
and moreover, to take advantage of what is being offered to Earth-mankind at this unique time on the planet: 
Ascension." 
 
The sole purpose of all unenlightened life-forms is to Ascend, that is to say: to achieve Liberation from matter, from 
ignorance, from suffering, etc., etc. I hasten to add that starseed life elsewhere in this galaxy has also not yet 
ascended, and that is actually why it is here on Earth today: to take advantage of what is about to happen here on 
Terran. 
 
Perhaps I might further clarify this last important point, which so many spiritual aspirants (including starseeds) 
overlook. 
Before arriving here, all souls understood something of the wondrous opportunity that is being offered to all 
physically-incarnated human beings at this time on Earth, and it was this, above all, that impelled them to come 
here, for they understood well the ultimate Goal and also, due to today's long-promised Grace, the very real 
potential for attainment of it at the end of this major cycle for Earth. However, many, perhaps most, of these 
incarnating lives have now forgotten what they knew before they arrived (due to the veil of forgetfulness that is 
necessarily a part of 3D existence), and they have instead got themselves caught up in the collective psychosis of 
Earth-humanity. What a pity to come all this way and fail to achieve what we came here to achieve! 
In fact, most starseeds are not here today for the first time. They have been visiting this world for ages, and many 
of them have been waiting for and working hard towards this special moment, preparing themselves for long ages 
in order to realise the consummation of all their past efforts made on Earth and elsewhere, and to therefore ascend 
and go Home once and for all. Again, what a great tragedy if they were to remain lost for the harvest due to their 
wrong identification in this lifetime; what a calamity if they were to remain sleeping under the shadow of unresolved 
karma up until the cock crows to announce the Light of a New Day. 
 
If the planetary clock were today to strike the hour, how many starseeds do you think would, in fact, be ready to let 
go of all their cosmic delusions in which they have invested so much of their time and energy (even just in this 
lifetime), and so allow themselves to be lifted up before the forthcoming cataclysms started? And who is to say that 
the final gong will not sound in the very next moment? For Divine Love will come to claim its own just as soon as 
the critical mass has been mustered. 
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"The wicked of the Earth shall weep when they shall see the Son of God come down upon the clouds of heaven, in 
power. Take heed you, O take heed, for you know not the hour nor the day when comes the Son of God. Let not 
your hearts be overcharged with sensuous things, nor with the cares of life, lest that day come and find you 
unprepared. Keep watch at every season of the year; and pray that you may meet the Lord with joy and not with 
grief." - Jesus, the Christ. 
 
If you remain objective here, you will find that you have to admit that were 'Judgement Day' to happen right now, 
today, there would be a very tiny harvest indeed in proportion to the planetary population.  
 
Therefore, starseed-souls, just like non-starseeds, forget here on Earth. In such a forgetful and therefore ignorant 
(of Divinity) state, are we really able to Teach anyone, do you think? Are we able to lead anyone toward the Goal if 
we have lost sight of the requirements of that Goal ourselves and have failed to attain it or, for most, even get 
close to attaining it? And if we attempted to Heal*, to teach and to lead others before we attained divine 
Illumination, would we not be in danger of leading the blind while remaining blindfolded ourselves? 
 
* I mean Heal on a soul level, and therefore truly HEAL. 
 
A personality can actually Teach* no one anything at all..... unless the divine Spirit moves through them (and for 
that to happen the 'I' must disappear). It is only the divine Spirit that can teach anything or anyone at all. In fact, it is 
only the divine Spirit that can truly Heal a soul and so lead that soul back Home. 
 
* There is an overabundance of spiritual teachers in this world but very few True Teachers, i.e., Holy Grails (emptied human 
beings) that can actually receive the divine Spirit and so radiate the energy of divine Awakening. 
 
So, it is okay for us to 'teach', like a mother or father may 'teach' their child, for example, but who amongst us can 
actually Teach by channeling the divine Spirit itself, by removing self from Self, by dying as to the false idea of I, 
me and mine (which is but a manifest of ignorance and fear)? 
 
You see, once an aspirant makes contact with the divine Spirit, he instantly knows that it is not he, his false self 
(ego), that Teaches and Heals, but the "Mysterious Virtue" of which Lao Tzu spoke; in other words the divine Spirit, 
the Tao itself, through him. Any thought of 'I am a teacher' or 'I can heal others' or 'I know the way Home and can 
therefore lead others' actually prevents the divine Spirit from working through us. Why? Because the 'I' is NOT the 
divine Spirit, it is an illusion, as are all separative entities. We then, and at best, can offer others a very distorted 
version of the Truth, and this is how the road to hell is paved with good intentions. 
 
There is a biblical passage and prophecy for this time that warns: "False messiahs and false prophets will arise, 
and they will perform signs and wonders so great as to deceive, if that were possible, even the elect." - Matt. 
24:24. 
 
This is happening everywhere in the world today, and many of these assuming teachers like to think of themselves 
as masters, starseeds, etc. Yet none of them radiate Holiness; none of them have emptied their cup to the degree 
required in order to receive and radiate the divine Spirit, and so none of them are True Teachers. And, in their 
presumed 'teacher/leader' capacity (arrogance), they are not going to be receiving that Spirit either. It is another 
case of the blind leading the blind. 
 
Bearing in mind the wondrous Grace that we all sense is being offered today on Earth, it seems that to remain 
humble and open, to empty our cup of all preconceived notions about what we think we know, and to surrender in 
pure devotion and selfless supplication to the divine Spirit, is the only sane choice that we can make. When this is 
done we begin to experience the divine Spirit working through us (which it so much wants to do) and then we 
'become a Teacher', yet not really because 'we' actually disappear, leaving the divine Spirit unimpeded by fear, 
pride and ignorance to do its Work in the world and so bless mankind. 
Therefore, do you see how very dangerous it is to believe that you, or I, or anyone else can actually Teach, Heal or 
Lead others? 
 
"Only upon God my soul waits in silence." - Psalms 62. 
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If we earnestly feel that we can Teach, then there is one sure way of knowing whether or not we are deceiving 
ourselves: our inner Bliss will surely support our theory. May I then ask you, do you know the Bliss, the Ecstasy of 
the divine Spirit when you are teaching? If not, would it not be more expedient to Seek the Truth with all your heart, 
mind and soul before leaving the Path to become a teacher? It is actually such 'noble intentions' that prevent 
aspirants from attaining Deliverance, and such attitudes are everywhere apparent on Earth today. "....and Jesus 
wept." 
 
 
The question and the answer 
 
Once there was a man who had been wandering around the Mount of Life for many lifetimes. 
 
He had become weary of coming sometimes close to Glory yet never actually partaking in it. So he decided to give 
up all his notions and beliefs and simply pray to God for guidance. 
 
He asked: "Lord, what would you have me do? What is it that I ought to be doing in this particular incarnation in 
order to please you most? Indeed, what is my mission here, my personal program?" 
 
Since the man's prayer was sincere and unconditional, God immediately answered, saying: "My beloved son. 
There is only ever One Mission for each and every life-form under Heaven; only One single Goal, One Purpose 
and One intelligent Activity. And that is to Seek the Truth and so Find Me; to come Home. All personal ideas of 
helping others in the illusion are but phantasmic creations of the ego-self that serve only to clutter the Way and 
obscure the simple Truth. And this is how you have repeatedly forgotten the One Goal over thousands of lifetimes." 
 
At this gracious response, the man once again remembered with the greatest felicity what he had set out to 
accomplish so very long ago, back beyond the great shadows of his past and ancient error. And he resolved again 
to simply and unassumingly serve God by seeking the Truth, relinquishing all of his own conceptions and beliefs 
built up over incarnations, and to leave the rest to Grace, the Law, in which he had again found his Faith. 
 
"Whoever will come after Me will have to die to all definitions of self . . . Whoever clings to his definition of self will 
lose his identity when that definition is no more, but whoever shall relinquish all definitions for My sake, and for the 
entry of My consciousness, the same will share in My eternal life." - Ken Carey, The Starseed Transmissions. 
 
 
To ascend or not to ascend 
 
Q. We agree on some things and disagree on others, and it's ok to do that. 
 
A. Those who wish to go Home, to find the Truth, are not concerned with agreements or disagreements, for they 
only wish to find the Truth (which is beyond argument) and so to realise the sole purpose of life. "We all dance 
around in a circle and suppose, while the Truth sits in the middle and just Knows." Therefore, to the intelligent and 
uncompromising seeker it may be "ok" (allowed under the Law of Free Will) to disagree, but where there is 
disagreement at all on important spiritual matters such as these, the uncompromising seeker recognises that either 
one or both parties must fall short of the Truth. This is so because, as all Enlightened beings have agreed: the 
Truth is One; they all see and bask in the same Reality. There is only One Truth and it is universal. Therefore the 
seeker of Truth is compelled from within to reconcile disagreements in his own mind and heart before moving on, 
and if it is seen that he is wrong, he will learn, adjust and move forth; if it is earnestly recognised that the other is 
wrong, then the seeker of Truth will leave the discussion (if it is deemed to be an unsurpassable deadlock) and 
continue his search alone. 
 
All Enlightened beings throughout the ages have assured ignorant humanity that the sole purpose of their unholy 
existence is to find God, to find the Truth. If to seek and find the Truth is the sole purpose of existence, then, and if 
we have yet to find that Truth and so experience the Bliss of True Life, then we must still be ignorant. Even a child 
can understand this. So if we are not yet experiencing the Bliss of Reality and so remain ignorant, then we do not 
actually Know anything, do we? So please tell me how can we safely make any statements about what we think 
we know, as you do, together with nearly 6 billion other unenlightened human beings on planet Earth today? 
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And I hasten to add that I am not saying that I Know anything at all either: I don't! No 'I' does! Yet in admitting that I 
know nothing and in earnestly seeking the Truth, like a baby... well, that is another story. Those with ears to hear, 
let them hear. 
 
It may be that I have been pointing to something here that you are just not interested in. The reality is that the vast 
majority of people on Earth today - spiritually disposed or otherwise - do not uncompromisingly seek the Truth, and 
have definitely not realised it either! If they had, then this world would demonstrate a much greater yield of 
Buddhas and Christs, would it not? Indeed, it would have very many Initiates and Masters, too (i.e., true Seekers), 
which it does not. Now, one cannot know this by reading books; one has to actually travel the world over and seek 
in every corner, lifting every stone in order to see that there are actually very few Buddhas, Christs, Initiates and 
Masters in this world. And also upon that search one has to purify his heart and mind of all ideas, theories, beliefs 
and especially convictions in order to truly See at all. 
 
Therefore, the Truth itself is quite lonely here on Earth amongst wayward mankind. It is lonely because hardly 
anyone is interested in it, or perhaps it is the case that hardly anyone has what it takes to go the Path, which all the 
Great Ones have done. This last statement is a euphemism! Yet very many people demonstrate by their 
unenlightened convictions that they think or believe that they are interested in Truth and that they are on the right 
path. However, the wise injunction over the Greek temple in Delphi is seldom realised in this world of delusion: 
"Man, know thyself". 
 
If we do not know ourselves, which we can only do by seeking Truth like a baby, then we are destined to fall into all 
kinds of delusions, especially when we have any conviction about anything at all. Perhaps in the unenlightened 
state the most certain conviction that we can have is that we know absolutely nothing! If we Knew anything about 
Life, then we would be able to create worlds and life-forms, as does God. However, if you check with your own 
heart right now, I guarantee that you cannot tell me - or better, demonstrate to me - that you can actually create 
even one cell in your own body, can you? So what do we Know, really? 
Again, may I ask you: do you experience Bliss or divine Ecstasy every day (as saints such as Ramakrishna, St. 
Francis and Yogananda have exemplified)? And if not, then why are you making statements all the time instead of 
asking the very necessary Questions: what is Love? Where is God? What is Truth? And perhaps: Lord, will you not 
make me a perfect instrument in Your divine Service? etc. 
 
Do you see the very simple yet critical point that I am trying to make here? 
 
When we become again like a babe - open, empty and innocent - we shall Know ALL within, for God Knows ALL 
and God is a baby! Did you know that? God does not suppose that He* can heal anyone, for to God 'any other one' 
does not exist, and there is no sickness in Truth either. Here the use of words becomes very difficult in conveying 
the simple Truth (which is, of course, well beyond words and concepts because it a Living, Vibrating Reality; a 
Radiative Plenitude, which hardly anyone on this Earth has a clue about), so perhaps I will leave this rather lofty 
thread dangling where it is for now. 
 
* I use the word 'He' for simplicity's sake. God, of course, is both male and female, yin and yang. 
 
Q. I think the focus should be not so much on who's "right" or "wrong", but on allowing each person to be at their 
own level of understanding. 
 
A. Yes, let us allow, but let us also not overlook the vital fact that many souls are here today who might ascend... if 
they remembered the requirements of the Way in time. If we are not interested in going Home yet, then that is okay 
in a free-will system (as foolish as is such an attitude), and free will should never be interfered with. 
 
There is no 'right' or 'wrong', only choice, and so opportunity taken or missed. The cards are on the table, the final 
Call for this cycle is going out today, and time, space and all suffering are about to disappear for those who make 
the grade. 
 
Q. I have enjoyed our talk, and I hope that we are both learning from each other. 
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A. Firstly, hope is a desire and so is ego-based and invites frustration as well as creating more karma in the 
illusion. This just means more suffering - for the world - while we necessarily have to try to untangle the confusion 
that we have made at a later time. 
 
Secondly, there is nothing to "learn" because God already Knows ALL and is already perfect. If we believe that we 
need to learn anything, then we will naturally seek to learn more in our illusioned reality about the great illusion, 
and so necessarily become more enmeshed in it. What a waste of time and energy! And let us not forget that we 
are our neighbour's debtor, for everything is interconnected. Remaining ignorant augments the illusion for 
everyone. Therefore, the only sane thing to do is to Seek the Truth NOW and to become Enlightened. Anything 
less than that is just foolishness, the tragic perpetuation of ignorance. 
 
 
Good and evil 
 
Q. I do agree that a lot of us may not ascend. However, I prefer to look on the positive side of things. 
 
A. If there is a positive side, then there must also be a negative side, for one is meaningless without the other. 
 
The Sage sees both because his perception is balanced (ultimately he sees neither, for neither actually exist). 
 
Why do you prefer only to look at the 'positive side'? Are you perhaps afraid of the dark? However, did you know 
that in a dualistic universe (the undivine part) if we swing to the positive side, then we will also necessarily be 
coerced at some time to swing back to the negative side. 
 
The New Age groups mentioned in the 'Human Love/Divine Love' article also prefer only to look to their 
interpretation of the positive side, and in doing so they unbalance themselves, guaranteeing for themselves a 
karmic visit from the dark side. This is the Law; a Law that so very few people in the world understand at all; an 
inescapable Law: the Law of Cause and Effect. 
 
Both dark and light, negative and positive, arise from the 'tree of knowledge of good and evil': duality. If we eat of 
that tree at all, either evil or good, then we create karma. 
 
Evil is the antipole of what mankind calls 'good'. Many human beings, judged by society's standards, are 
considered to be good, very good, humane, cultured and loving. However, such goodness might indeed be very 
good if only it had no antipole! All truly wise individuals have ever absolutely denied the Goodness of 'good', due to 
its black shadow, due to the dualistic nature of things. "Good is the smallest part of evil." - the Egyptian Avatar, 
Hermes Trismegistus. Yet the vast majority of human beings, even today in our modern and cultivated society, 
have no comprehension whatsoever of this reality. The following statement of fact, therefore, will constitute a major 
revelation for most people if they are able to see its veracity: THE GOOD OF THIS WORLD MAINTAINS EVIL, 
JUST AS EVIL MAINTAINS GOODNESS. 
 
Consequently, if humanity does not change, does not break through to a totally different spiritual attitude far above 
all commonplace and dualistic ideas of goodness, and if it does not achieve a fundamental rebirth in a new sphere 
of existence separated from this world of polarity ("My Kingdom is not of this world"), then karma will continue to be 
created and so the hell-realm of duality will continue to exist; as long as man perseveres in his exploitation of his 
biological and primitive 'goodness', evil will ever accompany him. If man does not totally revolutionise himself 
spiritually, then he will remain bound to the world of illusion despite all his solemn declarations of goodness, love 
and friendship. For worldly goodness has its shadow, and man maintains that shadow just as he maintains his very 
own undivine self. "There is none good; no, not one". These words were once spoken by Jesus, the Piscean 
Christ, in reference to humanity on Earth, and they are among the most profound and true ever uttered. 
 
Q. Years ago, I had a vision of looking down into a valley that I 'knew' represented the world. All was dark, inky 
blackness. Then I saw bright, white pinpoints of light moving in the darkness. I 'knew' that I was one of those 
pinpoints of light, and I also 'knew' that, in time, all the dark would be transformed into brilliant, white light. I don't 
see fear and darkness growing. I see light growing. If we concentrate on the light, we will see the light. If we focus 
on the dark, we will see the dark. 
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A. It is not what we focus upon that counts, it is the why and how of what we focus upon. If we avoid looking at the 
shadow side of life (which can only be intelligently and effectively addressed by shining the light of discrimination 
there), then we are in denial and therefore fear, and so are actually creating more darkness by way of our charge. 
 
 
Ascended masters 
 
Q. There are many starseeds/walk-ins here who are already ascended masters in other star systems. They have 
volunteered to come to Earth at this time primarily to help humanity ascend. 
 
A. It really doesn't work that way. Your concepts are false and are misleading you entirely, for you are still thinking 
in terms of space and time, which are both of the illusion. 
 
Please let me explain. Christ Consciousness is the very lowest level of enlightened Consciousness; the very first 
rung on the Heavenly Stair, if you like. Everything below Christ Consciousness is unenlightened, i.e., of the illusion. 
That is why Jesus demonstrated the Way to True Life that must pass through the Christine Gateway. 
 
In order to help another ascend, one must have ascended oneself and so hold the Keys to Life (as Jesus did, for 
example, and there have been many other Christed ones before him), and so be able to open up the Way for 
others. Now in Christ there is no time or space; Christ is the timeless ONE - not past and then, not here and there. 
Therefore, do I need to say more regarding your interpretation of the Ancient Wisdom when you speak of 
ascended masters (individual, separate beings!) who, if they have ascended must be One. Do I need to, therefore, 
explain why Christed Consciousness does not come from all over the galaxy (space) in order to help others 
ascend? 
 
No. Christ - or Divinity - is preparing to enter the fields of darkness (Earth) today from within; it does not come from 
anywhere else but right here and now. And it is ONE, not many masters. 
 
The so-called 'masters' that we may have read about are still on the Path leading to Deliverance; they have not yet 
entered through the Christine Gate, for if this was so then how could they be individual men with names and 
personal characteristics all their own? 
 
The vast majority of 'masters' who 'channel' themselves through mediums today are actually unenlightened 
imposters who may well believe that they are Home (which, at best, may be just the 'home' of the spiritualists' 
summerland) and even convince the gullible public that this is so, but they are not yet in Christ Consciousness and 
so also Know nothing. 
 
Christ is One and It is about to transmute this Earth and bring Home all who are ready to surrender everything to 
Christ and so dissolve in Christ. It is that simple. To complicate the simple Truth is to create more illusions for 
everyone. 
An individual being, be it a master or anything else, is actually just a bundle of karma, which has no true 
Substance, no Reality. A separated being is an illusion. Therefore starseeds and walk-ins are also of the illusion, 
i.e., un- Christed. 
 
 
Time, space and illusion 
 
Q. How do you know that starseed life elsewhere in this galaxy has not yet ascended? 
 
A. Because if it dwells in time and space, if it is a 'starseed' and not Christ, not One, then it must be of the illusion, 
i.e., unenlightened, still fallen, not ascended. 
 
Q. How do you know what the motivation is for each starseed who comes here? 
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A. Because the sole and true spiritual impulse within every bundle of karma is the same: to balance itself, to 
transmute its illusions and to merge in Christ (Divinity), to return Home where the Real Journey of divine Evolution 
begins. 
 
Did you know that there is no true Evolution in an undivine existence such as that which Earth-humanity knows? 
There is only development of the illusion. 
 
Mostly, humanity learns through the painful experience of what is not Real; it learns from what is not. This is called 
the path of 'neti, neti' in yoga philosophy; the path of 'not this, not that'. Eventually, after who knows how many 
revolutions on the wheel of birth, suffering, death and reincarnation, humanity begins to recognise its folly and 
surrenders to Christ in order to re-merge with Divinity, to go Home. This is the wondrous opportunity being offered 
to all mankind again today worldwide via the reappearance of the Christ Consciousness on Earth. It is an 
opportunity that is given at the end of every major cycle on Earth when it becomes far more easier to ascend (re-
merge) for all. 
 
However, so few are taking this opportunity today because their adamant belief systems - the delusions in their 
minds - prevent them from moving onwards and upwards; their convictions born of ignorance prevent them from 
going Home. Yet free will must not be interfered with. That is why I stated previously that the only sane choice for 
each of us is to simply receive the Grace of an Age and go Home. This is also the greatest way in which we may 
help others, for all of life is interconnected. 
 
Q. Also, I think you overlook the fact that many starseeds come from planets that are spiritually, as well as 
technologically advanced, and they chose to come here to be of service, not just for their own advancement. 
 
A. Yes, it is so, or at least that is their belief. But these well-intentioned but unenlightened (because still individual) 
beings from elsewhere in time and space cannot truly Help anyone else, for they themselves are still in the illusion: 
deluded, ignorant, even though that ignorance may be more "spiritually and technologically advanced". There is 
Earthly delusion and there is stellar delusion, and then there is interdimensional delusion. One kind of delusion 
might regard another as superior or wiser than its own, yet all delusion is still delusion! It is of the same ignorant 
nature as all delusion. So instead of the blind leading the blind, today it may be a case of the starseeds leading the 
blind. However, there is no real difference.  
 
Q. Nothing is ever wasted. Everything we learn goes into our soul's memory bank as a building block for future 
learning. 
 
A. It is true that (in the illusion) the reincarnating karmic bundle (microcosm) retains a memory of its past 
experiences; experiences that may have been gleaned from thousands of painful lifetimes of walking the path of 
'neti, neti'. So, yes, while in the illusion, nothing is lost. However, when a person eventually finds and surrenders to 
the Truth, everything of its karma is transmuted (transfigured) and so dissolves (is lost) completely. For why would 
God, in all His Perfection, choose to take into Himself that which is not True, not Real, an illusion? Indeed, this 
'learning' of which you speak is not Real either, for it consists at best of merely undivine mental, astral, and 
physical convolutions, rotations of the wheel of illusion, which turns on one plane; the wheel of illusion does not 
spiral. This is why there can be no true Evolution in the illusion. 
 
Therefore, Christ has simply been watching and waiting for us to go Home for a very long time indeed; watching in 
forced silence and in not a little dismay as we corrupted our consciousness more and more by choosing to believe 
in an illusion that we ourselves created. And today Christ is praying that the harvest will be greater than before. In 
a sense, it is a very painful movie for Love to watch! Especially while we thrash around in illusory quicksand 
believing that we are progressing spiritually when we are only 'learning' about the infinite facets of an illusion! 
 
So why does nearly every spiritually disposed person believe as you do? Because all scriptures have been 
disfigured, changed, falsified and misunderstood. And the vast majority of commentaries on the Universal Doctrine, 
the Ancient Wisdom, have been written by unenlightened men who believed the same as you do, who tried to 
interpret scripture while lacking the Key to its true meaning. That Key may only be found in the pure heart and 
uncluttered, open mind, and when ignorance seeks to grapple with sacred and often veiled, written revelation, is it 
any wonder that confused conclusions are made? 
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End of cycle purgation 
 
Q. Also why view Earth-humanity as a collective psychosis? Why not view it the way it is meant to be, thereby 
helping to bring it into being? 
 
A. Because it is not how it is 'meant' to be (could be), and that is the reality. Are you suggesting that we should all 
just pretend, like so many New Age people do in their unconscious fear of the truth of these times? Was Jesus 
being unwise, do you think, when he compared human beings to vipers and snakes? 
 
Compared with divine Consciousness, human consciousness is utterly psychotic, just as it is rather psychotic to 
state that we know something - anything at all - before we are in Christ Consciousness.  
 
If we forge ahead with our ignorant conviction that all is well and so deny that humanity is deranged, then what are 
we actually doing? We are perpetuating and augmenting the great lie, fortifying the illusion = new karma = more 
suffering = end of cycle cataclysms in order to again purify the life-field of the planet so that karma may once more 
have a fresh chance to resolve itself in a new and relatively uncontaminated world: a Garden of Eden. And again, 
in the new world, the new humanity will be warned: "Do not eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and 
evil", which is of duality, the unholy illusion, "for if you do you will again end up in the same mess as 21st-century 
mankind!" 
 
Life, for ignorant mankind, is an ever-accelerating process of crystallisation, until death mercifully offers an escape 
and a fresh opportunity via reincarnation. "As above, so below", as the Hermetic maxim assures us. Therefore, if 
this periodicity exists in the life of the individual in one lifetime, then it must also exist for the human life-wave as a 
whole. 
 
In fact, many end-of-cycle cataclysms (karmic purgations) have already occurred both on planet Earth and upon 
numerous other worlds in this galaxy, and these are applications of the divine Law of Mercy. They have occurred 
to the planetary field of life as a whole in order to protect it in its entirety from destruction (evil always eventually 
turns in on itself and, if left alone to run its course, it destroys absolutely everything, like a cancer). The culmination 
of these necessary cyclic phenomena have been termed 'Judgement Days' by certain prophets and seers. 
 
It has happened many times - during the Hyperborean era, the Lemurian era, the Atlantean era and also thirty-two 
times during the present Aryan era - that a kind of separation has taken place between the 'righteous' and the 
'unrighteous', between those who worship the spirit of Earthly things and those seeking the Doorway to the Divine 
Kingdom, in order to enter through the Gate of Christ into the Blessedness of Eternal Freedom. 
 
Those with eyes to see, let them see. 
 
 
The vital choice offered to all 
 
Q. Don't you think there have been other planetary ascensions since the beginning of time? 
 
A. Of course there have been. The undivine universe is very large and contains virtually infinite unenlightened 
(undivine, non-ascended) life. 
 
Q. We don't need to come to this planet to ascend. Other planets ascend when the time is right. 
 
A. So why are so many starseeds here on Earth today, then? Like so many people, you do not understand the 
magnitude of what is actually about to occur here on planet Earth. The reason so many unintegrated seeds of life 
(souls) are on Terran today is because there is an extremely special opportunity for ascension being offered here, 
like nowhere else within the ring-pass-not of this galaxy. 
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Very briefly, planet Earth is home to a very unique experiment in the local galaxy; an experiment involving many 
different cultures from all over the galaxy and which is about to reach a culmination point of a long phase of its 
development. Stareeds from diverse sources in time and space are karmically tied to this world; they have been 
waiting for the now imminent moment for eons. I do not exaggerate when I assure you that there is no other 
planetary sphere in this whole galaxy that is undergoing what the Earth is today. That is why the starseeds are 
here: i) to balance their karma which, in their case, is inseparable with the Earth-experiment, and ii) to attempt 
ascension (if they can resolve their karma). No other planet is offering this kind of opportunity today in such a short 
time. Knowing this, would you not also rush to be here at this time? Indeed, is that not why you are here today!? 
Perhaps it may be best to remember the Truth, then, as soon as possible, which you may only do by becoming an 
earnest Seeker of Truth. 
 
Q. It's not a calamity if some people don't make it this time. 
 
A. No, not if you don't mind waiting until the next major cycle on some other 3D planet elsewhere whilst 
experiencing a good deal of suffering over uncountable lifetimes. Do you like the physical plane? If you do, then it 
is my guess that you really cannot remember your expansive, liberated, divine origins at all! And neither are you 
going to unless you become a Seeker. 
 
Q. Souls have all eternity to ascend, and each will ascend at the right time in the right place. 
 
A. That's a bit of a platitude. Tell me, is it the "right time" before or after eons of unnecessary deprivation, pain, 
misery, war, starvation, agony and suffering in all its multifarious forms? 
 
Ascension is a choice, not a "right time". 
 
 
How to love 
 
Q. Every lightworker should know that the primary requirement to reach the goal of ascension is to love as our 
heavenly father loves, unconditionally. If you can't love unconditionally, then you are not ready for ascension.  
 
A. Another platitude, and this time an error, too. For, as lucidly described in the 'Human Love/Divine Love' article, a 
human being cannot Love. It is impossible for you or I to Love, for as we have proven, if we cannot even create 
one cell in our own body, then how can we do something divine like Love? 
 
Only Love - God alone - Loves, and when that Love from God enters through us (which it can only do in selfless 
surrender, baby-like surrender) then we come to realise that the illusion is over, we are Home and, actually, we see 
that we never descended in the first place, but merely created an illusion, a dream in our own minds, which we 
then proceeded to become caught up in! 
 
Therefore to think in terms of ascension, time, space, me, you, sickness, healing, leading, etc., etc. is to augment 
the illusion.  
 
Q. If you make yourself an instrument for spirit, you might be surprised at what comes through you. 
 
A. But how can 'I' prepare anything to be used by Divinity? Surely only Divinity itself can do that? Only Tao can 
Love when 'I' get out of the way and stay out of the way. 
 
The words we use and the ideas that we think, clutter our minds and colour our personal illusion. Words and ideas 
have power. Therefore, it is important to choose them carefully. Your thinking and hopeful conviction are 
preventing you from knowing the Bliss of your own true Nature right here and now. 
 
Q. Many times, I have spoken without knowing what I was going to say only to find that I have said something very 
meaningful to the person hearing it. 
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A. Of course, there is a very illumined (relatively) higher self, which many people believe is their divine Self. 
However, it is not. If you do not know Bliss, then it is not your True Christ-Self that is speaking, for Divinity does not 
speak in words, it Radiates the Truth from Heaven; its Word is, therefore, a divine Vibration. 
 
The lipika being, the higher self, has been named 'Lucifer' in the Divine Mysteries: the bringer of cold light. It is very 
insightful and loves to give advice that pertains to the illusion. 
 
Q. As far as healing is concerned, when I lead a group healing, all I do is say, "dear God, please make us pure and 
perfect channels for your love to come through so spirit can heal as it knows best."  
 
A. That is the brightest thing you have said today, apart from "when I lead". 
 
 
In summary 
 
You are right, unintegrated life has an eternity in which to choose to go the Path and so to ascend, but it also has 
an eternity to suffer if it chooses, again and again and again upon the ever-turning wheel of birth and death in the 
undivine universe, where ceaseless unrest and death are the only certainties. 
 
Without true Knowledge (which leads to Wisdom), but instead with false knowledge, we shall be like the blind man 
in the valley of the shadow of death at this very unique time on Earth, and so we will necessarily miss the 
opportunity of an age, which shall not again be presented to us for a very long time indeed. 
 
 
 
 
 

Polarities of Armageddon 
 

Service to self (STS) or service to others (STO) 
 
 
 
Q: There are battles going on right now over galactic territory and liberty etc., and then there are "Servers-to-
Others". These Servers have to use force on the dark ones, because the dark ones have no respect for free will or 
anything else for that matter.  
 
So these warriors are here right now on Earth, and they are very much needed because "Service-to-Self" is taking 
as many as it can with it in these last days before the shift of ages. 
 
A: You are in error. What you speak of here is but one side of the great battle of Armageddon. It is duality that 
fights with another aspect of itself in the realm of opposites. Divinity does not fight evil, and neither does Divinity do 
'good', for both good and evil are dualistic illusions that vibrate outside Divine spheres.  
 
Now, ignorance has misinterpreted the pure teachings and teachers, and has fooled the whole world into thinking 
in terms of self and other. But whatever side one chooses, STS or STO, one is polarizing from the Middle Way, 
where the Truth lives. When one swings to the right, the law of duality ensures that a swing back to the left must 
occur, for balance is a universal decree. If there is any 'other' with which you battle, even in thought, then you are 
fighting an aspect of the dualistic illusion, and so are binding yourself to it. And the same goes for helping any 
'other', which means that you are helping an illusion of 'other'. Either way, karma is created due to an 
unenlightened focus.  
 
These 'warriors' of whom you speak are perhaps noble in their activites in one sense, but unenlightened all the 
same. Their actions actually constitute a part of the world-problem, similar to that of the evil ones themselves. 
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Q: But those who fight evil do a great service for the downtrodden and ignorant. 
 
A: Like the majority of human beings, you do not yet see the Truth. Do you think that Divinity is so limited that it has 
to battle with evil? Divinity, the Truth, does not fight anything, it just IS. 
 
Q: Eureka! I think the penny just dropped! If you do not even vibrate there, in duality, you become untouchable by 
it, yes? 
 
A: Right. There is duality: good and evil, self and other, and then there is Divinity, Truth, which is altogether other. 
 
Q: Christ consciousness is beyond both polarities. 
 
A: Yes, Divinity vibrates beyond all man-made dualities; it has nothing to do with them. 
 
Q: Okay, I understand. 
 
A: As long as we are thinking of self or other selves, we are subscribing to the separative illusion of duality. Either 
way duality gets fed, karma is created and we become more bound to the illusion.  
 
You see how nearly all the world is deluded? Especially, perhaps, those who think they are doing good by serving 
other selves? 
 
Q: I understand. This truth feels so familiar. It is in my soul-memory somewhere. 
 
A: Both good and evil do not exist in Truth. All dualities are mind-born illusions. 
 
Q: Right. Of course. Thank-you. I see!  
 
A: The dualistic mind is the cause of all problems. 
 
Q: I understand. The mind is of the separative ego. It thinks in duality. 
 
A: Yes. Whenever an impure heart or unenlightened mind reads about STO it will invoke the ego's sense of doing 
'good', and where there is good there must also be evil to balance it. Hence people who do 'good' works fuel the 
dualistic illusion and indirectly arouse evil. This is why the Buddha taught his disciples to walk the Middle Way 
between all the pairs of opposites, and why the initiate, Paul, in the New Testament wrote: "Each time I try to do 
good I end up doing evil." 
 
Service to others is a dualistic trap for the limited human mind. It is one of the most difficult snares to recognise 
because it seems so reasonably loving and selfless. But Divinity does not serve others in the very personal way 
that mankind thinks; Divinity, once contacted, just radiates out in all directions, blessing all alike. In Divinity there is 
no 'other' to serve! Do you see the very subtle entrapment set up for so many well-intentioned people today? "Do 
good, serve others and you will be saved!" It is a falsehood, which is just as binding as doing evil or serving self. 
The real prescription for success should be: "Seek God, love God and live only for God (not 'others') and all will be 
revealed to you." There is a subtle but monumental difference here, yet so much pride and delusion are being 
created all over the world with this idea of 'me serving others'. So many spiritual groups and humanitarian 
organizations proceed in their work equipped with a theory of service, but they do not understand that even though 
their services may be necessary and useful, they are not in and of themselves Liberating, and when they are 
performed with any premeditated deliberation, as in, "I am going to help this or that person", they are actually 
binding. Ultimately they lead only to confusion, depletion and spiritual frustration.  
 
True spiritually meritorious and efficacious Service is the natural outpouring of Love and Wisdom from the divinely 
aligned heart and mind. It is not something that proceeds based upon personal planning or striving, however well-
intentioned.  
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Let us take an example of how just one very popular and contemporary channelled teacher has misled millions 
today. This teacher's distortion of the fundamental requirement for alignment with Divinity was made in the very 
clever way he detailed STS and STO: polarization. It has fooled multitudes into believing that they are on the 
sacred Path of Ascension just by being STO in their own minds! However, the teacher we are discussing has not 
attained Christ Consciousness. Therefore he is not spiritually authorized to open up the Way or, therefore, teach 
the Truth. This channelled entity created much karma when he similarly misled many in old Egypt, and he has 
done it again today, as millions, from reading his books, now believe that by being STO they will attain the harvest 
or 'ascension'. They are going to be very disappointed indeed because 'good' keeps evil alive and creates karmic 
bindings to the wheel of birth and death.  
 
Let us be very clear: evil is the opposite of what mankind calls 'good'. Many human beings, judged by society's 
standards, are considered to be good, very good, humane, cultured and loving. However, such goodness might 
indeed be very good if only it had no opposite! All truly wise individuals have ever absolutely denied the Goodness 
of 'good', due to its black shadow, due to the dualistic nature of things. Yet the vast majority of human beings, even 
today in our modern and cultivated society, have no comprehension whatsoever of this reality. The following 
statement of fact, therefore, will constitute a major revelation for most people if they are able to see its veracity: the 
good of this world maintains evil, just as evil maintains goodness. 
 
Consequently, if humanity does not change, does not break through to a totally different spiritual attitude far above 
all commonplace and dualistic ideas of goodness, then karma will continue to be created and so the undivine, 
illusory realm of duality will continue to exist; as long as man perseveres in his exploitation of his biological and 
primitive 'goodness', evil will ever accompany him. If man does not totally revolutionise himself spiritually, then he 
will remain bound to the lower worlds despite all his solemn declarations of goodness, love and friendship. For 
worldly goodness has its shadow, and man maintains that shadow just as he maintains his very own ego-self. 
"There is none good; no, not one". These words were once spoken by Jesus, the Piscean Christ, in reference to 
humanity on Earth, and they are among the most profound and true ever uttered.  
 
The lack of this fundamental understanding is the cause of all the suffering in the world, and due warning was 
given back in the Garden of Eden days and is still to be found in the Book of Genesis: "...but you must not eat from 
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil". 
 
Q: I understand!!!! 
 
A: So do you see what these 'good spiritual warriors' are doing in their noble efforts to fight evil? 
 
Q: I do. We must rise above it all. Both good and evil. Have nothing to do with either.  
 
WOW! I clearly see how mankind remains in chains simply due to its lack of true understanding! 
 
A: When we fight evil, we feed it: period. When we serve the opposite polarity of evil: good, we still feed duality and 
so karmically bind ourselves to the same illusion, which leads again and again to reincarnation and its inherent 
suffering in order to try to get it right next time.  
 
That is why many amongst humanity today are getting occultly possessed, for it is the time of The Quickening and 
the polarities are more rapidly swinging. 
 
Q: I see this happening everywhere. 
 
A: Do-gooders are getting caught up in the battle of Armageddon. They are contributing towards its now rising 
power by focussing upon duality. 
 
Q: What a trap. It all revolves around duality. 
 
A: And if a spiritual warrior should choose to continue fighting evil personally, he will eventually become overrun by 
unholy forces as down he goes. This is the nature of Armageddon, and the 'service to other' people are fueling the 
'service to self' crowd. It is the play of opposites in duality that keep one another alive, and that at the end of a 
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cycle culminates in Armageddon: the final conflict between dualistic good and evil. Both STS and STO are battling 
under the banner of the 'antichrist', i.e., that which is not of the neutral Truth: anti-Truth or falsehood. Good is a lie, 
just as is evil. Self and other selves are both lies. And to serve either is to compound the lie in our own minds. 
There is only God. 
 
Q: It has been so ingrained, during past and present incarnations of wrong education. Is that what is meant by 
some who aver that "Satan is coming to eat all of humanity"? 
 
A: Satan is coming to eat himself in humanity. Duality always turns in on itself. The dualistic sphere that has almost 
suffocated Gaia today is about to be neutralized by the approaching Christ Consciousness, the Light of Truth. 
 
Q: Is that why starseeds and walk-ins have come here? 
 
A: Starseeds and walk-ins - most of them - are here today for a karmic purge. Few are they who are here to go 
Home through Christ, for few are they who have not completely forgotten the Law: The Law of One vs the law of 
duality.  
 
So if we are seeking to better serve humanity instead of simply aligning ourselves with God's Will, then we are 
embarking upon the rollercoaster of delusion, which will teach us via the pain of disappointment in the school of 
hard knocks.  
 
There is only one thing to do in this life, especially at this time of the end of a major world cycle, and that is to seek 
God. When we find God - the living Truth - we observe that it is only God that serves, not ourselves, and that no 
amount of personal striving to be good or do good to others will help us to become empty in order to receive the 
omnipresent Grace of God. To the contrary, attachment to any dualistic ideas will delay our inevitable Return to 
God and teach us needed lessons through suffering. 
 
 
 
 

Imitation Spirituality 
 
 
THERE ARE A GREAT MANY SPIRITUAL TEACHERS and groups in the world today, some possessing much 
insight and good intentions. However, when compared to the Path that leads to complete Redemption it becomes 
evident that the vast majority of spiritual groups and so-called enlightened teachers actually demonstrate a 
significant compromise on the Highest, on the quest for Liberation, on the holy Truth. Conditions are often applied 
and many people 'go spiritual' in order to gain same benefit and greater happiness in their personal lives. They 
practice, therefore, what to the discerning eye and the pure heart might be termed 'imitation spirituality'. 
 
The culture of imitation spirituality has come about due to a lack of true Knowledge and selfless motivation. This is 
clearly apparent within the New Age movement, for example, where the general focus is upon profiting for self. So 
many people today have their own valued ideas of how best to bring about light, love and peace on Earth, yet the 
majority of these individuals have yet to actually realise such virtues themselves. New spiritual groups and 
teachers are appearing all the time in these days of The Quickening on Earth; self proclaimed masters, teachers 
and motley bands of disciples and do-gooders are a very common sight within the spiritual supermarket today. It is 
often found that such groups - new and traditional - tend to demonstrate a noble intention to heal themselves and 
this planet, yet all truly enlightened Masters, Holy Orders and Mystery Schools throughout the ages have taught 
that the personal self, this world and all that is in it do not represent the goal of life, and on the spiritual path neither 
should they be the focus. Wrong focus is the result of a lack of true Knowledge and awareness of the purpose of 
physical incarnation, and without such Knowledge the true spiritual Path cannot be found, let alone trodden. 
 
To improve the quality of life in this world is not the purpose of our existence here. The Buddha spoke of this world 
as being like a bubble on the ocean, an illusion that would pass away just as surely as it had appeared, and he 
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taught that the spiritual aspirant should not become attached to it in any way. Jesus said in no uncertain terms, "My 
Kingdom is not of this world" and he urged mankind to seek ye first that Kingdom. For to seek and find true Life 
(the Kingdom) will alone right all the wrongs, pains, and sufferings of mankind's self-created predicament as well 
as open up the Way that leads to the Goal of life. Conversely, true healing and redemption from suffering cannot 
be achieved by way of a personal and worldly focus or awareness, and the separate self will only compound its 
problems through self-striving. Like a dog chasing its tail, the self can only go round and round in circles, 
necessitating and perpetuating its bondage to what the Buddha called the wheel of birth, death and suffering. 
 
To attempt - from an unenlightened perspective - to heal this world and mankind is like a blind man trying to give 
directions to someone who is lost. The world may only be healed when humanity's focus and motivations are true, 
when the heart of mankind is open and when its mind is looking in the right direction. The solution to all ignorance-
born world problems may only be apprehended by giving up all self-created notions, looking out from the separate 
self and upwards toward the universal Spirit and the Divine Plan for Earth. The solution to all suffering, darkness 
and ignorance is necessarily a divine solution and can never be found within the separate and limited nature of the 
personal self or its plethora of speculative ideas, projections and delusions. Such personal, ignorant convictions 
never amount to anything other than more separation, the proof of which is perfectly visible in society as it exists 
today, and is also reflected in the many individual and disparate views and ideals held by the countless spiritual 
groups and teachers. 
 
A correct focus is essential if the seeker of Truth is to rise above the multifarious snares and pitfalls of pseudo 
spirituality that are to be found everywhere in this world. The pain of the world’s heart and all mankind’s sufferings 
are resolved and ultimately permanently healed through a focus on what is already True, Whole, and Complete, 
and not on the individual self or the transitory world of appearances. Only when a man's focus is turned towards 
the Highest, to the Truth itself, will he come into alignment and harmony with universal law, and so realise a true 
Spirituality, as he naturally becomes inspired to serve the Divine Plan. It is only through such a correct alignment 
and the subsequent spiritual resonance that it engenders that the world’s ailing condition will begin to be remedied. 
Human delusion can never be resolved until the seeker has made contact with Reality, and so has aligned himself 
with true Life. To seek and practice anything else, anything for one's own benefit without due recognition of the 
whole, is imitation spirituality, and this serves nothing other than the personal ideas and whims of the separate self, 
leading to further confusion and suffering. For separation (from God) is synonymous with pain.  
 
In order to allow the spirit of Truth to reveal itself, one must seek that Truth uncompromisingly with a selfless focus 
and motivation. Any lesser activity of mind or emotion, even when born from a noble intention to do the right thing, 
is still a personal desire, an ideal created from the limited vision of one's separate reality and experience. No 
amount of such good intentions can ever create a perfect world. To the contrary, such a personally-oriented 
attitude only precipitates more conflict and separation from Reality, the impersonal Reality that has always been 
Perfect and which is waiting for humanity to come back into alignment with its gracious Laws by way of its own free 
will. Delay in such divine alignment will most often produce more karmic bindings to the wheel of birth, death and 
suffering. It is an inescapable fact that a personal focus is limiting and degenerative, whereas a divine focus is 
liberating and regenerative. If only the self-seekers of the world would understand that should they lose their self-
defeating ulterior motives, then they would begin to enjoy both a greater vitality in life as well as a progressive 
spiritual alignment and inspiring purpose. 
 
There are a great many people in these last days of a major world cycle for Earth who are focusing on all kinds of 
interesting things, from personal healing and self development to the channelled advice and lofty messages of 
those who have passed over. There exists today a worldwide marketplace for psychic counseling, innumerable 
methods of self-discovery, spiritual awakening, soul recovery, magic rituals, past life recall, ET mania, etc., etc. 
The list is endless and would take a great number of lifetimes for a person to fully explore even a small fraction of 
them. Many of these activities are not wrong or dangerous in themselves, but in the absence of a right spiritual 
focus and a selfless attitude they are fated to merely revolve around the grasping desires of the personal self. They 
cultivate and refine the ego-self and so do not lead to That which is already Perfect and which liberates. 
 
A growing number of people all around the world today are writing spiritual books and giving workshops, again 
often before they themselves have actually realised anything of a higher order than mere philosophical or psychic 
insight in the absence of  alignment with Truth and divine Purpose. This generally perpetuates ignorance and pride 
because the focus is essentially ever the same. No matter how philosophically true may be the words and 
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concepts of a preferred teaching, it will not help a person reach the goal of life - Liberation - as long as the focus is 
selfish, upon gaining for the ego-self, the 'I', 'me' and 'mine' of self-grasping, as in: "my healing", "my path", "my 
ascension", "my truth", "my self", "my life", etc. Until one learns in all one's activities of thinking and aspiring to look 
towards the One Life alone, to that which is True and Divine, and in so doing reawaken the inner spiritual seeking 
element in the heart, all that is created and focused upon will be in vain, and it will yield nothing of any real and 
lasting value. 
 
Before aspirants embark upon the spiritual path they should - first and foremost - ask themselves earnestly: Do I 
love and wish to serve the Truth unconditionally, or do I seek the Truth because I want to take personal advantage 
of it in some way? If the answer reveals that there is indeed some ulterior selfish motive, then the aspirant is not 
yet ready to walk the Path of Purification, the true spiritual Path, and he should beware of trying to understand and 
apply the higher, esoteric teachings or of practicing advanced techniques. 
 
No matter what is learned and understood intellectually and no matter from what eminent source it may spring, 
without a right focus and true, spiritual understanding it will generally be used as yet another vehicle in which the 
ego-self can move in circles and create more illusions. All that is really taking place in imitation spirituality is the 
motion of the ego from one separate and unillumined sphere of thought and desire to another; in the case of the 
New Age movement, to a so-called 'spiritual' one. But the path of the ego-self rotates on one plane only, it does not 
spiral upwards, it does not lead to emancipation from the self-replicating problems and woes of the separate 
personality. Today a tremendous number of unenlightened teachers seek to propagate imitation spirituality 
amongst mankind as if it were a most worthy service to the world. 'Being spiritual' has become a fashionable trend 
in our times. But for the most part such ministrations are actually a disservice due to the focus upon the personal 
self, rather than the eternal divine Element within the heart of mankind, which is innately selfless and True. Until 
this divine Element is focused upon and its nature and purpose in incarnation sought out, no lasting Truth or 
Wisdom can be realised or integrated into one's life, and when living Truth and Wisdom are absent, then no real 
spiritual Service may be rendered either. It is this lack of true and simple Wisdom that perpetuates imitation 
spirituality all over the world, and which drives people to work on themselves, instead of forgetting the separate self 
in exchange for seeking and embracing the living Truth, which naturally heals as it enlightens. 
 

*  *  * 
 
Until the self-proclaimed spiritual groups, teachers, and indeed mankind at large learn to see clearly the need to 
align themselves with the larger Plan and so establish a divine Focus, they cannot apprehend what must soon 
come to pass in this world and why, and so neither will they be able to avail themselves of the present spiritual 
opportunity of an age. They will remain ignorant and unaware of how to properly prepare and assist in the One 
World Work, which seeks only to manifest on Earth the Divine Plan for this period for the benefit of all. In the 
absence of true Knowledge and right understanding, and without an innate love-yearning for God, imitation 
spirituality actually works against the perfect unfoldment of Truth on Earth by way of its unenlightened and 
spiritless ideas and projects. 
 
Adherents of imitation spirituality work - consciously or subconsciously - to delay that which must come to pass 
because they operate outside the Law of Oneness, outside of Unity, and not in alignment with the Divine Plan for 
this world. They most often work from a place where they feel happy and safe, protected within their own personal 
comfort zones and consciousness of 'I know'. Using such unrealised affirmations as 'We are all God' they try to 
bring their own will and agendas, disguised as divine alignment, to bear on others. One of the greatest obstacles - 
if not the greatest obstacle - that stands in the way of real spiritual unfoldment and realisation is an absence of 
humility, and the honest admission as to how little the separate self really and truly knows of the higher Life, its 
purpose, goal and ultimate inevitable result for this end of a major world cycle. Most people shopping in the 
spiritual marts of trade today are so focused upon what they already know - or more accurately what they think 
they know - that there is little or no scope for them to discover what is actually True. That which has waited eons to 
enter the heart and illumine the mind of humanity in order to liberate it from delusion and suffering can find no 
resonance with those who already know best, and so neither can it enter into their lives. Hence the essential need 
for humility, an empty cup. 
 
Imitation spirituality comes into being, then, due to the full cup, the cup that is filled with personal 'knowing'. It is 
born from the assuming attitudes of the self-oriented seeker and all groups and teachers who regard the personal 
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self, however subtly, rather than the Universal Truth of which the individual soul is only a tiny part. The answer to 
all man-made problems must be sought from the Divine, and if a personal focus is favoured over and above an 
impersonal, divine orientation, then the real Solution will never be found, for there is nothing at all in the world of 
the ego that has the redeeming power to lift the imprisoned soul from its ignorance, pain and self-engineered 
separation. There is but one truly spiritual attitude and one Way that leads to Freedom: it is through an earnest and 
humble seeking of That which has always been True, and forever will be True, and this Truth has nothing to do 
with the separate self and so cannot be contained, procured or possessed by it. Therefore, the world of imitation 
spirituality is in dire need of a complete reorientation of understanding, focus and consciousness, without which 
genuine spiritual qualities and virtues will continue to be a rare and infrequent occurrence on Earth, and so the 
goal of life will remain unattainable for the majority. 
 

*  *  * 
 
So many statements and claims made in both the old and the New Age arenas today are at least partially 
motivated by fear, pride and spiritual egotism. By way of their substantial knowledge and in-fact-uation, many 
teachers endeavour to convince themselves and the world that they know all about the spiritual life. Yet knowledge 
is not required in order to take the very first step onto the spiritual Path. What is needed is an earnest love of and 
yearning for the living Truth. Such a sincere orientation makes a person a Seeker, and from such a correct spiritual 
orientation will arise true understanding, insight and eventually Wisdom, as, by law, the living Truth responds to a 
genuine and selfless invitation. 
 
All who wish to return to Reality and so partake again of the original Freedom, must first become empty of self, 
open and so ready to be filled with the living light of Truth. Now, an empty cup does not contain anything, it does 
not, therefore, proclaim that it knows anything, for all true Knowing is of God. Allowing the light of Reality to enter 
one's emptied grail is to become aware of God's Will, and it is thus that the Calling to assist in the manifestation of 
its Plan for these important times on Earth is registered by the Seeker, and consecrated service to that Divine Plan 
then becomes natural and spontaneous. This is the beginning of Freedom, and the seeker of Truth is then initiated 
into life's mysteries and is given progressively greater spiritual responsibility, together with its commensurate 
reward. It is in receiving and then giving away what is received that one becomes the humble servant of all, 
proceeding forth along the Lighted Way, not by efforts of self-will and not by dint of personally-constructed ideals 
and theories, but by the living Grace of divine Providence. The surrendered Server then becomes a tiny, glowing 
point of light in the darkness, one with the Universal Light, in which there is neither any separate self nor 
speculation. 
 
To look to or to seek for anything less than divine Guidance in every new moment is foolishness. It perpetuates 
spiritual blindness and confusion, which then continues to give rise to an endless array of self-oriented pseudo-
spiritual philosophies, groups and teachers, in which great numbers of unsuspecting people invest their time, 
energy, dedication and money. This is how the culture of imitation spirituality has grown to epidemic proportions in 
the world today. Those who follow unenlightened teachers, prophets, deceptive teachings and groups contribute 
toward the reinforcement of the grand illusion of false spirituality as they simultaneously become more deeply 
bound to and by it themselves. By investing in the pronouncements and prescriptions of teachers of illusion, 
adherents unwittingly support the same illusions themselves through a compromised focus, and it is thus that they 
directly help to maintain falsehood in the world, while simultaneously delaying any true Light from entering, and all 
under the oft colourful and glinting banner of spirituality and truth. 
 
The result of perpetuated self-conviction and personal investment in imitation spirituality is that one becomes so 
lost in the darkness of delusion that the Spirit-flame which may have glowed originally within the heart, inspiring 
one to become a Seeker, all but dies out, having failed to be nourished by the living Truth, and so it is unable to 
guide one further along the right Path. When this point is reached, the consciousness of the separate self becomes 
so immersed in appearance-reality and the subconscious fear and attachment that this engenders, that it finds it 
extremely difficult to admit that it could be mistaken or even entirely lost in darkness. This is how the downward 
spiral away from the Light develops in the life of the selfish seeker, and imitation spirituality today has mesmerized 
vast numbers of souls and is pulling them ever deeper into the great illusion of 'I', 'me' and 'mine'. 
 

*  *  * 
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When one considers that all genuine spiritual Masters of the past have ever pointed to That which lies beyond the 
shores of this material and transitory realm, beyond the sense of the separate ego-self, one must surely question 
how anything True and lasting can ever be created or attained by way of the limited perspective, unenlightened 
beliefs and focus of the 'I'. One should also ask why there exists such a diverse variety of ideals and methods - 
most often in at least partial disagreement with one another - amidst the great majority of spiritual groups and 
teachers who are today, apparently, working towards world peace, healing, and love. Without first aligning 
themselves with the behests of the Divine Plan for world and mankind and so helping to fulfill that Plan for this end 
of a cycle period, such groups and teachers make efforts to manifest their own personal interpretations of the need 
of the hour, hence the multifarious discrepancies between them. There are a tremendous number of spiritual 
groups in the world today, but very little unity of heart and focus amongst them. Yet where the Truth is loved and 
seen together, hearts are united. This must always be the case, for the Truth is One, as are all souls who serve it 
in consecration. 
 
A right focus - an inner yearning for and love of the Truth itself - would eventually bring to this world every dream 
and joy ever longed for or imagined, without any work or effort being placed directly upon the self first, as is so 
often prescribed by misguided teachers. However, lacking such an earnest and humble inner yearning for the 
Truth, no amount of spiritual education or practice will quench the soul's thirst, for the living Spirit does not regard 
the personal self and so cannot avail the ego of its Grace; the divine Spirit recognises only Itself within but beyond 
the separate ego-self: immanent but transcendent. 
 
The road to hell is paved with good intentions, and many well-meaning groups, teachers and leaders in this world 
today travel that road. Yet none of these good intentions have served to free the heart of mankind, and they never 
will. It is not until one looks selflessly towards the greater Life, neutralising one's own personal will for the sake of 
the greater divine Will, that freedom in Purpose begins to be experienced again. All self-willed actions necessarily 
go against the flow of the universal Harmony, which is ever meaningful, intelligent, dynamic and liberating. Seeking 
anything less than perfect alignment with the universal Intelligence will amount to little or nothing but the creation of 
more confusion and separation in a world that has already gone insane due to its long-perpetuated unwise use of 
free will and its selfish grasping habits. 
 
Just as in the common, selfish life of the mass of mankind, the misuse of free will in imitation spirituality is also rife 
on Earth today as people shift from one ideal to another, from one form of self-will and desire to an alternative, 
perhaps more exciting form, which may seem in the beginning to offer something more, something better. But no 
matter where one shifts one's personal focus, the 'I' still remains in its separate and very limited condition, and it is 
this self that gives up on one idea only to grasp at another in the hope that it may gain greater happiness and 
perhaps ultimately eternal freedom. However, there is nothing lasting and so truly satisfying that can ever be 
procured by the separate self, and the one who realises this will understand the sane choices made by all wise 
men of the past who successfully regained their spiritual heritage through a selfless attitude and a humble yearning 
for Reality, in which there is no separation. To open one's heart to the One Life in all and so to forget all ideas of 
'my will' is to become aware of 'Thy Will', the Universal Will, and it is in such a prudent focus that one begins the 
process of being initiated into true Spirituality, and so becomes a recipient and servant of the liberating Truth. 
 

*  *  * 
 
Due to the prevalence of imitation, self-orientated spirituality the world over in these frantic times, the true servants 
of Life - those who are aligned with the divine Spirit and so also with the Plan of Salvation for these times - are 
mostly forced to wait and prepare in the shadows, while so many self-appointed teachers are busy in the limelight 
propagating their information and methods from an unenlightened idea, teaching the multitudes how to achieve 
what they themselves have yet to realise. The genuine awakened servants of the human race and the Divine Plan 
prefer to eschew the loud claims and commercial activities of those who spend much of their time doing and saying 
the greatest things in public so as to be seen as spiritual and wise, and they seek not to teach those who are 
insincere and so who are as yet not ready to court Revelation. 
 
In the past, candidates for the inner teachings of the Divine Mysteries had to seek out and to prepare themselves 
to work with the Initiates and Masters, and unless an aspirant possessed the key that opened the door to the inner 
sanctum, he could not gain access to Life. Today the requirements for true spiritual work have not changed, and 
the kind of potencies wielded and teachings offered by holy groups are dangerous for the unprepared. 
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Yet we may observe everywhere today the public advertisements in magazines and on the Internet for teachings 
about holy Ascension, together with an expanding abundance of teachers offering to show the way to 
enlightenment. In fact there are so many self-styled masters and spiritual teachers in the world presently, offering a 
diverse array of methods and philosophies, that one cannot help but wonder why humanity has not ascended to at 
least the ninth dimension already! This is the great tragedy of sham spirituality, that so many people in these times 
have bought into the imitation version of the real thing and so are being led astray, deceived by the rising number 
of false teachers who instruct upon matters which they themselves do not yet truly comprehend. Part of the reason 
for this is due to the fact that advanced spiritual teachings have found their way into the general public and can 
today be purchased by anyone in the local book shops. Yet using sacred teachings for personal agendas always 
leads to disaster, for such teachings will always be used by the ego to cover its own fear and ignorance in an 
attempt to create a safe and comfortable semblance of truth for personal happiness, self aggrandizement and 
power. In doing this with conviction, in widely advertising the benefits for self of even the greatest and truest 
teachings, the delusion of imitation spirituality spreads all over the Earth, and so what in past has been a most 
sacred and carefully guarded treasure becomes degraded into a commonplace vogue in the marketplace: 
Ascension, free for all! 
 
With great alacrity, the Truth is repeatedly utilised in error by the ego, rehashed into an imitation spiritual 
philosophy to suit the needs of the separate self, where, for example, people loudly proclaim 'I AM', yet without an 
iota of inner, spiritual realisation to back it up, and simply because they have read it somewhere and have taken 
the impersonal Truth personally. That which is True is not of the world of time and space, where everything is in a 
perpetual state of change, decay, death and rebirth. The Eternal is evidently absent from the world of rising, 
glimmering, fading and dying. Just as that which is True is not of the temporal world, similarly the Truth itself 
cannot be revealed in the temporal world. Nothing True can ever be written or spoken in words alone. The Truth 
that is written and spoken is at best only a reflection of the Unborn, the unmanifest Truth of Life, which can only be 
experienced. But without a pure heart and motivation - which may only be reached through the loving, selfless and 
intelligent quest - the all important and vital Energy of the living, vibrating Truth that may accompany only the 
realised words and concepts of the sage, is lost. Thus so the living energy of Truth cannot be received or passed 
onto another. In this way many people may read and even understand philosophically the most profound truths on 
Earth, yet still not receive one modicum of the living, experiential Reality, which they know all about. This is how 
the most exalted words and teachings of our saints and spiritual masters have been stolen and killed by way of 
self-grasping, and the foundation of all imitation spirituality is rotten due to the selfish motivations of those who 
practice it. 
 

*  *  * 
 
Until one seeks out the living Truth and its Wisdom with an honest and humble heart and with a mind that earnestly 
acknowledges that it knows nothing of that Truth, no true Light can ever be received, no matter how many books 
one reads, no matter what teaching is followed or believed in and no matter how many lifetimes one practices 
mystical techniques. Until a man rediscovers the hidden mystery of the living Truth in his own heart, he remains 
essentially ignorant, a fool, and if he proceeds with conviction to think that he may lead others to Enlightenment 
when he himself has yet to attain the Goal, then he becomes a foolish teacher of fools who will follow him; the blind 
leading the blind. Until a man actually reaches the Goal of divine Remembrance he should keep in mind always 
that he is still a seeker of Truth, and not yet a teacher of it. If the great majority of spiritual teachers in the world 
today would remember the enduring fact that they may only assist others along the Way to a very limited degree 
until they themselves have actually attained the Goal, then there would be far more humility on Earth within the 
spiritual supermarket and consequently much more true Light, rather than the false, deceptive glamour-filled light 
of imitation spirituality. 
 
Being with a true and therefore divinely-aligned Teacher will always give us Light, and not just in the head! The 
awakening of the divine spark in the heart as a result of coming into contact with a true Teacher may be 
accompanied by a sense of wonderment, awe and perhaps great 'jubilant sorrow' as the realisation dawns how we 
and most of humanity have prevented the Light from entering our lives in the past by way of our own ignorant 
habits. If a teacher does not give us Light, particularly in our early encounters, then either the aspirant is not yet 
ready to receive it or the teacher has not come into divine alignment and so is not qualified to awaken others. 
However, if the teacher has attained some significant level of divine contact, then his personal radiatory field will 
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prove to have an effect, and this may be experienced by the insincere, impure of heart or spiritually immature 
aspirant as a surfacing of unresolved fears, hatreds and resistances, a rising of inner darkness. Therefore, one 
way or another, the true Teacher will generally have a significant effect upon the consciousness of everyone who 
opens to him. 
 
However, these simple and unchanging facts seem to be completely overlooked by the mass of spiritually-
disposed human beings, who blindly follow their impotent teachers, lesser gurus, false leaders and who religiously 
adhere to the endless collection of self-seeking groups together with their written material and unenlightened 
prescriptions. "In the land of the blind the one eyed man is king!" There are today thousands of so called 
'enlightened teachers' in the public arena. Many of them have their own website, unique teachings to share and a 
growing band of followers. Most of them are true in words, at least to some degree, but not yet pure of heart. Yet it 
must be remembered that the unrealised heart does not have access to that all-important and vital energy which 
makes possible the living transmission of Truth. The vibratory signature of unenlightened teachers betrays to those 
who are able to see with the heart, that they have not aligned themselves with the Divine Plan for the planet and 
race in these times. While words, ideas and teachings may point the Way, they are not the Way themselves and so 
should never be clung to lest they further blind the heart and mind. 
 
It is astonishing when we consider just how many thousands of self-proclaimed masters there are today all over 
the world and accessible to the general public, more than in any other time in history. Yet the human race is more 
exceedingly deluded than it ever has been in any other time in history, and consequently our planet is ailing more 
than ever before, for we have today reached the nadir of human expression on Earth. Millions of souls are 
presently being led astray, as was long ago prophesied would happen in these times, and as more groups and 
self-proclaimed spiritual teachers rise up around the planet, infecting the minds and hearts of their growing 
followers with unrealised philosophical systems and personal ideas, very ordinary people with little spiritual or even 
psychic experience are becoming self-appointed teachers. Today we stand at the end of a major world cycle and 
the imminent dawn of a New World, and still the focus for the majority is on the spiritual feel-good factor, and even 
those who do have some innate wisdom are being drawn into the great deception. 
 
“False messiahs and false prophets will arise, and they will perform signs and wonders so great as to deceive, if 
that were possible, even the elect.” - Matthew 24:24 
 

*  *  * 
 
Imitation spirituality has reached such a record high today that those who have actually established true divine 
contact and who possess real Knowledge of the need of the hour and the Plan for Earth, are forced to stand aside 
and look on at the confusion as it plays itself out before they are able to commence the greater holy work for 
humanity for which they have incarnated. These souls are not here to scatter abroad yet more mystical concepts or 
pass on philosophical teachings that never really change anything. These advanced souls are here today on Earth, 
mostly on humanity's behalf, to comprise the critical mass required to satisfy the Law, and to sound the final Call in 
the world, which is a cry in the wilderness of mankind's ignorance and selfishness, a last plea to humanity to face 
in the right direction in good time. For most human beings, however, it is already too late with regard to this cycle's 
spiritual opportunity for Deliverance, and all that remains for the relatively few realised hearts who have become 
aware of the truth of these end times, is to wait in the background of life until the Redeemer of this world finally 
commissions them to transmit the divine vibration of Truth worldwide, to wield the Sword, and so shatter all that 
has not aligned itself with the Divine Plan. 
 
Already the Sword is beginning to show itself in the world today, and the prophesied 'Great Separation' is now 
taking place on many levels all around the planet. There are relatively few who boldly acknowledge what must 
come to pass: the victory of ages of Truth over falsehood, yet mankind has been warned repeatedly over the 
millennia about the inevitable, stark reality of these times and the inescapable fate of everything and everyone that 
is not True. Even at this late stage of the period leading up to the Day of Reckoning and the Great Shift, only those 
with eyes to see and ears to hear have responded in any vital way to the Call. Throughout the ages humanity has 
been cautioned about the false leaders, teachers and groups that would rise up in these last days of an age, but so 
very few have taken heed of those warnings. In these accelerating times it is most inexpedient to continue building 
more dreams and romantic ideals pertaining to planetary healing and peace, or for improving upon the world's 
illusions of preservation of what is old, familiar and now redundant. All such self-constructed projections of the 
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human mind are about to be utterly dispelled by the insuperable living light of Truth itself. These are the 'end 
times', and there is only one way to safely and wisely navigate through the darkness and multitudinous distractions 
of this period in order to attain Liberation from falsehood in the valley of the shadow of death, and that is by humbly 
seeking the Truth and surrendering to and serving God's Will, free of all personal sentimentalities and philosophical 
ideas and preferences. 
 
If we truly Seek, then we shall Find, but if we think that we already know and so fail to perpetually and humbly 
Seek until we are Free, then we are going to discover nothing liberating or True. Part of true Knowing is knowing 
that we do not know. But until the heart awakens to Truth, most people do not really know how little they really 
know. There are two kinds of fools in this world: the ignorant fool and the wise fool. The ignorant fool is he who 
cannot find the humility to admit that he is a fool who knows nothing. The wise fool is he who knows that without 
the divine Spirit he knows and is nothing. It is this latter kind of fool - the wise fool - who is guaranteed of spiritual 
success. 
 
If we are engaged in selfish activity, however subtle or 'spiritual', then we will not see past our own selfish reflection 
in the mirror of Truth that is approaching our world today. If we try to build further knowledge upon our own existing 
ignorance and ideas, then nothing True will be constructed, and neither will our ivory towers survive what is to 
come. There are relatively very few true, uncompromising spiritual Seekers in this world who have cultivated the art 
of spiritual Listening. Fear and pride has long found a home in the hearts of the majority of souls on Earth, and 
consequently a great number of foolish fools have adorned themselves with their own ideas and methods of 
attaining Liberation. But the Way to find the Truth and to be liberated by it is to completely and unconditionally give 
up all ideas and beliefs of the self in deference to that Truth: "Not my will but Thy Will be done." This requires the 
virtue of a selfless consecration, which has nothing to do with the ideals and plans belonging to the ignorant self, 
however long-established, noble or cherished. 
 
If the ego feels good and proud in its knowledge, psychic power, spiritual attainment or influence over others, then 
imitation spirituality is being practiced, and the true Path is still yet to be found. Most people turn to spirituality in 
order to attain greater happiness, healing or some meaningful achievement for themselves. However, it is a fact 
that the separate nature of the ego-self will always struggle and fight to maintain itself when faced with the Truth, 
the nature of which dissolves all separation and ultimately annihilates the illusion of the separate self altogether. 
The further along the true Path one progresses, the greater the suffering. Therefore to walk the spiritual path in 
order to find personal happiness is as absurd as it is impossible, and always results in imitation spirituality. The 
true pilgrims of the Way are 'men of sorrows': "Suffer little children that come unto Me." - Christ. Nonetheless they 
are also candidates for Glory and they seek the Truth simply because they are in love with it, not in order to make 
their separate selves happier, more powerful or to shine in any way. "I wish to reduce myself to zero." - Gandhi. 
Going the Way of Sanctification entails a unique form of suffering, but this does not mean that if we seek the Truth 
we will know only misery and suffering. It means that regardless of what arises in our lives as a result of our 
courting greater Light, we shall remain true, selfless and empty, even if at times what is revealed to us may be hard 
to bear. As we move closer to the Truth and the Goal of our lives, our vision will expand and we will see this world 
for the travesty that it really is, yet still our focus will become ever more impersonally loving, in a way that cannot 
be fully understood by those who have yet to be initiated into the Divine Mysteries, which are not of this world. 
 
A man who has attained a true, spiritual vision will be deeply moved at seeing his brothers and sisters suffering in 
their own blindness and ignorance, yet he will be unable to help them because they are not yet seeking the true 
Solution and also due to his obedience of the law of non-interference. However, he is able to carry the vision for 
others until they learn to see it for themselves. His heart will weep for them and be moved to great sadness as he 
watches his family struggle in the darkness of self, knowing there is nothing he can do for them and that they must 
learn by way of their own choices, even though he may recognise that those choices must lead to further pain and 
frustration. It is not until the earnest Seeker finds the true Path himself that he sees how few actually tread it, and 
so often he finds himself quite alone on his journey as a physical being. Yet imitation spirituality assures us that it 
is all about 'love and light and joy and happiness', and that if a spiritual path does not make us happy then we are 
on a false path! Yet this kind of path is for the selfish self; it is trodden with the self in mind in order to profit  the 
self, and as such is a lie, just one of the many facets of self-seeking fake spirituality. Those who tread this path are 
often unable to see the world objectively, to see the dire truth of this world and what must come to pass, because it 
does not please them, allay their fears or support their delusions to do so. And so the blinkers remain on. It is easy 
to create a self-made bubble of distortion and glamour around ourselves and choose to see what we want to see, 
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to believe only what is most pleasant for us personally, but such a subjective focus only leads to greater error and 
attachment, and the deeper and the longer this investment is made in self by self, the more difficult it becomes to 
surrender one's comfortable and familiar illusions. The plain Truth must be seen in its own light, not in a light that 
pleases us most; things must be seen just as they are before we may begin to truly progress spiritually. 
 
Imitation spirituality is marketed and sold to the masses in attractive packaging that appeals to the personal self: 
"heal your life", "find greater happiness", "empower yourself", "create your own reality", etc., etc. Yet crystals, 
tinctures, ointments and head knowledge never led a single soul to the Truth, and neither will any unrealised 
teaching or practice made for self-gain. What is so often overlooked by the hopeful and self-grasping aspirant is 
that true spirituality has little to do with and is often not pleasant for the ego-self at all, because that self must 
necessarily surrender to the higher Life and Purpose, so that the inevitable process of self-abnegation and ego-
demolition may begin. "I must decrease so that He may increase in me." 
 
One cannot live in two worlds or serve two masters; neither can the earnest spiritual aspirant afford to be attached 
to the things of this life while trying to reach the next. In fact, everything must be given up to the Truth if we would 
walk the Lighted Way that leads to Liberation from falsehood, and so also be of real spiritual service to others. No 
one can enter a new spiritual world while still clinging to the old, it is impossible. However, imitation spirituality 
seeks to do just this very thing - for the separate self. Yet it is the perpetuation and aggrandizement of the separate 
nature, along with its personal desires and ideas, that preserves and augments the pain and illusions of the very 
life that imitation spirituality claims to serve. In order to walk the true spiritual Path, all that need be sought is how 
best to give one's separate and illusionary nature in sacrifice to the greater Good and for the benefit of all; this is 
right use - divinely aligned use - of free will. No matter how good one feels and no matter how the self attires itself, 
it will at some point have to give up all its ideas, opinions, desires and fears in order to allow the One Life to do its 
work of self-redemption within. Therefore a lover of Truth seeks to stand aside, to remove self from Reality, and to 
unite with other hearts for the same divine Purpose. For such a true Seeker knows that it is not he personally who 
may possess or benefit from the Truth, but rather the Universal Spirit itself does, and in his pure love of and 
devotion to God, that Reality is all he cares about as he seeks uncompromisingly to again become one with it and 
so dissolve his separate and painful sense of self forever in the supernal Light of the Divine. 
 
 
 
 

THE LIGHT-SPIRITS 
 
 
THERE ARE INVISIBLE, unholy forces surrounding the Earth and the human mind, which impose a constant 
pressure upon man. Perpetually and without respite these forces seek to pull his consciousness into one or the 
other poles of duality's illusion: good or bad, to lock him into a position of some kind: left or right. And it is through 
the constant activity of these forces and the pressure that they impose upon the whole world and mankind that the 
vast majority of souls on Earth are being manipulated and deceived. These forces are as intelligent as they are 
pervasive throughout this world, and they work to deter man from seeing the truth of our planetary situation or from 
accessing any higher reality or consciousness; they are also long-practised at leeching psychic food from humanity 
and in engineering world and local events to secure the perpetuation of the food-manufacturing process. 
 
This food is energy in the form of ethers that range from the grossest qualities of psychic energy, which are 
produced by emotions such as fear, greed and hatred, to the more refined ether-bleedings that are precipitated by 
way of the higher human sentiments, personality affectations and more noble worldly endeavours. 
 
For ages on Earth these forces have been ceaselessly at work, and today in this time of the end of a major world 
cycle (and the end of their tyrannical reign over mankind) they are particularly voracious in their efforts to mislead 
humanity and to bring about the production of ever-increasing amounts of psychic food. Such efforts certainly 
extend into the spiritual arena, and often it is the case that people give away their energy and a part of their 
consciousness to certain spiritual beings and distorted teachings that appeal, however subtly, to the ego-self. 
Therefore it is clear why the serious spiritual aspirant must become aware of such forces if he is to successfully 
find and tread the path that leads to liberation from all delusion and invisible vampirism.  
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Many people today are aware of those forces that have been termed dark, negative or evil, those forces that 
influence humanity from the more subtle spheres surrounding the planet and which seek to impede mankind's 
spiritual progress, on both a personal and collective level. These forces operate in many different ways, and there 
is relatively little information available regarding their various forms of manipulation and deception, and how it is 
that they surreptitiously victimise souls by inciting fear, doubt, anger and delusion, and even how they openly 
encourage these qualities to grow within humanity under the guise of spirituality and religiosity. The intellectuals 
and spiritually well-read are often the most targeted and misled. Those who refuse to acknowledge and so deal 
with these forces actually promote the problem on Earth of evil, for denial is precisely the attitude that they seek to 
perpetuate; denial gives these cunning forces licence to work hidden in the darkness of subconscious fear and 
ignorance. 
 

*  *  * 
 

However, there is in effect all throughout the world another kind of vampirism, one that remains entirely unknown to 
the majority of even spiritually disposed individuals and groups that, unconsciously and often with the best of 
intentions, provide its psychic food. This kind of hardly-known vampirism is perpetrated by light-forces or light-
spirits, and unlike the more sinister forces, which most people possessing some occult understanding and sagacity 
may easily apprehend, these light-spirits manipulate humanity in a much more subtle and less apparent manner. 
They work from the positive side of duality's spectrum, the lighter side, where they move through and manipulate 
many individuals' cherished ideas about positive thinking, world healing, personal happiness and 'good' works. And 
while for many people such ideas may seem noble and worthy, they most often encourage a personal agenda, and 
so lead the soul deeper into the delusion of the separate self. 
 
Those who have arrived at an understanding of the nature of duality and so also the implications and risks involved 
at either end of duality's spectrum - both the negative and the positive poles - can clearly see just how it is that 
man has been and continues to be held back spiritually, continues to be oppressed by unseen intelligences, 
waylaid by consciously willful forces that are opposed to his healthy development, spiritual awakening and ultimate 
liberation from the polarities of good and evil that have for ages held humanity in psychic slavery. 
 
Not only through the more obvious and negative forces and impressions as mentioned previously, then, but also 
through the more seemingly good and positive forces which the light-spirits serve, mankind's consciousness and 
whole life is influenced to produce ethers. When a man entertains thoughts and ideas about his own spiritual 
progress and awakening, or hopes for making a better world for everyone to live in, or in his humanitarian and 
philanthropic activities, these forces will be present and functioning, yet mostly entirely misunderstood as they 
encourage such concepts as 'social reform', 'personal ascension', 'self-empowerment', 'love and light', 'world 
healing', etc. These forces also inspire within a large and growing number of people today a great desire to change 
the outcome of future events, galvanising them to meditate for peace on Earth (where true Peace can never be 
known) or perhaps to 'create your own reality', thus distracting the seeker from the liberating Truth itself with some 
form of personal or group idea or sentiment of how the world should be. 
 
While on the surface there may seem to be nothing adverse with one's seeking to 'do good' or indeed approaching 
one's whole life in such a way, yet if it is for the wrong reasons, i.e., those born from subconscious fear or a desire 
for some form of personal security or result, then no matter how seemingly worthy or admirable are these 
intentions they can and will be used as a channel from the subtle worlds for the manipulation of a man's 
consciousness, to imprison his mind further and to confuse and distract him from the true nature of this world and 
the requirements on the path that leads to Freedom. It is through many a seeker's personal desires and grasping 
ideals and notions that these forces along with their unenlightened agendas spread into the New Age and 
traditional religious arenas, distorting and diluting the Truth until it is hardly recognisable for all its ego-balm. Many 
of these light-spirits are not even aware of what they themselves are serving, and they often earnestly consider 
themselves to be in a position of high spiritual awareness, and so have taken on the role of teacher of the ignorant 
and gullible masses. A great deal of semi-inspiring written material comes through in channeling sessions courtesy 
of the light-spirits, and is often a distortion of the clear light of Truth, a compromise on the whole Truth and almost 
always appeals to the personal self, the ego in some way. 
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*  *  * 
 

The light-spirits reside in the more comfortable regions of the afterlife. They perpetuate their existence and delay 
their lawful vehicular dissolution (which is an inevitability before the soul can reincarnate), by robbing ethers, by 
drawing on the ethers of men, women and children who are physically incarnated here on Earth. However, this is 
done not by provoking and exploiting their base passions, such as anger, jealousy, hatred, greed, etc.; no, for were 
the 'good' spirits not kindly, humane, intelligent Earth dwellers? Not for nothing did they rise to the state of light-
spirits in the summerland. Perhaps they are even worthy members of one of the many lofty yet nonetheless 
deluded brotherhoods active in the hereafter. 
 
No, these 'good' spirits vampirise mankind in another way; they incite people to goodness, charity, humanistic 
activities, personal healing, assiduous cultivation of arts and sciences, docile church membership, New Age-style 
meditations and visualisations, and so on. For these activities also produces ether bleedings, bleedings of the 
higher ethers, exactly of the kind needed to maintain existence in the summerland, to prolong it, were it possible, 
forever. This is a form of psychic vampirism, much more common and all-embracing than the darker form that is 
generally acknowledged by thinking mankind. 
 
Light-spirits operate behind much of the material that is being given out in spiritual, religious and New Age circles 
today, and are  most disposed - adept - at distorting the Truth in order to appeal to ignorant humanity's imagined 
ideas of ascension and what it means to 'be spiritual'. And unbeknown to many, it is often these light-spirits 
themselves who create these ideas and teachings that so many people in the world today are now devoted to 
through their ignorance of Reality and their personal desires for a happier life.  
 
A great deal of the New Age movement, its teachers and its information is blighted by such subtly spurious 
influences, which bear down upon the human race with their own agendas rather than for the spiritual 
emancipation of those who are interested. The reason they are difficult to recognise for most people is simply 
because they operate through the misguided desires, hopes and dreams of many people. These light-spirits will 
appear to have all the right answers and use all the right words, gleaned from the multifarious data available to 
them in the subtle worlds, and so they possess many insights and even good advice to share with the gullible and 
easily enamoured, but to the discerning eye they are ultimately offering only more layers of duality (illusion) in 
which humanity can and does become ever more deeply entrenched than it already is in this end time period. 
 
The light-spirits behind much channeled material will often disguise themselves as some well-known saint, master 
or archangel, so as to first inspire awe and trust in the channels/mediums and subsequently their audience. Much 
of the time it is also the case that the channel themselves will not be aware of what is taking place. The medium 
will be unable to discern how he is being manipulated for unenlightened reasons that serve duality but not the soul 
that thirsts for Liberation. Such is the extent of the problem in this world due to mankind's spiritual pride and 
ignorance, and the degree of that spiritual pride and blindness will determine the extent to which channels will 
attract the attention of these undivine light-spirits. 
 
Channelling, as it is still widely practised in its lowest and most material form, is a low grade psychic expression. It 
is, for the masses, definitely one of the least demanding 'spiritual paths'; it is easy and therefore of negligible 
positive influence upon real spiritual progress. In stark contrast, divine-contact has ever been the most important 
and prime goal of the serious spiritual aspirant, and this rule has not changed merely due to the increased psychic 
sensitivity in the world. Being the most direct communication with the Spirit for humanity, divine-contact facilitates 
the receipt of pure insight, flawless intuition and dependable wisdom, obviating the need to contact other beings for 
information. It will also allow for the beneficent radiation (via the personality) of the light of the Spirit, the nature of 
which is Love. Conversely, channelling can be very detrimental to the individual upon the spiritual path for 
numerous reasons, and, once divine-contact has been attained, becomes completely superfluous. 
 
There are, of course, many humble channels in the world and also some very useful information is being shared 
with mankind from higher levels of life, but while the seeker is looking for understanding and wisdom from a source 
outside his own direct connection with divine Reality, he is laying himself open to distortions of Truth and its sundry 
associated manipulations, the actual extent and dynamics of which can be quite shocking when studied in detail. 
Likewise if one's seeking is made for selfish ends, then again one is setting oneself up for manipulation and greater 
delusion. 
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We will find in this world whatever we are looking for. If we prefer a certain truth or type of expression over another, 
chances are we will find a group of light-spirits, perhaps with their physcal-plane outpost on Earth, who are of the 
same inclination. But none of these variations on the divine Reality are the real Truth itself; they are at best 
distortions or creations of man and his light-spirits, and they are designed to feed him with whatever it is he wants 
to hear in order to, in turn, feed the light-spirits with psychic energy. And so the mutually beneficial relationship 
proceeds: the groups in the physical world feeding the groups of light-spirits in the summerland who make 
available their second-hand wisdom to all. Yet this kind of interaction eventually leads to an inextricably complex 
karmic condition and even occult possession. 
 

*  *  * 
 

Like physically-incarnate humanity, all those affable and radiant spirits in the summerland who are doing the best 
they can in accordance with their state of being, are today experiencing progressive tension as the planetary 
Quickening unfolds, and this is galvanising them to effect greater 'good' activities here in the physical world. Just 
as people, in the course of the years, have attempted to improve the world in numerous humanistic ways, so in 
'heaven' and on Earth they are again trying, on account of the wild turbulence of ideas and desires, to assault the 
world and mankind anew with a flood of experiments. Spiritual movements, communities, groups, schools, 
institutes and so forth are presently springing up everywhere like mushrooms. One or more are started practically 
every week in every country, only to disappear again, usually after a very short existence. 
 
Throughout history, thousands of different groups in the hereafter have made attempts to work via true spiritual 
groups in the physical world in order to influence a consciously active spiritual public. But all these proposals have 
been knowingly rejected in plain, unequivocal terms by the more discerning aspirants on the Path. However, today 
amongst the unavoidable hubbub of a world in upheaval, many - most! - so-called spiritual groups are not rejecting 
such 'help' that is offered them from the subtle spheres, and it may now become clear that the forces of ignorance 
can reach their greatest effectiveness through all the bungling 'good' intentions of the light-spirits of heaven! 
 
The seeker of Truth, then, must not only reckon with possible disastrous influences from the spheres of hell but is 
also affected by countless suggestions from various individual heavens in the summerland where innumerable, 
unconnected larger or smaller groups are hard at work, each in accordance with its state of being. 
 
A motley group of various religious persuasions exists there, all kinds of humanistic communities, countless occult 
groups that readily proclaim themselves as 'schools' and which work with such a multiplicity of ideas and symbols 
that they make one's head spin! Some of them bear the designation Christian, some Buddhist, others New Age, 
etc., etc. In short, in the heavenly world of the hereafter we find a colourful array of activity reflecting every religious 
and esoteric movement in the history of mankind. 
 
There is, for example, a group in the hereafter that seeks to save the world via church-Christianity. A distinguished 
Egyptian group is waiting for the resurrection of all the great historical figures who were mummified in the course of 
the centuries, in order that they may take over the leadership of mankind! Multifarious groups devoted to a 
personal guru or spiritual leader who once possessed a physical body on Earth also strive to swell their ranks for 
the betterment of mankind, even though their favoured teacher, if he was genuine, would have dissolved into Spirit 
long ago, yet there is never a shortage of good-natured imposters in the summerland! There are, of course, also a 
great number of ET-enthusiasts who are planning, with great attention to detail, for the evacuation of 'the chosen 
ones' from the Earth at the time of cataclysm by way of spaceships. Many groups in the hereafter claim to be in 
direct contact with Christ (most often in the form of Jesus) and are involved in such divergent and irreconcilable 
activities that, facing it soberly, one cannot help having one's doubts about many things, with the exception of their 
really good and humanistic intentions. And we should not forget that all such organised groups in the hereafter are 
represented by and influence their counterparts in the material world. 
 
There are numerous intellectual societies that have specialised themselves, such as healing groups, groups 
aiming at social, political and economic influence, and even groups that practise various forms of dualistic science, 
their aim being the advancement of man and society in their mortal, Earthly relationships. This situation, with its 
many and varied consequences, is so misleading and creates so much misunderstanding, disappointment, 
suffering and sorrow, that it is possibly more detrimental to the true divine Work on behalf of mankind than the 
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combined efforts of all the orders of hell! We are warned against an evil person and can be fully on our guard; we 
can therefore act promptly and positively. But this is not so easy when we are confronted with a really 'good' 
person who is so very gentle and has such kind intentions. Safeguarding ourselves against such influences can 
bring with it, at the least, some quite peculiar difficulties. 
 
A seeker of Truth is very much on his guard against both the powers of evil and of dualistic 'good'. The former can 
harm him, the latter can and will thoroughly confuse him, delay him on the Path, and fill him with indecision on 
account of the wildly whirling multiplicity of dualistic ideas. 
 
It is important to understand clearly the dangers inherent in all this. When a human being enters the hereafter, he 
remains inwardly the same. Dying does not make him wise, even though - on the basis of a certain cultivated 
goodness, social integrity and spiritual striving - he may enter the so-called heavenly region and, on account of his 
way of life on this side of the veil, display a bright and shining auric-field. 
 
In his second letter to the Corinthians, Paul says that the devil can appear as an angel of light. Try to understand 
this in a new sense, because these words do not mean what you probably think they do. An Earth-bound spirit 
sometimes tries to appear better and more radiant than it actually is, but such an attempt is so poor, so foolish and 
primitive that it is immediately recognisable, and no one who is knowledgeable in such matters will be taken in by 
it. There are, however, innumerable very well-meaning inhabitants of the dualistic regions of heaven who really 
radiate affability but who wish to maintain and animate the most unwise and reprehensible things, thereby 
unconsciously serving the world of illusion. The same danger exists, of course, in this material world, and a person 
is most dangerous and most devilish when he is convinced that inwardly he is really good and is therefore serving 
the Christ-Hierarchy and the Divine Plan. Then one cannot reason with him, for is he not good? Is he not serving 
God, possibly at the sacrifice of his life?  
 
Beware of these 'ministers of light'. Be particularly careful when they speak frequently about divine personalities 
and holy spirits, about all sorts of Jesus or Mary figures, spiritual masters and angels, and when they sign their 
names in 'Love and Light' or 'Peace on Earth', for these divine qualities - Love, Light and Peace - find no need to 
announce themselves in words. 
 
Many people set out with grand ideas to change or recreate reality as they deem fit, to heal the world and inform 
people of a truth that they themselves do not yet understand, simply because they have not made contact with the 
Truth itself. Such foolishness causes more problems that it solves, and there are legions of light-spirits 
encouraging such hopefuls to engage in these limited and illusionary pseudo-solutions today. In all of this we must 
therefore be mindful of what we allow to influence us, and enter into our consciousness. A seeker of the Way will 
question everything, and leave no stone unturned; he will seek to know exactly from where it is the medium or 
group derives their ideas, and the nature of that which overshadows mediums as they channel; the intelligent 
seeker will test everything with his heart. Yet if the seeker's heart is impure, if his motives are not selfless, then he 
is bound to be deceived. And this is why the spiritual path is not for the compromised or selfish. 
 
"At the time of the end, even the wise will be led astray." - Biblical prophecy. 
 
 
 
 

Changing the World 
 
 
TRUE AND LASTING PEACE does not come into the world through trying to change the world; only through the 
unconditional acceptance of what can never be changed does peace arise. The desire for change is a reaction of 
the dualistic thinking processes of the mind. It is the mind taking a preference in duality, which is an illusion.  
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When one is unhappy with what is judged as harmful and bad and so desires to change it, to make it better, to 
improve it and to fix the error, then the dualistic mind is engaged. The dualistic mind sees evil and wishes for good, 
its sees wrong and wishes for right, it sees injustice and wishes for fairness, it feels fear and speaks of love.  
 
But this battle can never be won, and no true Change can arise from such a conflict, because the error cannot be 
uprooted in what one would change, the error is inherent in the very fact that one would attempt to change it, rather 
than see it for what it really is. 
 
Trying to change the world or the self into something better is a form of escape and a delusion of the grasping 
mind. Rather than just seeing honestly what there is to see, and looking towards the immovable, unchanging, 
divine Reality in acceptance and surrender, the habit-worn ignorant mind tries to make its own life on Earth more 
comfortable by trying to change what can never be fundamentally transformed. 
 
It is clearly evident that if a man wishes to change an illusion, if he desires to change one side of duality, then he 
must engage with that illusion. And if he wishes to change one side of a dualistic equation, then the other side 
must also be indulged, for one side is meaningless without the contrast of its opposite. To engage with and try to 
change the illusions of duality leads eventually to the kind of insanity that we see in society today: wars, disease, 
starvation, murder, rape and all the other horrors that are symptomatic of our planetary asylum today. 
 
But who said that you had to change anything? 
 
Who said you had to make anything better? 
 
Who told you that you need to pray for peace on Earth? 
 
Who was it that said unconditional love meant that you had to love an illusion and so try in vain to improve it?  
 
Who told you that you and this world had to be perfect when Perfection is already alive and well, if you know where 
and how to look for it? 
 
Who said that you would find perfection through trying to make this world a better place? 
 
And who was it that tricked you into believing you had to be the one to make that change? 
 
You can decorate the walls of a prison cell but it still remains the same prison. Knowing that, does the change 
make you happy? Have you found greater peace or freedom within its walls? Or did you just fool yourself for a 
while by covering the walls with a new colour, the colour of change? 
 
Love, Peace and Happiness are not to be had through trying to change an illusion; only through the unconditional 
acceptance of the nature of an illusion does Freedom from it arise naturally. If you wish to bring the light of change 
to this world, then you must also make darkness in it, for change only exists and is made possible through 
opposites. If there is no opposite, how can you change anything? How could you make a positive change if there 
was no negative to change, to engage in? Why engage in opposites, when they must always re-balance 
themselves? 
 
Why would you spend your time winding up a clock, only to watch it unwind again? 
 
Why try to change what cannot ultimately change? 
 
Man lives with goodness and happiness well enough, yet does not tolerate his evils or his sorrow, but he must love 
through them both if he would find freedom from them.  
 
Man lives with pleasure and satisfaction, but he must be accepting of pain and disappointment also if he is to be 
free of struggle. 
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In order to change the world or the self into something good a man must become engaged in its opposite: evil, for 
there cannot be one without the other. And yet a man can no more take the evil out of good than he can take the 
clouds from the sky. He cannot take one part of duality and throw it away, it is impossible. 
 
Some proclaim: “I let my light shine”.  
 
But how can a man let the light shine if he is afraid of the dark? 
 
He may say: “I let my light illuminate the dark”. 
 
But why? Only fear wishes to change the nature of duality, only fear wishes to overcome its own darkness. You 
cannot win such a battle with yourself, or with duality, you can only be done with it and so prepare yourself to 
receive Grace. 
 
The seeker of Truth must therefore come to understand the nature of duality, and allow both poles of it to be 
exactly what they are, and have nothing to do with either. He must want no part of either side of duality, including 
wanting to change them, for they are locked in an age-old battle with themselves, born of the same delusion. And if 
a man becomes involved in this battle, then he will become lost in delusion also. 
 
Who told you that you had to pick which side of duality you liked best? 
 
Who told you that by being on one of these sides would preclude you from becoming tied to the other? 
 
And who convinced you that it was wise to try to change one or the other? 
 
Where there is joy in this world there is also pain, where there is light there is also darkness. But where there is 
Truth, duality is not known. 
 
Who told you to fight evil with good? Who tricked you into thinking and believing that you could ever separate them 
and bring peace to the world, that you could ever use one to overcome the other? 
 
The path through this world is both light and dark, for such is the nature of duality. If you walk only on the light side, 
on the side you like the most, then how will you continue along the path when it moves into the shade? 
 
Who told you that you needed to own, change, avoid, or do anything with life other than let it be exactly what it is?  
 
By leaving it be, by having no interest in it you would transcend duality’s illusion. But who told you that by engaging 
with the pairs of opposites you or anyone else would become free from them? 
 
This world is already perfect, all of mankind is already perfect, that is, perfectly dualistic, living perfectly within the 
opposites of good and evil, light and dark. Do you want there to be more light than dark? Do you want to get rid of 
one part of the world’s nature, or your own? Would you like to destroy one part of duality, even though it is 
impossible to do so? The world is perfectly dualistic, what do you want to change it for? 
 
The self is already perfect, all its ideas are already perfect: perfectly dualistic, living perfectly between the 
opposites of good and evil, light and dark. Do you want to be more light-filled than dark-filled? Do you want to get 
rid of a part of yourself? Or a part of yourself you see and do not like in another? The self on Earth is perfectly 
dualistic, that is its nature, what do you want to change it for? 
 
Who told you that all in this world was not already being perfectly what it is, perfectly true to its dualistic, undivine 
nature? 
 
Who told you that you had to do the impossible, to try to make duality one-sided? 
 
Who made you believe you could change the perfect balance of duality’s nature in this illusion? 
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And who said to you that you can change the perfect dualistic balance in the world with notions of peace and 
goodness? 
 
All your life you have tried to change something that was only ever being what it perfectly is. All of your life you 
have been running around in circles trying to change what can never be changed, how can you remove the night 
from the day, the inbreath from the outbreath? Is it not insane to try? 
 
Why have you been trying to bring light into darkness when the two will just  intermingle to produce a dull, lifeless 
shade of grey? 
 
You have spent your whole life swinging between black and white, clinging to the one you liked best while trying to 
avoid the one you did not like, and all the while trying to convince the world and everyone else you were right. 
Why? 
 

*  *  * 
 
There are two realities: in one the nature is polarity, and that is where the Earth vibrates for now. The other Reality, 
however, has no opposites, it is Divine and perfect, just as the reality of polarities is perfectly undivine. Why try to 
change either? And how can you?  
 
Can you bring Heaven to Earth? Can you bring the Divine into the undivine? And can you change the nature of 
either?  
 
The answer is no, you can only play by the rules, by duality’s rules, or by divine rules. Anything else is your mind 
pretending, playing tricks on you. 
 
If you do not like duality, then leave it alone and seek the Divine. 
 
How can you go home to Perfection when you are still trying to change imperfection? 
 
Surrender is the only way, you can’t change the law of duality, no more than you can change the colour of the sky. 
If you are busy with desire and aversion, creating and destroying, how can you be free of the realm of polarity? If 
you want to bring peace to the world you have not understood the law, or the nature of duality. 
 
All life in duality suffers the restlessness of the pairs of opposites, until it is done with them, until it is ready to put 
them down, end the game, stop fighting, stop wanting, until it is finished with the dream and ready to give up all 
delusions. 
 
If you are busy trying to bring light and peace into this world you will never be able to understand the Truth, or 
leave beguilement’s shores. And if you are protecting your own views, you will always hide who you really are 
behind them. 
 
Trying to change duality’s nature is a deluded and futile plight; the more light you bring into the world, the more 
darkness will rise up in response, until you learn, until you see. The more you battle for peace on Earth, the more 
war must inevitably ensue, until you learn and see that duality must balance itself, balance its darkness with its 
light. Such is its perfectly dualistic nature. 
 
When you try to bring light into this world in order to change what you deem or judge as wrong, know that under 
the law of duality and in response to your actions, darkness has been accentuated and brought to the world in 
order to maintain the balance. So at whose expense are your good deeds executed? Who suffers the evil of your 
ignorant good? 
 
The only true light of change comes in giving up delusion and surrendering to Truth. Not for the want of any 
change does Truth arrive on Earth, and not to make an evil into something good, but it comes to the world to call 
souls Home from the illusion. There is no purpose for divine Love and Truth to be in the world of polarity other than 
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to redeem souls from the endlessly swinging pairs of opposites, from the imperfect state of life and death, pleasure 
and pain, light and darkness. Divinity does not come to improve duality, so why do you seek to? 
 
Have you yet understood the nature of the world? 
 
Who said you had to change anything? 
 
You cannot change the law, or the nature of things. This level of consciousness on Earth is one of discipleship, it is 
a platform from which to reach up towards liberation. You did not come here to remodel or repaint the platform, you 
came here to learn what it takes to be done with this illusion and return Home; not to try to make it perfect, but 
instead to see its nature and so wisely give it up. 
 
Do you think you came here to transform the world into an Eden, when Eden already exists, and where reside 
many luminous souls waiting for you to return? 
 
Change does not happen in the world, it happens within; realisation does not happen in the world it happens 
within. The world is only an outer reflection of the human mind, and you must be done with the reflection before 
you can begin to see Reality. And when you do begin to see, then the old world outside will start to vanish and you 
will recognise that it never had any real existence. 
 
You must be done with trying to change the nature of things, with trying to manipulate universal laws, with trying to 
change an illusion, before you can begin to see the Truth that waits beyond the mind’s glamour. 
 
All things are as they are, and perfectly as they are. It is not for you to change anything, but rather to realise the 
nature of this world and so be finished with it. And when you are done with this level of nature, another Nature will 
appear and restore your vision, and show you who you are. 
 
Perfection is already a reality, it has always been a reality, and when you are finished with the illusion, and so no 
longer wish to change it, correct it or improve it, but instead start to let it be, you become a seeker of Truth, rather 
than a participant in duality’s endless illusions.  
 

 *    *    * 
 
When you went to school as a child, did you try to change the school into a perfect school in order to begin 
learning its lessons? No, you just learned your lessons and then left. It is the same for the school of this world: 
learn your lessons and then leave. Interfere with the curriculum before learning the lessons and the school would 
be rendered into disarray, just as this world is in disarray. 
 
Perfect students make a perfect school, nothing more than that, and you become a perfect student not by trying to 
change anything, but by just sitting down and listening to the teacher in the classroom. 
 
And if you skip certain lessons because you do not like them, then you will only learn part of the curriculum and so 
you will have to return again to learn the rest. 
 
When the lessons of the law of cause and effect in duality are understood you will no longer seek to meddle with it. 
You will choose to let it be what it is, and you will stop trying to skip lessons, or change the curriculum into 
something you would prefer. You will again begin to trust life, and to trust duality to show you the middle way 
between its illusions. You will cease to grasp at good because you are afraid of evil, you will cease to cling to hope 
because you are afraid of doubt, you will cease to speak so much about love because you dislike your own fear, 
and in coming into balance you will learn all your lessons before leaving the Earthly school forever. 
 
Soon now your school teacher is going to return, and he is going to want to see your coursework. What will you 
show him? Will you show him a book only half filled with the things you liked best? How will you pass the final test, 
with half your work and understanding missing? 
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He will send you back to school, until you fully understand your desire and aversion, until you realise why you are 
really at school, until you come to understand the nature of your ignorance, and until you cease to decorate the 
world to your personal liking. 
 
There is no escape for you, no matter how good you think you have been; if you have avoided seeing all that you 
must in order to leave the illusion of duality, you will find yourself back there next term. 
 
Who taught you to hide from life in dreams and hopes of peace and love? 
 
Who made you so afraid that you thought you dare not look at the whole picture, both good and bad? 
 
And who told you that by skipping life’s lessons, trying to change the world into a better place, and attempting the 
impossible task of adjusting the laws of duality into something more pleasing for yourself, would ever lead you to 
the Truth? 
 
 
 
 
 

Truth: the Gateway to Love 
 

AS A MAN CONSECRATES HIMSELF to the spiritual life, he soon discovers that Truth is the gateway to Love. He 
begins to see clearly that the seeking of Truth, aimed towards its full realisation, is the way that leads to divine 
Love. Where Truth is, Love is there also, for Love and Truth walk hand in hand. Love is Truth, and Truth is Love. 
 
Divine Truth begets divine Love. The light of Truth is evoked through complete honesty, humility, and an 
uncompromising seeking to be one with it. Only through a love of Truth can divine Love be experienced. Divine 
Love is unconditional, which means it is always Love, it never stops being Love, and can be nothing other than 
Love. However, such Love can only be known through living in Truth. 
 
Love cannot dwell in an unholy temple filled with untruth, crowded with noisy, self-oriented, unenlightened ideas. 
Amidst such noise and distraction, Love's whisperings can be neither heard nor heeded. Love - sweet, gentle, and 
nurturing - may only take up residence in a human temple that has had all shadows pierced and dissipated by the 
sword of Truth, and thus has been purged of the prideful mind and fearful heart. The light of Truth disperses the 
clutter of thoughts and releases the mind from egotistic ideas, separative beliefs, and conceptual opinions, which 
are at best but distortions of Truth. The Truth silences the tongue of the noisy ego, creating the necessary space 
that allows the soft and gentle cadences of divine Love to be heard in the heart. 
 
Truth purifies the heart and mind, thus restoring true Vision and enabling one to experience Love's radiance. It 
empties out the self of all untruth and creates a sanctuary within where Love may then dwell. When the heart and 
mind have become united and have learned to simply love Truth for its own sake, in its own light, without trying to 
add to or remove from the already perfect Nature of Truth, then will Love glow in fullness. 
 
Jesus said “Men love not the Light, for it reveals their wickedness; men love the dark.” 
 
The light of Truth does indeed reveal the tyranny of darkness, driving it out from its hiding place. Truth exposes all 
falsehood, which has been propagated for countless generations on Earth to deceive a gullible humanity. Truth is 
totally revealing, and in times of crisis its sword is driven into the world-heart by divine Will, cauterising all fear, 
untruth, dark matter and dense, unintegrated energy in order to open up the way for Love. 
 

*      *      * 
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Many people all over the world today believe that unconditional Love means to respect everything, and think that 
they are being loving when they love the personality-self and its enterprises. Yet while God is Love, "God is no 
respecter of personalities." Truth, then, does not validate the personality-self; Truth knows that the idea of a 
separate self is an illusion and that to assign substance to that self is delusion. Truth and Love see only what is 
Real. Truth and Love do not regard that which is a mere illusion at all. Thus, Love cannot love the illusory 
personality-self; Love can only love what is True, because it is Real. 
 
One whose feelings are coloured by a conditional, personal or self-serving love - the kind of love that is 
opinionated and reactive - expresses a false or imitation love. It is a pseudo love because it does not vibrate in 
Truth. This kind of love is fleeting and lasts only until the falsehood that supports it is challenged and exposed to 
the light of Truth. When threatened, the artificial attractiveness of this love may swiftly turn into the ugly face of 
jealousy, possessiveness, suspicion, mistrust, or hatred. 
 
In this age of the cultivated intellect great numbers of people are very occupied with their own versions of truth, but 
this is the greatest delusion of all, for there is and has only ever been One Truth, which is God's Truth or divine 
Truth. Truth is neither knowledge nor acumen, yet the light of Truth bestows Wisdom upon the man whose ways of 
being are aligned with Truth. Truth does not at all value beliefs and opinions. It does not care for this view or that 
view, this idea or that idea, which are mere projections of an unenlightened mind. Any self-conceived notions 
arising from ignorant perceptions are not recognised at all by Truth, as these have no basis in Reality. Truth 
recognises only its own Nature: that which is Real. 
 
No measure of hopeful actions, studied words and unrealised gestures of ‘love and light’ or ‘peace on Earth’ can 
open up the way to true Love and everlasting Peace. At best, such notions may inspire people to seek out Reality, 
but only the unadorned Truth itself can heal the world and mankind, and transform this planet back into an Eden, 
as it was in the beginning before the birth of delusion. 
 
Behold! God’s Truth is returning to Earth, for mankind's self-created evil is today suffocating the planet. The great 
day of cleansing at the end of this major cycle is almost at hand. In these remaining years leading up to the global 
transition and the opportunity of an age there is an urgency for man to put away all his dualistic ideas about love 
and light and peace on Earth, and his expectations of what those may or may not entail, and to step onto the path 
of self-emptying in honest, humble surrender. It is through such right attitude (way of facing) and surrender of free 
will to the divine Will that divine Love may again express itself through the human race. 
  

*      *      * 
 
At the present time on Earth and with regard to the need of the hour, Love comes behind the sword of Truth 
because mankind has become exceedingly deluded, its consciousness darkened due to its false I-dentification. 
Love cannot gain entry into humanity’s heart as long as that heart vibrates in the denseness of its self-conceived 
fantasies. So polluted, tenebrous, and chaotic has the Earth become with mankind’s delusions and ignorance that 
relatively few people in the world today can see or hear the subtle sound of Love’s eternal song. It is all but non-
existent to the sleeping consciousness of humanity. And so Truth must clear and make straight the path for Love’s 
return. Truth must prepare a fertile field on Earth so that Love may blossom again within the hearts of men. The 
mighty power of Truth will bring all falsehood to its knees in these last days of the age so as to restore Love upon 
the throne as king of this world.  
 
As Truth - followed by divine Love - returns to our ailing planet, those who love the Truth and who are therefore 
consecrated to serving the Truth without compromise or self-concern, will greatly rejoice at the shattering and 
dissolution of the world-ego together with all its lies and darkness. The arrival of Truth on Earth may be called The 
Great Day of Purification, for that is precisely what is about to ensue globally. 
 
After the twisted appendages of man's delusions are cut away by the sword of Truth and thrown into the Fire, he 
can once again become an empty and worthy vessel to receive divine Love. Truth, therefore, is the great 
Redeemer or Liberator of men. Its light will soon set humanity free from the black shadow under which it has 
struggled to breathe spiritually over the ages. Then will Love fill the hearts of all who are able to receive, lifting 
them up into a transcendental state of joy and freedom. 
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Truth is also the great Equalizer of men. Truth sees all in the same light and justly serves all. Its inexorable might 
will shortly bring all men to a place of sincere repentance on the same level of humility, where no single man may 
overshadow another in any way, and mankind will again know Unity.  
 
But many people today still dread the ultimate arrival of Truth on Earth. Those who love the dark, fear the sword 
because the approaching light of Truth portends the end of a world corrupted in which they have selfishly thrived, 
and the reappearance of Truth on Earth means the beginning of a new world where justice and equity shall reign. 
Truth will bring an end to selfishness, an end to greed, an end to every delusion and of egotism, and an end to the 
victim and aggressor paradigm, which has become an habitual reality for the majority of mankind today.  
 
It is always the case on a dark and dysfunctional planet that Truth returns first to pull out the rotten roots of 
miscreation that have spread error and evil in the unholy soil of selfishness. At the time of the end - The Great Day 
of Purification - the mirror of Truth will be held up for all to see at last what they have become and which master 
they have served. When man is left with no other choice but to face the Truth and himself in utter honesty, to look, 
to see and to weep in genuine repentance, then can Love open  his heart and reveal to him the way of devotion 
and holiness.  
 
It is honesty that is the beginning of the path that leads to Truth, and Truth is the gateway to Love. And only 
through Truth can Love return to Earth as the heart and minds of mankind are purified and transformed back into 
alignment with the Universal Harmony. 
 
 

"O mighty diamond vajra of Truth, bring to an end. Destroy! Destroy!" - Buddhist chant. 
 
 
 
 
 

Preparation for Grace: Waiting in the Matrix 
 
 
Q: How do we become free while waiting in the matrix? 
 
A: There is no perfect Freedom while any of one's vehicles of consciousness are vibrating in the matrix, in duality, 
in an illusion, in the undivine - because unreal - universe of space and time. Perfect Freedom may only be fully 
realised at the time of ascension/transfiguration, which is an existential disappearance from the temporal universe. 
However, in order to make things bearable and even purposeful while waiting in the matrix, as you say, one's 
attitude and emotional/mental disposition must be correct.  
 
The mind needs to be very on-guard with regard to the matrix of self: clear and keenly distinguishing, like a sword, 
while the emotional body has to make no distinction between good and evil, right and wrong, heaven and hell. 
 
The mind has to be discriminating between what is Holy and what is fallen, but if the astral body engages in the 
vacillations of desire/aversion, the human microcosm as a whole will become caught up in the delusions of this 
world. 
 
So we must be utterly non-discriminating with our emotions accepting, allowing, acquiescent, while being very 
discriminative with the mind as to what is real and what is not. 
 
Few people are able to achieve such a balance, and it cannot be done as long as one identifies with oneself as a 
separate being. 
 
Now, many people today are working on acceptance issues, forgiveness, respect, etc. This is work on the astral 
level of consciousness. 
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They are working at letting go, 'letting it be' and even finding God in everything. This is the mystical path. 
  
Yet without the possession of a Gnostic awareness (derived from Knowledge and right Discrimination) illuminating 
their head sanctuary, they cannot yet see perfectly clearly and so they are not yet ready for Deliverance, no matter 
how mystically balanced they become in the astral consciousness. 
 
So they are only half baked, half ripe. 
 
They are still at play in the illusion, not finished with duality, and so they cannot enter the Ark of Christ in these 
times. 
 
They must return to the physical world via the process of reincarnation for further experience. 
 
And the man with Gnostic understanding but who does not make peace astrally/emotionally with the matrix must 
also return. 
 
Both types have not yet balanced the male/female within and cannot return to the divine Universe until they have. 
 
So the astral or mystical types are unable to discern between the fallen, undivine state (the material, astral and 
mental illusions) and the divine Universe (Reality), and so are looking at an illusion and having faith that it is also 
divine, when it is not, for it is not even real. 
 
Divinity is rather just behind the illusions of physical, astral and mental matter, but due to a lack of 'the light in the 
head' the astral types are not aware of this. They cannot recognise it. They are undeveloped mentally. 
 
However, the educated and illumined mind of man knows it is all illusion, yet his astral-feminine nature must be 
simultaneously fully accepting of the matrix-illusion, looking to its essential roots in the Divine. 
 
Tricky! 
 
The astral nature must be neutral, limpid, still, not swinging with desire or aversion, while the mental nature must 
be clear about what is illusion and what is Real. 
 
Many people involved in New Age spirituality, for example (but not exclusively, of course), for the most part do not 
have full and clear Knowledge or therefore Discernment of the other Kingdom, the divine Universe, of which this 
world is but an ephemeral reflection. They do not understand the nature of the two universes: the Divine and the 
temporal, and they have yet to reconcile the two. 
 
They are caught mentally, therefore, in the reflection-sphere currents of illusion, which they believe to be real, even 
Divine. 
 
Illusion is a glamour of the mind. 
 
So, the astral body has to make no distinction about the difference between heaven and hell...but the mind/mental 
body does. 
 
We must know in the mind, therefore, that all is illusion here in the matrix, while seeing God in all with the astral 
nature. 
   
This is how yin and yang are balanced within. 
 
So whenever a man has an aversion (emotional reaction) to the illusion, having understood the illusion mentally, it 
means he is not yet done with duality. 
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Yet if a man is at relative peace with the matrix, if he has made peace with this world emotionally but still identifies 
with it as being real, having Substance, then he is still not done with the illusion and so remains a prisoner of the 
matrix. Hence he cannot yet be liberated from suffering by the Grace of Christ since he has not fully prepared his 
grail. 
 
We must come to fully comprehend the nature of Lucifer's* realm - the matrix -  but be okay with it anyway. 
 
* Lucifer - false light. 
 
This is how the Father and Mother aspects in us operate together harmoniously as one. And as it says in the 
Gospel of Thomas "When we make the two into one..then we enter the Kingdom." - Jesus. 
 
This is how yin and yang express together in healthy relationship within. 
  
They each understand one another. And they are not at odds, but co-operative. 
 
However, it appears that they are at odds to many people, and indeed it is that way on Earth for many. Hence all 
the suffering of mankind. 
 
The mental types very often have a repugnance for the matrix. This is a trap. 
 
And the astral types want to love the matrix and make of it a heaven, which is also imbalanced and impossible. 
 
Loving it all is mother, astral. 
 
Repudiating the reality of the matrix is father's righteous reason, mental. 
 
Both are valid and necessary. 
 
The 'war' that father declares on the matrix must not be an emotional affair. If it becomes emotional, then Adam 
becomes lost. It must be just a discerning thing, without a charge, neutral. Adam must wield his sword of 
discrimination like a trained Samurai warrior, without caring whether he wins or loses. 
 
But when Adam tries to slay the many-headed hydra of samsara (illusion) armed with only the sword of 
discrimination, with desire and without acceptance of whatever is, many new heads appear. 
 
Adam also needs Eve's loving acceptance for the matrix in order to become, like God, both transcendent and 
immanent. 
 
And, of course, Eve needs the Adam in herself, the sword of mental discrimination and will, in order to be 
balanced. 
 
By applying both loving acceptance and righteous discrimination while in the matrix, we may know a relative rest 
and balance during the waiting period pending the forthcoming Rapture, which is the Grace of Christ received by 
the prepared human temple. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Call to Service 
 

Union is Harmony and Strength 
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MUCH HAS BEEN SPOKEN AND WRITTEN ABOUT THE GLOBAL SHIFTS that will continue to accelerate in the 
times to come as Gaia prepares to give birth to a New World Consciousness.  
 
This New Consciousness is a quality of vibration. 
 
Here is an analogy: Imagine a magnificent, multi-layered, resounding musical chord. Overtones that are in resonance 
with this chord reverberate in sympathetic vibration, and serve to complement one another, adding richness and 
depth to the whole.  
 
This is the vibration of Unity. 
 
There is no dissonance, only the correspondence of diverse tones that are in complete melodic rapport, one with 
another. The harmonic effect is produced by the complementary nature of each note, tone and octave, as they all 
reverberate together, in collective accord and with the unified resonance.  
 
Just like a tone in a musical chord, each human being carries a vibratory signature, which reveals his or her nature 
and state of being. Each human being vibrates according to his or her energetic investments and emanations. This 
vibratory frequency is key in terms of who will and who will not be in resonance with the Unified Field of 
Consciousness that is now being infused into the Gaian sphere. 
  
Those who are selfish in any way; those who still choose, however subtly, to serve the master whose power is born 
of fear; those who continue to see through the narrow lens of their separate personality - e.g., my spiritual growth, 
my ascension, my inner peace and happiness, my spiritual empowerment, my personal healing, etc. - will remain 
inside a body whose cells vibrate within the densities of the the realm of the separate self, which is about to be 
recycled on this planet. They will not, therefore, be in resonance with the Divine Field that will permeate this Earth 
at the time of her ascension. The dense quality of these bodies will not be in accordance with and so will not be able 
to accommodate the unifying Energies that will be infused into the Earth as she ascends. 
 
Those who have completely surrendered their egos and their self-serving ways and who have consecrated 
themselves to humbly becoming clear and pure vessels for divine Love, devoted to the selfless service of humanity 
and the Earth, will be in resonance with the refined vibratory quality that is required in order to pass though the portal 
of death and into new Life. For it is only through the total relinquishing of one's energetic investment in self, the small 
'I', and all the associated fear, ignorance and darkness that feeds the illusion of the material world, that one's dense 
physical human body may be transmuted via the process of transfiguration so that it will have manifested a 
completely transformed vesture. The cells of these bodies will have shifted in their vibratory frequency, and will have 
become entirely in resonance with the vibration of a united consciousness - Divine Consciousness - so enabling 
them to accommodate the influx of powerful Holy Forces that will flood the Earth at the point of world-transition.  
 
Each human being will choose which way he or she will be facing at the Sifting Time, and the right choice begins 
with simple honesty, free of the endless mental speculations, convolutions and grasping pontifications of the noisy 
ego, spiritually educated or not.  
 
There is, then, a great urgency at this late stage of the phase leading up to the planetary deadline. There is a present 
need for positive, active response to the Call to Service, not least to counteract the blighting effects of the cancer of 
pseudo-spirituality that is today spreading throughout the world and which is being peddled everywhere under the 
name of 'Truth and Light'.  
 
The heart of humanity is blind, and many are being lost for the harvest. Mankind no longer has the time to engage 
in useless philosophizing. There is a now pressing exigency to assist those who have become lost in the miasma of 
human ignorance, yet who retain some soul-quality and so who are genuine candidates to partake in the forthcoming 
Glory and so attain the one Goal of all unenlightened life at the long-prophesied Harvest Time.  
 
The eyes of the New Spirit are now sweeping the world, seeking out true hearts who may actually invoke Divinity 
into this world, for the heart of humanity is the only channel through which the liberating divine Spirit may enter this 
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world to transmute the karma of ages and lift up all those who choose to serve the Divine Plan for world and mankind 
in this period.  
 
If this message speaks to you, if you seek to know and understand more about the Path of Sanctification by means 
ofselfless invocation, and moreover, if you wish to really help in the true Work of world and human redemption, we 
would like to hear from you. 
 
Long is the night for the sleepless. Long is the road for the weary. Long is the cycle of continued rebirth and suffering 
for the foolish who have not recognised the Truth and the requirements of today's unprecedented opportunity.  
 
 
 
 

The Sinister Side of the New Age 
 
 

from The Call 
 
 
 

WITH ALL THE GREAT POTENTIAL FOR UNPRECEDENTED LIGHT and rapid spiritual progress in the world 
today, it is of little surprise to note that the forces of selfishness (evil) are also particularly engrossed in their own 
kind of work upon Earth. They are, once again as always, vying for attention by perpetrating all kinds of guileful 
antics as they endeavour to gain for themselves as much attention and power as they are able to grasp. The age-
old struggle between good and evil is again evincing itself here upon Earth, and is, to a growing number of 
awakening individuals, especially noticeable today as the dawning light of the New Day is throwing shadows in all 
directions. 
 
As greater light continues to illuminate the planetary consciousness, darkness is necessarily accentuated, for 
where there is light there must exist its corresponding shadow, or contrast, for in a dualistic universe one cannot 
exist and is meaningless without the other. More specifically, there has existed for millions of years a great 
protective barrier of spiritual force around our planet that was instigated and has been dutifully maintained by the 
Earth's own planetary Hierarchy. This ethereal bulwark regulates the incoming flow of various energies, forces and 
souls to Earth, while it also functions as a shield from cosmic evil. Without such a measure humanity would have 
experienced much greater oppression and hardship than that which it has known heretofore. In this time leading up 
to the birth of the New World, certain doorways are being opened in the barrier in order to allow for a larger influx 
of benign entities into our Earthly sphere where their aid may be rendered. However, these doorways are presently 
also being used for access by entities who are rather less than friendly! Nevertheless, such undivine souls have 
the karmic right to be here on Earth. 
 
Such entities are representatives of primeval and malevolent powers that still exist in the universe, and today, as 
ever, they are striving toward effecting stagnation in the world as they invariably seek to retard progress by 
fostering craving for self and attachment to the known. They work effectively through the selfishness of personal 
desire, fear, pride and conservative attitudes. Such ancient materialistic forces have ever been pitted against true, 
spiritual advancement, and thus they are in conflict with the flow of the Spirit which, like a stream, is ever changing, 
ever new. 
 
The forces of darkness incorporate very real and wilful intelligences who work to preserve that which is old and 
material, hence they are pre-eminently the forces of crystallisation, or of form-preservation. They promote the 
attractiveness of matter, desire for temporal control and power, and the lure of that which exists in the form-life of 
the lower worlds. They consequently and deliberately attempt to block the influx of anything which is good, true 
and life-enhancing, as greater divine light certainly threatens their dominion upon Earth. They do this by distorting 
the new truths and by stimulating desire and excitement in offering false substitutes that may appear to be new 
and promising, but which are, in fact, only re-presentations of the old ways of self-gratification. Principally, and 
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whenever they are able, they endeavour to preserve that which is familiar and old, to counteract the effects of the 
oncoming culture and civilisation, to bring confusion to humanity, and to feed steadily the existing fires of 
separateness, criticism, animosity, etc. These forces work insidiously and cloak their efforts in fair words, leading 
even sincere spiritual aspirants to feel and express antipathy for certain persons and ideologies, thereby fostering 
the hidden seeds of hatred to be found in many human beings. They fan to fury the fear and antagonism of the 
world in an effort to maintain that which is outmoded; they make the unknown and true appear undesirable or 
unbelievable, and they attempt to hold back progress for their own ends. 
 
Now, essentially there is no evil in this world, no vice, no sin, except for that which flows from the assertion of the 
individual self. The propensity of self is to cling to the known, and most people in the world today tend toward the 
old, the fixed and the 'secure'. Such is the general disposition of humanity into which its social-conditioning and 
extremely limited education - so painfully devoid of the greater verities of life - have programmed it. The vast 
majority, then, have become steeped in the ignorance of egotism, and resistance to change is normal for them. 
However, as purifying forces pour into the subtle energy fields of our planet, the darkness of old, ingrained 
delusions and selfishness in all their diverse forms are being forced up and out like the poison in a wound. All 
anxieties, fears and other occult contaminants that obscure the light of the Spirt are necessarily surfacing in our 
lives today; the true colours of humanity are beginning to be clearly exposed, and there is much more yet to be 
revealed in a changing world that is struggling to be free of all inharmonious influence. 
 
Equipped with an adequate understanding of the world situation during its current process of purification, we would 
all do well to remember the fact that if the mind makes a practise of rectitude in its thinking, then there is no evil 
that can make entrance into it. However, a growing number of people today are being impressed negatively (and 
most often unconsciously) by antagonistic forces in order to thwart or to completely quash anything that is 
supportive of the successful unfoldment of this current phase of the Divine Plan for mankind. Such sinister 
manipulation is greatly facilitated by individuals who harbour fearful or selfish attitudes and motives, and the forces 
of darkness who are recruiting today for the final battle are certainly not restricted in their choice of prospective 
candidates on Earth! Agents of evil are often quickly recognisable, but sometimes manage successfully to conceal 
themselves, for example, beneath the pious mask of religious philosophy or spiritual idealism. "The devil quotes 
scriptures for his own designs", and the person who would know the truth must be especially vigilant today amidst 
the proliferating wiles and illusions that are being consciously perpetrated upon our planet, mostly from hidden 
spheres. We must learn to recognise and pick out the spiritual wheat from the emotional chaff, bearing in mind 
always, especially in these exceptional times, that there exists in the world a great deal more chaff than wheat! 
 
Today, as stimulating psychic forces are unleashed and made available to mankind on an unprecedented scale, 
the unsuspecting, hasty and unenlightened are exhibiting their new abilities with remarkable alacrity, prematurely 
stepping forward to inaugurate themselves to the general public as spiritual teachers, healers and masters of 
wisdom, when in reality they have only made contact with the astral plane. These uninformed and unwary 
innocents are most often quite blind to the very real dangers of untrained lower psychism (e.g., clairvoyance, 
mediumship, etc.), its powerful tendency to tempt, consequently inhibit or even to cause a regression of real 
spiritual progress. They are also usually quite unaware of the potential that astralism inherently possesses for 
attracting the interest of cunning spirit-beings who simply love to cause as much mischief as they can in these 
important times of global catharsis and transformation.  
 
In being aware of the expanding light upon the horizon of the New World, the forces of darkness are today 
redoubling their efforts against the Forces of Righteousness by trying all kinds of new, devious and desperate 
attempts to further delay the unfolding Divine Plan, and to take for themselves as much of the new light coming to 
the planet as they are able to snatch away from humanity. In order to ensure greater success in their goal, the dark 
forces often offer fake spiritual gems that may appear to sparkle in the beginning, but soon fade and become 
lacklustre, along with the temporary satisfaction which may have been initially gleaned from them. 
 
If a true divine experience has yet to be attained, the exuberant and hopeful self-seeker may easily confuse 
astralism and psychic phenomena for spiritual revelation and holy wisdom. If a person with desire of any kind 
decides to meddle upon the lower astral plane (which is readily accessible to many today), perhaps seeking to 
contact discarnate entities thereupon, they throw open wide the door of their consciousness for mischievous and 
evil forces to freely enter in. This is especially so for teachers who demonstrate influence over others, for in their 
commanding and, therefore, powerful position they become prime targets for the cravings and ambitions of lowly-
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evolved and maligned spirits. Such beings seek to contaminate the minds of their unsuspecting victims with their 
delusory ploys as they simultaneously draw attention and life-force to themselves. The majority of these discarnate 
souls are extremely unhappy, and since misery loves company they endeavour to render such damage as they are 
able by imposing their own will through the passive consciousness of the unwitting medium. Such treacherous 
patterns are evidenced today among many New Age groups, and are spreading like an epidemic due to an 
absence of basic occult understanding, humility, and that purity of intent which is essential for safe and useful 
psychical work. 
 
It should be understood that there is a limitless abundance of intriguing facts (and falsities) that are accessible 
upon the astral plane by its legions of residents. Such information often seems impressive, and may appear bright 
and true to those who grasp blindly for something new and exciting, and indeed, on occasion, a jewel of truth might 
slip through*. However, the astral land is known in occult circles as the realm of illusion, partly because its lower 
sub-planes provide residence for egotistic denizens who are often much less evolved even than their mediums, 
and who have desires and designs of their own. Truth is often corrupted by such entities either innocently or 
wilfully, prior to being subsequently tainted by the illusory nature of the astral plane itself, and finally also by the 
personality of the medium. The result: the great plethora of exaggeration, misinformation and imitation spirituality in 
the world today. Due to the extant ignorance of mankind and the intensity of the period, mediumship is currently 
proving itself to be more often a curse than a gift. 
 
* Due recognition is given to the fact that some accurate and very useful information is presently being received through bona 
fide mediums. However, it should not be overlooked that this is only information. Mediumship (or 'channelling' as it is usually 
called today), in and of itself, does not constitute a path of spiritual development. 
 
If messages from lofty spiritual planes are to be reliably and accurately conveyed through a medium, then the 
impression must be a direct descent from higher mental levels to the brain, avoiding all contact with impurities in 
the astral (emotional) part of the medium's constitution. Only in so far as this direct descent is attained will the 
recorded impression be devoid of error; it will not then be tinctured with any emotional complex whatsoever. For it 
is the astral level of consciousness that is the great distorter of essential truth. True interpretation of messages 
from the higher worlds is dependent upon detachment from lower psychism. The medium must be essentially 
humble, and so personality-decentralisation is an utmost requirement for true, safe and successful spiritual 
mediumship. This is critical today as more and more mediums are being targeted by the dark forces. 
 
Often mediums are aware at some level that their 'guides' have at least some personal motives which are not 
entirely divine, yet these mediums continue to follow their instructions at the expense of complete integrity due to 
their own lack of discrimination, fear of ridicule from their established students, and sometimes for far more 
unscrupulous reasons. Many established spiritual leaders, teachers and gurus are, to the perceptive observer, 
conspicuously falling today, and so exemplify to the children of the New World that blind and unintelligent 
submission to external authorities is inherently dangerous and strongly inadvisable. In fact, the real and qualified 
spiritual teachers in the Aquarian age will not gather students around themselves. The perennial admonitions 
solemnly given by sages of yore would especially profit everyone at this time and ought to be revived and retained 
in the minds of all those who would safely tread the spiritual path today, for the pharisee is often further from the 
kingdom of God than the publican and the sinner. In every way unholy company should be avoided by the seeker 
of Truth because it will likely give rise to passion, glamour, excitement, contagion, blindness, false hopes, delusion, 
etc., and all at a cost to wise decision and real spiritual progress. Psychic experiences may seem at first a bubbling 
froth of something better, but they veil one's eyes and serve only to inhibit higher perception. 
 
Presently, all over the world, there exists an overabundance of new religious institutions, spiritual societies and 
esoteric organisations that have allegedly been inspired and guided by contact with great masters, Christ-like 
entities, highly advanced extraterrestrial light-beings, and even angels and archangels. While it is true that a far 
greater profusion of very evolved divine Agents are closer to Earth at this time than ever before in its history, it 
must ever be born in mind that so is the opposition - the antichrist*, and the devotees of any spirit-beings, their 
teachings or their nominated representatives would do well to remember always the occult dictum that states like 
attracts like, for this is an immutable universal law. The level of morality, virtue, humility and, therefore, the 
frequency of consciousness of the medium who makes contact upon the inner planes dictates the spiritual class 
and delimits the calibre of the channelled entity. The average desire-bound individual will certainly not be chosen 
as an agent upon Earth to convey the sacred and momentous messages of lofty spiritual beings, although such 
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mediums may easily misinterpret their distorted thought-forms within the astral worlds, which are but broken 
reflections from higher spheres. 
 
* The antichrist is not a single person or being; it is not the 'Devil' or 'Satan', neither of whom actually exist, although a great 
number of entities continue to derive satisfaction from impersonating the mythical Lord of Darkness. The term 'antichrist' refers 
to all evil intelligence as it is expressed in the universe in direct opposition to the plans of the Cosmic Christ - The Lord of the 
World - who is not the personality called Jesus, but an extremely exalted field of divine Consciousness, a Great Being of Love 
and Wisdom, one tiny ray from whom shone through the lower vehicles of Jesus, as it did through those of the Avatar Krishna 
of India, before him, as well as many other great Servers throughout human history, thereby bestowing upon these individuals 
the spiritual title of world-saviour. The word 'Christ' is derived from the Greek 'Kristos' meaning The Anointed One. Those who 
work under the banner of the antichrist include a whole host of sentient beings, some of whom are very advanced in terms of 
their occult knowledge, their power to control certain lesser spirits, and their ability to wield various natural forces; others may 
be quite unaware of how they are secretly used by the brothers of shadow, but all of them have one thing in common: 
selfishness, while those of a more treacherous nature harbour an insatiable lust for power, personal aggrandisement and 
dominion over others. It is, in fact, their innate selfishness that prevents any real and permanent alliance among them, and this 
is why the forces of darkness are always ultimately defeated by the greater united power of those who serve the Divine Plan, 
and who constitute, therefore, the divine Forces of Righteousness. 
 
Today, an inordinate mass of ordinary people bearing minimal spiritual development are claiming to be the officially 
appointed channels for the authentic new teachings of various exalted beings, many of whom have become well 
known via various established religions for thousands of years. Gautama Buddha, the Lord Maitreya (Christ) and 
even God Himself! are to be heard speaking through an unlikely assortment of mediums today. Such nonsense 
exemplifies the great sham within the New Age movement, even though the printed matter collated from 
channelling sessions and enthusiastically distributed by those who whole-heartedly believe in it, may appear to be 
dependable, authoritative and even somewhat uplifting. It should not be overlooked, however, that even a young, 
dull and mischievous child is able to quote pleasantly-sounding axioms or make false promises, and the astral 
plane is copiously littered with the shards of discarded thoughts and ideas from eons past and up to date, ready to 
be taken up by any vagrant spirit who happens to be wandering by. 
 
Highly advanced spiritual beings generally do not limit themselves by communicating at the level of the individual 
personality. They typically influence many different souls simultaneously, and their communications, which operate 
under the Law of Impression, are effected upon higher levels of consciousness, where very few mediums today 
are consciously able to reach due to their personal desires, which necessarily limit their contact to the lower astral 
plane. The great Guides of the race have ever served humanity by way of an ancient, highly organised and 
intricate hierarchical system comprising many exalted lives, masters, high-initiates, disciples and worthy emissaries 
who have all proven their spiritual merit by successfully emerging from the fires of past trials and severe tests 
taken over numerous incarnations. 
 
At this time all around the world it is a common occurrence that yesterday's office clerk or manual worker is 
magically transformed into today's 'enlightened teacher', and such absurdities lucidly illustrate that psychism is not 
a sanction for true, spiritual work, and that psychic ability does not necessarily (or even usually) correspond to 
spiritual purity; nor does it indicate advanced mystical attainment (which must be realised through long and diligent 
practise) be it of the white or the black magician. Perhaps we would all do well during the coming years to bear in 
mind that domestic pets such as cats and dogs are psychic, as are members of various primitive tribes located in 
Africa, South America and elsewhere. 
 
A great number of species of animals are generally more psychic than human beings because, while remaining 
completely free of the constricting and obstructive psychologies that mankind so prevalently possesses and 
demonstrates, these animals are naturally and effortlessly sensitive to the thoughts and feelings of other sentient 
beings around them. Such members of the animal kingdom regularly communicate psychically with one another, 
and they can sense changes and presences that arise within the subtle planes that exist alongside our physical 
world. 
 
Psychism is a most ordinary and natural function, but humanity generally desensitises these inherent and latent 
faculties due to a compulsive and emphatic use of the lower psyche, and the consequent development of a rigid 
mind-set that may include all kinds of limiting false conceptions, fears and prejudices. Due to its unnatural and 
habitual tendencies, therefore, the human race has to date generally and subconsciously opted to close down its 
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psychic awareness, while those few who in the past have chosen to freely demonstrate their uncommon psychic 
abilities, in attracting the wrong kind of attention, may have landed themselves in serious trouble. 
 
Throughout modern history, fear has been the chief motivating force behind the suppression, persecution and even 
execution of those who evidenced psychic powers, e.g., witch-burning in the middle-ages, the Spanish Inquisition, 
etc., and many psychically sensitive individuals have been promptly treated as insane. Today, however, the 
energies of the Aquarian age are forcing open previously inhibited channels of psychic perception and sensitivity in 
mankind, and the world is no longer able to deny these very real faculties due to their emergence and 
demonstration en masse. However, due to the pervasive lack of occult understanding amongst humanity, lower 
psychic faculties are currently being misused and abused, while the misconceptions born of New Age psychism 
continue to mislead many. Lacking right understanding in these times we shall be like the blind man in the valley of 
the shadow of death. Occult education is critically required today in order to prevent individuals from falling prey to 
those identical temptations, which have led to the total destruction of whole civilisations upon Earth in the past. 
 
Channelling, as it is still widely practised in its lowest and most material form, is a low grade psychic expression. It 
is, for the masses, definitely one of the least demanding 'spiritual paths'; it is easy and therefore of negligible 
positive influence upon real spiritual progress. In stark contrast, divine-contact has ever been the most important 
and prime goal of the serious spiritual aspirant, and this rule has not changed merely due to the increased psychic 
sensitivity in the world. Being the most direct communication with the Spirit for humanity, divine-contact facilitates 
the receipt of pure insight, flawless intuition and dependable wisdom, obviating the need to contact other beings for 
information. It will also allow for the beneficent radiation (via the personality) of the light of the Spirit, the nature of 
which is Love. Conversely, channelling can be very detrimental to the individual upon the spiritual path for 
numerous reasons, and, once divine-contact has been attained, becomes completely superfluous. 
 
Channelling, therefore, constitutes a definite distraction to real spiritual attainment, and for the average person 
today is fraught with danger. Moreover, the trance condition that many lesser mediums effortlessly adopt is a most 
undesirable state, especially in these times. It separates the medium from their own soul, and definitely relegates 
them to the realm of uncontrolled and material forces that abound upon the astral plane. It is imperative that mental 
activity be enhanced and selflessly consecrated to helping others so that intelligent and conscious channelling may 
be practised safely if at all, otherwise true, spiritual mediumship will remain a rare occurrence within the New Age 
spiritualistic movement. The naïveté and excited grasping of the majority of those who are interested in 
channelling, together with the ingenuousness, pride and selfishness of the bulk of mediums, exposes groups to 
very definite dangers as they continue to let loose in the world forces and entities of an unholy nature. 
 
All manner of devious spirits are today proceeding to seek out and to contact sensitives in physical incarnation who 
evidence reasonable potential to become instruments for the execution of their ungracious plans, just as the 
benevolent and true Servants of the race are searching for selfless and devoted hearts to help with the real Divine 
Work upon Earth. As the lower psychic faculties of mankind expand, dark forces may eagerly rush in where angels 
will not tread. Wherever there exists even a tiny blot upon the motives of the medium, he or she is automatically 
prone to be surreptitiously deceived, used, victimised and even permanently possessed. Conditions are so ripe at 
this time in the world and humanity's gullibility and desire so pronounced and prevalent, that such unfortunate 
occult usurpations are being facilitated by a negative synergy actualised by unprepared groups of perhaps well-
meaning people. This is resulting in group-possessions and it is to be observed today that certain mediums 
together with some of their loyal followers are headed straight for the lunatic asylum! 
 
Lowly-evolved and unscrupulous entities bearing sinister ambitions recognise how easily they may outwit 
unsuspecting human beings. Many of these wily disembodied spirits are no great fools, and they understand well 
that the dissemination of alluring but erroneous teachings may seem authentic and dependable to the unwary on 
account of the truth that lies at the base of them and which is intentionally allowed to slip through their 
falsifications. For it is the little bit of truth in an error that gives it its appeal and strength, not the great wrapping of 
falsehood that overlies the scrap of truth, and many teachings being given out today are gross embellishments or 
distortions of basically sound contemporary facts. How many hopefuls will become most embarrassed, if not sorely 
grieved, when they eventually come to realise that their beloved master or lofty angelic source is no more than a 
deceased human personality of low order, or even merely a rather bold and mischievous nature-spirit!? 
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The previous illustration is a characteristic example (and not, by far, the most shocking) of that which is transpiring 
within the New Age movement today, and it is everywhere apparent. Large, affluent, fully-established, well-
attended and even 'prestigious' spiritual organisations exist around the world that have been instigated due to the 
communications and manipulations of entities with unquestionably deluded motivations. Many of those who are 
presently offering false teachings are all the more convincing to the unaware due to the fact that they themselves 
actually believe what they teach, and may therefore possess genuinely sincere motives. Yet while they forge 
ahead with the notion that they really are serving the Divine Plan, they are in fact little more than human 
marionettes for masters of deception who work from within the hidden worlds. It is one of evil's favourite and most 
frequently employed ruses to pose as holy messengers, for it knows well how to appeal to humanity's pride and 
desire. These dark spirits are well-practised and skilled at masquerading their true intentions with a facade of 
stimulating and evocative melodramas and emotionally appealing beguilements of all kinds. 
 
By way of their chosen human instruments on the physical plane, the forces of darkness may perform miraculous 
healings and demonstrate psychic powers in order to inspire faith in the masses, and to subsequently win the 
adulation and allegiance of the naïve. What may be regarded as miraculous by some, however, is nothing but a 
metaphysical dynamic that is responsible for the harnessing of natural forces; faith acts as both a magnifier and a 
conductor, and makes this dynamic possible. Just as electricity - which is potentially present everywhere - 
becomes effective only in the presence of a conductor, so 'supernatural' power becomes effective only in the 
presence of faith, be it faith in a human teacher, in the divine Intelligence immanent in Creation, faith in an ideal or 
even in one's own spiritual nature. History attests to the fact that blind faith may be easily and promptly cultivated 
amongst the credulous, desirous or needy. Furthermore, those cunning entities who are sworn enemies of Truth 
and Righteousness understand very well how selfishly-motivated faith may be exploited and used like a kind of 
vacuum that draws certain surrounding forces into itself, thus endowing the individual or group with which it is 
connected with various etheric and astral energies that are naught but imitations of those higher forces in which 
the faith has been invested. 
 
It is a fact that in order to instigate and maintain their power and charisma, spiritual and religious leaders depend 
as much on the faith of their adherents as their adherents depend on the initial inspiration which they may receive 
from their leaders. Once this mutually-profitable affair has begun, it can easily expand to allure and subsequently 
influence many other aspirants who may be attracted (or magnetically pulled in) to the psychically-charged 
atmosphere that is so common within such groups. The subsequent and rapid magnification of synergetic potency 
will be in direct proportion to the degree of emotional charge peculiar to the group, as well as the will and 
manipulative abilities of the leader(s), and it is not difficult to see how the combined forces evoked by those whose 
faith is directed toward a spiritual 'superior' make him a centre of power that goes far beyond that of his own 
personality, while simultaneously also providing a convenient conduit for other evil minds to enter and influence our 
world. 
 
Religious intermediaries are still employed today due to humanity's ignorance of universal laws, and as long as 
such blindness persists in the world, black magicians, false spiritual leaders and bogus religions will continue to 
proliferate in response to mankind's desire. A rapidly growing number of false prophets and unscrupulous mystical 
teachers are rising in power around the world today. Due to the pervasive ingenuousness and craving of humanity, 
these sorcerers are successfully wielding occult forces not for the common good, but for their own selfish ends, 
and they are consequently leading many people farther and farther away from the Truth and genuine divine 
experience by offering a cold light, which can be remarkably convincing to those who do not look to their own heart 
for verification. 
 
Upon entering the charged atmosphere of certain congregations today, the sensitive person may soon become 
aware of an upliftment of mood or psychic stimulation of some kind, while beneath such a cunning enticement the 
more vigilant newcomer may witness an obscure sensation that betrays the fact that some external force is 
attempting to mesmerically impose its influence and to instigate control. Often, certain ceremonies or meditations 
that are regularly performed by members of the assembly will - consciously or unwittingly - facilitate such 
possession or, in the case of the weak-willed, vacant-minded or needy, even guarantee the successful attachment 
of some disembodied being (or group of beings) to the aura of the unsuspecting optimist, with the preconceived 
purpose of eventually working its way into the nervous system and the brain of the victim. This depiction may seem 
rather morbid or even fantastic to the uninformed, yet the reader who lacks sound occult knowledge is assured that 
this is usually only the initial introduction to the intended insidious career of the possessing entity. 
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Where opportunity is presented, misguided discarnate spirits are today purposefully breaking divine law by enticing 
or coercing the souls of some individuals to vacate their bodies, usually temporarily but on occasion permanently, 
in order to inhabit them thereafter, wherein they endeavour to influence others. Such is becoming a common 
occurrence in the world today and is made easy by those who succumb to fits of passion such as anger or lust, or 
who allow themselves to yield to other traits of the lower self such as jealousy, lying, self-pity, depression, hatred, 
fear, habitual condemnation of others, etc., etc. 
 
Each individual, and no one else, is wholly responsible for all the conditions within their own reality, for these 
conditions exist primarily in their auric field as the energies which they have created by their thoughts and 
emotions. The key to safety and success during this dark eve of the New Day lies within the heart. Negative and 
selfish thinking, however, is especially hazardous in these 'testing times' and bears the terrible potential to attract 
entities who dwell amidst the hordes of maligned spirits who are today being forced up against the physical plane 
by the Forces of Righteousness which are battling victoriously upon the other side of the veil between worlds. 
These now frenzied dark wraiths are desperately seeking their impossible escape from the dazzling light of Justice 
by fleeing into physical human vehicles. It is a fact that there are many more 'walk-ins' of questionable character 
alive today upon Earth than there are truly holy visitors. However, it should be remembered that for every single 
soul of purity and wisdom, one thousand or more evil ones may be offset, and many such bright souls are 
presently moving into position for the forthcoming and conclusive confrontation upon the physical plane. 
 

*  *  * 
 
Aside from the more severe dangers of lower psychism, it should ever be born in mind that psychics who are 
lacking in sound occult training, track-record and purity of motive cannot and should not be trusted to convey 
accurately the truth of the times. Proclaimed spiritual teachers should always be thoroughly tested for their moral 
standing, their depth of esoteric knowledge and their past genuine experience in holy service, and this before any 
iota of allegiance to them or their methods is even considered. False spiritual teachers are today disseminating all 
kinds of intriguing information in their attempt to distract the masses from the simple, unchanging and spiritually 
sound message of love and service. The Holy Truth is, has ever been and always will be - simple, and complexity 
often spells danger. The well known ancient Chinese curse may be regarded today as a warning: "May you live in 
interesting times". 
 
Those beings who operate within the ranks of the forces of darkness always work along the path of least 
resistance. The devil is characteristically a most lazy fellow whenever he can afford to be! He has ever been most 
disposed to advantage himself from any method that seems likely to further his insidious cause and which appears 
to promise him the least amount of trouble or effort. Today he is exploiting with ease the ignorant nature of human 
beings, while artfully employing the rampant glamour and exaggeration within the New Age movement to ensnare 
as many hopefuls as he can. At the same time he is, with very little effort, using that same glamour to deter many 
of the thinking people of the world from apprehending the real facts. Sceptics today are rather hastily and eagerly 
condemning New Age thinking in its entirety as 'mass-hypnosis', 'group-infatuation', etc., and this is because they 
have observed only the nonsensical side, which is by far the larger part, and which, admittedly, is saturated with so 
much fuss, excitement and credulous obsession. 
 
Today's pervasive hype and glamour has resulted in much smugness, excitement and pride, and this is exactly 
what the dark forces intended. Due to the abundant and much distorted presentations of contemporary facts that 
have been thoughtlessly peddled by eager, naïve and self-seeking individuals during the last few decades, the 
sacred essence of the truths that represent the real significance of the birth of the Aquarian age have been terribly 
adulterated and consequently misconstrued by many. This has resulted in a great neutralisation of the benefits 
offered to humanity in accordance with the Divine Plan for Earth. Through exaggeration, misinformed passion and 
unintelligent, misguided enthusiasm, important and critically-relevant information regarding the world-
transformation has become hackneyed, stale and consequently improbable to the minds of many. Cliched prattle 
and 'spiritual marketing' by the unaware has discouraged numerous people from recognising and responding to the 
urgency and magnitude of that which is today transpiring. The devil's calling card bears the same insignia as it 
always has, if only we would care to take a closer look. Earnest and intelligent seeking, right understanding, 
practical vision and active service are required today in order to offset the damage inflicted and time wasted by the 
plethora of falsity and ostentation that proliferates in the world with regard to the New Age. 
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Having thoroughly researched the spiritual supermarket for over a decade, uncompromisingly seeking full-time 
across four continents, it is the personal and authentic observation of The Fellowship that at the time of writing 
(1995), an accurate figure denoting the proportion of bogus (or at best misguided) 'spiritual' teachers, leaders and 
groups at large today in our experience is 95% plus! Yes, there most certainly is evil (ignorance) in the world, and 
the larger part of the New Age movement, even at its best, only manages to provide a dubious presentation of the 
truth of the times, while at its worst is undoubtedly sinister. 
 
It is a most noteworthy fact that one basic truth is often used as a foundation for a great pile of deception, as is 
prevalently the case everywhere today upon the eve of the birth of the New World. Nevertheless, wherever there is 
truth to be found at all, the serious seeker will always possess the earnest and genuine spiritual impetus to probe 
and delve deeply within a whole mountain of lies if necessary in order to find it. And if they dig down deep enough 
into that great mound of falsehood, thereby discovering and bringing out the truth to set it radiating on top, then the 
entire mountain of lies will crumble under the weight of that single truth. Evil is essentially conservative, it simply 
hates being disturbed by the Truth. 
 
Fortunately, evil together with all its lies, selfishness and other egocentric tendencies may often be recognised 
clearly enough by discerning persons, but for those who do not yet possess discrimination, adequate occult 
knowledge or dependable intuition, pseudo-spirituality may be rather more difficult to identify. Yet the ego (which, 
in a sense, is synonymous with evil: the divisive factor in Creation) can always be recognised by its propensity to 
attack or defend for the benefit of itself. A close and uncompromising scrutiny of the character of and results 
obtained by any spiritual group will usually reveal the truth. However, a general guiding rule may be offered here: 
wherever educational groups fail to emphasise, encourage and inspire selfless service of a distinctly spiritual 
nature; wherever promises are made of gains for the personal self alone; or where tempting benefits are offered for 
the individual at all - BEWARE! The true spiritual Path must be sought for itself, and not with regard for the feet that 
shall tread it. Most importantly, sincere seekers should listen within rather than to the opinions of others; they 
should ever trust and be true to themselves, remembering always that desire blinds. 
 
As has been assured by the disclosures presented in this book thus far, there certainly are most precious gems 
scattered amongst the glut of New Age paraphernalia that is available everywhere in the Western world today. Like 
a fine, golden thread, the Truth is very subtly woven throughout the many enchantments and infatuations that lay 
like so much unwanted sediment upon the surface of the real contemporary facts. All those sincere and 
venturesome aspirants for true knowledge and understanding in these remarkable times are most heartily 
encouraged to make their search steadfastly, with discernment and without excessive eagerness. There are 
important lessons to be learned in every single experience, and we often learn much more by encountering the 
evils and deceptions of life's circumstances personally than we do from simply being handed truth upon a silver 
platter, as it were, where it might go unappreciated. Sometimes we have to quest deeply into the dragon's lair in 
order to retrieve essential treasures, but if the nature of evil is comprehended well enough and one's motives 
remain pure, then the devil together with all his cohorts may be faced with unshakeable confidence. Thus assured 
in their certain knowledge that they will be victorious, the resolute trailblazers of the times shall detect the golden 
thread of Truth and will employ it wisely in order to guide themselves safely through all the present-day 
contrivances, until they successfully reach the centre of the New Age cyclone, where they will See and Know. 
 
The widespread rise of falsehood and darkness is a very normal occurrence at the close of cycles, and one that 
necessarily precedes the advent of new light in the world. This is so for various reasons, and one important 
purpose of such 'timely evil' is to afford humanity its needed challenges in the form of trials so that individual choice 
may be made. Each person is thus given opportunity to hasten their own spiritual growth and simultaneously 
qualify to proceed forward into a brighter era. Those who, albeit unwittingly, choose to become entangled amidst 
the multitudinous enticements of the transition period leading up to the Harvest Time automatically exclude 
themselves from entering the New World by failing to recognise and overcome the 'temptations of evil'. The sinister 
side of the New Age may ultimately be regarded, therefore, as an important factor in a necessary selection process 
that will permit only those pure, vigilant and worthy souls to pass through the Portal of Initiation, and to rise into the 
resplendence of Heaven on Earth. 
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The Divine Romance between Yin and Yang 
 

 
DIVINE LOVE may be radiated and therefore transmitted to others through the open heart of a living Soul. Both men 
and women may do this. The male, however, is able to transmit a higher spiritual frequency of Truth and Purpose. 
This does not make man superior to woman, it is just a universal pattern. To further illustrate this point let us first 
recall the ancient hermetic axiom: “As above, so below”. We may observe the same divine blueprint that underlies 
the All also expressing itself in the sexual act between human beings. The man provides the life-seed to the woman 
who, after receiving it, brings forth the child. Similarly, we may regard the Sun, the Father (male), radiating forth life-
energies which are received by Mother Earth (female) who then enables all the diverse life-forms to spring forth from 
her womb, her matrix of creation. 
 
This same universal pattern is applicable between man and woman with regard to the Path of Return. Historically, 
we may recognise that the Avatar, the Messiah or Christ, has always been male. He comes to establish the Truth, 
to transmit the Purpose, to open up the Way, and the female, by devoting herself to the spiritual male and his mission, 
also attains liberation. This relationship between male and female, yin and yang, is the immutable archetypal pattern 
of the Universe. A delightful symbolical example of such a divine romance between man and woman is given in Luke 
7:38, where Mary Magdalene anoints the feet of Jesus with precious unguents. 
 
Divine Will, or spiritual Potency, may fertilise or catalyse divine Wisdom and Love in woman. By way of their true 
union, Spirit (male) brings forth potential divine blessings, and Matter (female) dispenses them unto all. This is how 
male and female unite for the common good; He giving the divine Seed and She, the Fruits thereof. 
 
The spiritual male is the provider of divine Purpose and carries the Spirit-Spark to ignite its manifestation in matter. 
The spiritual female receives the seed into her womb and is able to nurture the Christ-Child (Love) in matter. 
Together, their union fertilises the prepared and so fertile womb-consciousness or creatrix of the divine Mother who 
brings forth the offspring: a new creation, born of Love. Male and Female, therefore, combine vision with 
manifestation, pure divine Intent with the creative Means to manifest the Divine Plan in matter. Thus, in order to re-
enter the Kingdom of God man must remember his divine Essence and give that in love to the female, and she, in 
turn, must open herself to receive the Spirit-Seed and thus provide the creatrix for birthing the Christ-Child. 
 
Today, chiefly owing to ignorance of right relationship between the sexes and therefore due to the distortion, misuse 
and perversion of the divine Romance, there is much disease in the world, psychologically, emotionally and 
physically. All disease may be healed instantly by divine Love, which may be experienced as Ecstasy in right 
relationship between yin and yang. Ecstasy may be fully realised and brought down to the physical plane only by 
way of divine union between male and female. Such is Universal Law: the divine pattern underlying all creation, 
which is demonstrated by all natural life, from the atom and its electrons to the sun and its orbiting planets, and 
beyond.  
 
The fallen male heals himself by transmitting the Spirit-Seed, the fallen female by receiving it and subsequently 
giving birth to a new creation. In this way male and female need one another. Under the Law of Polarity, male and 
female must integrate themselves all the way down to and including the physical plane, and this may be done only 
by looking up and out together, as one, in the same direction. 
 
When a fallen female identifies with the 'I' and thus remains in servitude to self, there will always be competition, 
self-grasping, fear and selfish desire, plus and a tendency to seek escape routes for self, which will include a sick 
orientation toward the 'winning over' of men for her personal gratification and 'security'.  
 
When a man proceeds to live for self, he will seek to 'use and abuse' women, endeavouring to satisfy his innate 
spiritual longing by way of sexual lust and domination. 
 
This, then, is the essential cause of the 'battle of the sexes': ignorance of right relationship and right sexual Purpose. 
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The fundamental sickness of all men, then, is the same, just as is the fundamental sickness of women.  Just as the 
male sickness may be healed by one essential divine Solution: divine transmission or giving Love, so also will the 
female sickness be healed by receiving that divine transmission, by receiving Love from the male.  
 
The open, trusting, devotional and receptive Love of the divine female dissolves the fear of the male, a fear that has 
over the ages turned into violence towards women due to man's terror of the woman being unable to receive him 
and so help him to realise his divine Purpose. Therefore, once females awaken to their true divine Nature and 
Purpose, then the patriarchal dominance on Earth in all its manifestations will be ended, and Christ may, at last, lift 
humanity's burdens into the Light of Redemption - both for women and men. 
 
In order to completely understand the nature of the great complications and problems created throughout history by 
the battle of the sexes, we will need to further explore the essential make-up of the Universe, or God. 
 
 
YHVH (Yahweh) 
 
The most ancient name for the Universal Spirit - or God - is Yod He Vau He, often written as YHVH. But this 
ancient name is far more than just what another religion calls their version of the concept of God, or even a name. 
In fact, it was not meant to really be just a ‘name’ at all. It is from before our time of human manifestation on Earth. 
It is the physical-word equivalent of an esoteric, vibrational Reality. It is an actual representation of the Universal 
Law that governs the primary pattern of all Creation.  
 
The name itself is the key to Creation and the representation of the Universal Law of polarities and the 
replication/reproduction of all vibration. And remember, everything is vibration. Contained in this name for the One 
Life, then, is the actual formula for Creation, and the manifestation of all life within the One. Therefore this name of 
God is probably the single most significant metaphysical concept there is. It is the simplest thing in the Universe, 
but perhaps the most difficult to really understand by the uninitiated and unenlightened. 
 
The name is represented by four letters of what is now called the Hebrew alphabet, which have numerical as well 
as symbolical meanings. However, the name is actually far more ancient than the Hebrew alphabet. Yod-He-Vau-
He (YHVH) is allegedly pronounced 'Yohd-Hay-Vah-Hay'. This simple name was changed through time, 
translation, and misinterpretation, to many variations of the original, including within several religions. Consider the 
similarities Yahweh, Ya-Ho-Wah-Ho (YHWH), Ya-He-Wa, and Je-Ho-Vah, to name but a few. Jehovah and 
Yahweh stuck pretty well. YHVH is also sometimes referred to as the Tetragrammaton in magical and 
metaphysical circles.  
 
The first part of the name, which was the positive polarity or Father aspect of the name of God, was Yod. See the 
similarity here even: Yod, God, Yod, God; not too hard to change through time and even pronunciation. It was thus 
that the Father principle, Yod, was distorted from Yod into God, which is also most often given a father-principle 
connotation: "My Father God and I are one." - Jesus. 
 
The ancient teachings aver: "He who can pronounce this name properly opens the gates of heaven". This saying is 
vastly misunderstood. But even now, in some major religions it is forbidden to even attempt to pronounce YHVH. 
This is because in the early days of organized ‘religion’, certain ‘priests’ in positions of power, and who desired 
even more power, did not want the common people to know this great key. They wanted people to look in 
deference to the priests and so turn to their religion for their understanding of God and spiritual matters. This gave 
them great power and control, so they hid the name, changed the name, or made it forbidden to be used by 
anyone other than the ‘high holy people’. However, chanting the name in meditation properly can create major 
changes in consciousness. 
 
The symbolism and structure of Yod-He-Vau-He is simple, yet deeply profound. And when its few simple elements 
combine, they give birth to the entire complexity of life. In part, YHVH represents a perfectly simple pattern which is 
holographically present in all life, from the atom to the deity which is a solar system, and beyond. It also speaks of 
human procreation, and stellar/planetary procreation. 
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The first part: Yod, represents the positive (+), Sun, Light, the Father or Spiritual Seed principles. The first He 
represents the negative (-), not in the sense of ‘bad’ or ‘evil’, but in the sense of negative polarity, pure darkness, 
like that of the void of space, the womb, the receptive, feminine, Mother principles. Vau is the creative result of the 
meeting of both Yod and He in the place of interplay, intercourse. The union of the first two principles begets the 
Love-Child, Christ, a new creation, which is Vau.  
 
Vau is its own principle, the principle of Love, which is androgynous. It therefore has within itself the same 
attributes as its Father and Mother, so it is actually both a Yod and He in its own microcosmic realm. In terms of 
cosmic frequency, Vau is on a vibrational plane an octave down from its parent-creators. It is also the place of 
conception of, and the birth of, the second He and Yod (the second He is placed before the second Yod because 
the polarities of creation are reversed in every new Birth; see diagram below).  
 
So Vau begins the cycle (Yod-He-Vau-He) again, but in microcosmic form. The second He and Yod, then, are the 
offspring of Vau, the result of the interaction of the new microcosmic Yod and He of Vau. 
 
 

The Circle of Life 
 
 

                                                                                         INFINITY 
                                                                                               | 
                                                                                    YOD    -    HE 
                                                                                          \        / 
                                                                                            VAU 
                                                                                           /       \ 
                                                                                      HE     -   YOD 
                                                                                          \        / 
                                                                                            VAU 
                                                                                           /        \ 
                                                                                    YOD     -    HE 
                                                                                           \        / 
                                                                                             VAU 
                                                                                                | 
                                                                                          INFINITY 
 
 
 
This, then, is the play of divine Creation, and it is not difficult to understand how so much karma has been created, 
and so much suffering and error known in the fallen universe through the breaking of its laws due to ignorance and 
selfishness. 
 
 
Adam and Eve 
 
If we examine the structure of the cosmos, perhaps starting at an atomic level, we will see that the negatively-charged 
electrons ('-' or feminine) orbit the positively-charged nucleus ('+' or masculine). The planets that orbit the central 
sun of a solar system are also feminine (-) while the sun itself is positive (+). 
 
Here again in the physical cosmos, then, we observe the Father and Mother principles in operation: Father-Sun 
radiates light and life and the Mother-Planets receive these vital life-forces for their creative manifestation. 
 
Therefore, it may be recognised that the feminine polarity of God (-) exists on the outside of the Body of Father-Spirit 
(+). This is in insuperable pattern for all life in the Universe. 
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This simple example is, in itself, sufficient to understand the Old Testament allegory of the Adam and Eve story. But 
let us consider this vitally important subject further. 
 
The story of Genesis in the Old Testament tells us that Eve was tempted first by the serpent in the Garden of Eden, 
and that Adam followed Eve in her fall. Bearing in mind what we have observed regarding the arrangement of the 
feminine and masculine polarities within cosmic creation, it is clear that the feminine (-) or outer part of creation was 
the first principle to Fall from Grace, or to move out from the centre, being farthest away from the Spiritual Heart (+) 
of God, as it were. This, then, was the Fall of Eve. Adam (+) then followed in order to try to redeem Eve (-), for in 
separation from his divine consort Adam became only half a unity, half a being. In order to rescue Eve, Adam was 
required to also Fall from Grace and enter the undivine universe of illusion. Hence both Adam and Eve's banishment 
from Paradise. 
 
In order to reverse the Fall from Grace for both women and men, Eve must open her spiritual womb again to Adam 
and Adam must love Eve and so transmit the Purpose from the purest place in his heart. This, then, is the immediate 
and only true Goal of all fallen life in the undivine universe. 
 
The Fall from Paradise as demonstrated by women and men on Earth is also replicated throughout the undivine 
universe by the physical planets and suns (and, indeed, of all lives, including the atomic). 
 
For example, planet Earth, Gaia, having become a fallen world long ago has repeatedly reacted in fear to malefic 
seedings, that is to say, cosmic evil manipulations rendered through the selfish distortion of the true spiritual Purpose 
of the male. And it is hardly surprising that the female consciousness has not been receptive to being seeded (raped!) 
by a consciousness that has repeatedly approached her with force and manipulation! This has, of course, only 
perpetuated and exacerbated the battle of the sexes on Earth over the ages, until today when we may observe a 
repulsion of men by many women and an equal and opposite animosity of women by many men almost everywhere 
in the world. Such aversion is recorded in the spiritual subconscious of all human beings on Earth today. 
 
Women innately sense within themselves the excessive injustice perpetrated by men upon women historically and, 
indeed, this has been the case. Witch-hunts and burnings are but one extreme example of the general domination 
and suppression of women by men over the millennia. However, woman has entirely forgotten that it was she who 
fell from Grace first and that in his growing frustration over vast stretches of time, man has also distorted his original 
pure intentions to give his Love to Eve and so redeem her. She has entirely forgotten the essential requirement of 
opening her womb to the spiritual male, thus reversing her 'original sin' and allowing both yin and yang to unite once 
again. 
 
As has been mentioned, the aforesaid distortions have occurred repeatedly for aeons throughout Earth's history, 
and the karmic ramifications of this are legion. So again, let us explore the true Solution to this terrible dilemma from 
which the human race has suffered for so long. 
 
In order to reverse her fallen condition (and so also her corresponding sickness of heart), Eve must remember who 
she is as well as her true function and purpose in matter. Indeed, such remembrance is precisely what the spiritual 
Adam has been attempting to catalyse within her for ages and ages, in order that they may unite as one and so 
respond positively to their perennial Call to re-enter the divine Stream of Evolution. Having remembered this, Eve 
may proceed in faith and intelligent surrender to the Divine Plan, and again re-dedicate herself to manifesting her 
true, divine role in fallen matter. It is thus that she will restore Adam's honour by receiving his Spirit-Seed. 
 
It is thus, through her divinely-aligned focus, that Eve may remember her spiritual love and vital interrelationship with 
Adam and, of course, his eternal love for her, and so heal. Eve must 'fall in love' with Adam again, thereby 'opening 
her womb' to him for the creative Purpose. On Earth her love allows the spiritual Adam to truly incarnate in matter 
through the male incarnation. But first 'the Prince must kiss Sleeping Beauty' and cease in chasing her for himself! 
 
After the kiss, the male divine Spirit is invoked by Eve through the long-awaited Adam in order to fulfil their joint 
purpose in matter together: Redemption, through the rebirth of the Christ-Child, Christ-Consciousness, or divine 
Love, by way of their true Union. Eve, then, cannot fulfil her purpose without Adam, and vice versa, but first Adam 
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must evoke Eve's feminine, receptive love. She cannot break the spell of fallen matter without Adam's divine Spark; 
the Mother's womb cannot give new birth without the male Spirit-Seed.  
 
The goal is that they re-unite: her open, receptive Love invoking his Spirit down to Earth via his personality in order 
that he may plant the Spirit-Seed in her womb. Note how, in response to Eve's Love, Adam realises the Living Spirit, 
even in his physical body, in order to give it to her. Matter, therefore, unites with Spirit all the way down to the physical 
plane. This is the Alchemical Marriage, which transfigures matter, returning the reunited couple to the original divine 
State. Their divine union brings forth or births the Christ-Consciousness, and YHVH - the Law of Creation - is fulfilled 
on Earth. It is thus that Adam and Eve's rightful place in Paradise is reinstated, as Heaven and Earth unite for the 
blessing of the whole world. 
 
 
Yin and Yang 
 
The dual polarities of yin and yang, female and male, are complementary aspects of one Whole. Only in the fallen 
universe does this Whole express itself in the form of two separate polar 'opposites': man and woman, the split of 
the sexes being necessitated in the distant past due to the misuse of the creative Power for selfish purposes.  
 
Yin and yang may be compared to transistors for the alternating current on a circuit-board. Negative and positive 
polarities do not create conflict when the circuit is closed and co-operating. It is only when the circuit is broken and 
therefore '+' and '-' are no longer working together that a short-circuit is created, and then man and woman become 
mere polarity potentials (and even enemies!). This is the painful situation on Earth today between men and women. 
However, when functioning in their rightful and united way, i.e., as selfless agents for divine Purpose, male and 
female do not have a consciousness of separation from one another.  
 
Every individual personality-microcosm, whether a male or a female incarnation, has both polarities within them. 
When united, the yin/yang principles become one functioning 'electrical' (or spiritual) transformer, allowing the 
Creative Spirit to be active and usable all the way down to the most material plane. 
 
 
The Archetypal Roles of Male and Female 
 
The archetypal roles of yin and yang have been played out repeatedly throughout history. For example, the Hindu 
Avatar, Krsna, had his favourite consort, Radha, and there is Shiva (divine Will) and his consort, Shakti (feminine 
creative Intelligence or Power); the Egyptian Osiris had his Isis, and Lancelot found true love with queen Gwenivere 
in the Arthurian legend. The Buddha's wife remained devoted to him even after he left her and their child to seek 
Liberation. As an example of her pure devotion to the Buddha's Cause, she ate only one meal a day from a single 
wooden begging bowl for six years during his solitary meditations. 
 
Wherever there is a divine male expression, there is a female (or females) behind him. Note the old saying: 
"Wherever there is a good man, there is always a good woman behind him". 
 
Seemingly separate, yet united in purpose and therefore function, these divine yin/yang archetypes always work 
together for the same Cause in perfect harmony and united collaboration. The Father's role is to plant the seed and 
then to direct, guide and energise the Child (as does the Sun), while the Mother's role is to birth and then nurture the 
Child in matter (as does Mother Earth). Although the two polarities have unique and separate functions, they work 
not in one another's shadow and they must ultimately meet and unite in divine Union. Only in the Mystical Marriage 
may both become Free. 
 
 
Camelot 
 
The blessings of the divine symbiosis between male and female may, of course, be extended to embrace and include 
a whole community, and probably one of the finest examples of this on Earth is the legend of Camelot. 
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While Queen Gwenivere carries the flower of compassionate Love for the benefit of all in the kingdom, there is also 
a need for the sickle of King Arthur's righteous Will, which clears the path of weeds in order that the delicate little 
love-flowers may grow again in God's garden: Mother Earth. 
 
In England during mediaeval times, generally the highest honour and spirituality as enacted in the Arthurian 
legend, for example, was one's dedication to king and country. 
 
The sword was wielded righteously to protect Camelot from the dark hoards outside that would have otherwise 
desecrated the inner sanctum of the kingdom and raped the women. 
 
So while the brave knights were at war, protecting the kingdom, the women were in the castle preparing for their 
return, tending to the gardens, managing the provisions and generally nurturing a welcoming environment of home. 
 
Yesteryear, the knights of Camelot used the sword and wore physical armour; today the same battle-pattern is 
being expressed on Earth on a higher level and will culminate in the final battle of Armageddon. Today, our 
spiritual knights wield the sword of Truth, which is the energy of divine Will, again to protect Camelot, the people's 
Solace. Their breastplate is righteousness and their shield is consecration to the cause of the kingdom. 
 
The kingdom would not be whole without both the Sword and the Flower of Love, and both Arthur and Gwenivere 
know this and so understand how each needs the other for the kingdom to flourish, and they recognise and realise 
the unique duties, talents and responsibilities of one another in meaningful co-operation. 
 
In purposeful livelihood, devoted to the cause of the kingdom, both the king and queen have a divine relationship 
for something higher than themselves, and so they serve the people and the kingdom in the name of truth and 
love. And all is well. 
 
It is said in the Bible that "God is Love", yet God is more than Love, and Love without Will is not enough to ensure 
the perfect functioning and continued thriving of the kingdom, just as Love and Will work together in unison under 
universal law. And in a darkened land on Earth, both must collaborate for the one cause: Love ensures the 
nurturing of the people's lives, while Will deals with the enemy which harbours within itself those weeds that seek 
to choke the garden of Camelot. Any enemy of Truth will therefore not welcome the sword of righteous Will, even 
though it is wielded honourably and so is good and true. 
 
The decree of Camelot: Lord, may you give us the Wisdom (Love) to see what is right, the Will to apply it, and the 
Strength to endure. 
 
See the excellent movie: First Knight, with Richard Gere, Sean Connery and Julia Ormond. 
 
 
The Birth of a New World on Earth 
 
In alignment with ancient prophecy, Father Spirit today approaches Mother Gaia in order to seed Her anew and to 
thus birth the New World Consciousness (Christ-Consciousness) on Earth. The Father ever approaches the Mother 
of the Universe who dwells in Her Cosmic Physical-Plane body, in order to unite and so give birth to the next 
development of their Eternal Romance. Their divine Child may be a human personality (as in the case of baby Jesus, 
for example), a race of beings, a planet, a solar system, a galaxy or a whole field of manifestation, a whole octave 
or universe of expression; the divine formula is always the same, and both yin and yang are required to play their 
part. 
 
Mother Gaia (together with her female children) is today expressing Her lament of eons:  
 
"My Beloved is about to answer my Call for reunification, all the way down to the physical plane. Yet, today He is not 
yet quite welcomed here on my Body - planet Earth - nor His Kingship recognised. For, my feminine expressions 
(women) constitute His doorway into physicality and they are not yet Calling from the heart in true understanding, 
trust and surrender. Yet the Sword of Righteousness is being unsheathed again in these "end times" and my great 
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ailing body will be healed at the close of this cycle, just as prophesied, as my long-standing illness will be transmuted 
into the light of a New Day". 
 
The Call for Adam, to be sounded by females, is an accolade or recognition of the spiritual Kingship of Father Spirit, 
and is an intrinsic part of the divine mythic pattern exemplified and expressed throughout human history by all Yin 
archetypal human figures.  
 
In ancient times, when the Earth was naturally more aligned with Nature, worship of the divine Mother was common 
and widespread. In these epochs, lineage and therefore rulership was held by and therefore awarded to others and 
handed-down through females, not males. Females, through marriage to suitable male lineage (i.e., those who 
carried suitable bloodlines of past royalty) disposed the title of “king” to the one they married. Many different 
civilisations created positive alliances in this way. Over time this pattern was all but forgotten and became terribly 
distorted as the feminine quality was devalued upon Earth, her unique powers ignored by the patriarchal imbalance 
and she is today regarded in many cultures to be subservient to the male, the weaker sex. This is why, during the 
advent of the Aquarian era, there is an historic awakening and revival of the Feminine archetype on Earth. Without 
Her, our planet cannot heal, awaken and re-align with Divinity. On a feminine planet, women should be given greater 
responsibility in society for the Earth's care. Such a harmonious pattern will be reinstated on Earth in the coming 
cycle. 
 
 
 
 
 

The End of Mara 
 
 

From the journal of an infrequent visitor to planet Earth 
 
 
From beyond the shores of time and space I wandered outward from the heart of Life. From far beyond human 
awareness, from a silent place of clear knowing and seeing, I descended towards the murky globe of planet Earth, 
where I beheld a darkened  and noisome world. The Earth appeared to me like a sealed sarcophagus of degraded 
and imprisoned life, severed from the universal harmony by mankind's perpetuated error. 
 
As I approached I saw surrounding this world a knotted sphere of tenebrous matter, writhing and seething about its 
surface like dirty oil on water. As I drew closer and entered into its atmosphere, the aura of the planet became 
progressively more toxic and suffocating, emanating noxious fumes like a putred sewer. And the psychic noise of 
the mass of human beings revealed to me the torture chamber that the Earth had become, where billions of 
suffering souls now struggled to breathe. The myriad separate dysfunctional minds of men and wraiths inhabiting 
the Earth and all the thoughts, desires and fears within this tomb of disharmony, congealed into a thick, dark burial 
shroud that encapsulated the Earth, choking the very life from her. 
 
From within the extreme density of this darkened sphere, I beheld Mara, the evil one, working diligently from his 
place of concealment, dispatching his minions from within the subtle planes of this dying planet with both artful 
cunning and the deadly mien of a voracious predator. 
 
I beheld how humanity is ruled by the god of death and the goddess of lies. I saw how man is perpetually 
tyrannised by an unholy intelligence, devoid of any true light, that has been feeding on the thoughts, emotions and 
life-force of the human race on Earth for eons, and I saw how Mara, the evil one, had ensnared all mankind in his 
web of deceit and corruption. And I clearly understood how all souls are delivered into a dark dungeon when they 
are born on Earth, and I saw all the ways in which Mara immediately goes to work on them, bent as he is upon 
deepening their enslavement and helplessness. 
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I was aghast at what was revealed to me as I drew closer to the Earth, and although my soul recoiled in horror at 
bearing witness to the great crime that was being committed upon the human race - the majority of which was 
completely oblivious to the insidious villainy being perpetrated upon it - I decided to continue my journey into the 
darkness of this world so that I might see in greater detail the cause and nature of the treacherous predicament 
that was terrorising mankind. 
 
I was determined not to lose my sense of perspective as I delved into the denseness of this world, in order to 
incarnate on the physical Earth. I knew it was vital that I retain the spiritual memory I held of the harmonious and 
life-giving existence I had voluntarily left before being born into such an extremely limited physical body within such 
a cold and harsh environment. It was this memory that caused me to feel not a little regret upon having my 
consciousness thrust into this heavy, solid human vehicle of flesh, blood and bone. 
 

*  *  * 
 

A conscious remembrance of life outside this dense, fallen prison-planet has served to allow my vision to cut 
through the mire of the distortions and machinations of Mara’s twisted agenda. Through the veil of this biological 
garment that enshrouds my consciousness, I can see Mara with a clarity that most cannot. . . or will not. 
 
And would that I might speak directly to Mara, to that collective embodiment of intelligent evil, here is what I should 
say: 
 
I see you, Mara, as you surround the Earth with your net of dark matter, gleefully revelling in the cacophony and 
confusion that rises from the billions of separate, unintegrated minds of men over whom you rule. Encouraging 
disharmonious vibrations such as anxiety, fear, and guilt and all the other distortions of consciousness, I see you, 
Mara, you tyrannical god, imprisoning the Earth as you send forth your underlings to further your wicked plans. 
 
I see your greed and selfishness, Mara, concealed behind the proper and acceptable veneer of social conduct and 
established propriety that you cultivate in humankind in order to better hide your abominable vocation.  
 
I witness the seeping forth of the dark forces that you initiate from beneath life, unseen by the eyes of the world, 
the eyes that you yourself have blinded with endless lies so as to remain hidden in the dark. 
 
I see you, Mara. I see that you only care for yourself and want only what you want, regardless of reason or 
outcome. In endless processions of desires that have no lasting fulfillment, there you dwell. 
 
And I hear you, Mara. To my ear you sound like an old, worn machine, mechanically hammering out its hidden 
agenda in a constant drone as background noise for the race of men, driving them mad over millennia and giving 
rise to an extreme lusus naturae of life that breeds in every shadowy and forsaken place, consuming life like a 
ravenous brute, offering nothing in return but separation and despair. I hear your endless, unholy clamour 
humming unyieldingly behind the audible sounds of this world, a subtle yet pervasive cacophony that promotes 
suffering. I hear as you beat out your hypnotic rhythms into the souls of men, sending them into ever deeper levels 
of sleep and ignorance.  
 
But, Mara, you have been unmasked. I can see you. I can see your handiwork in the rows of prison cells that 
people call their homes, road after road, block after block, piled one on top of the other as far as the eye can see. I 
observe your tyrannical grip on humankind as you force people to work in jobs they loathe and in which they suffer, 
only in order to feed and maintain your infernal machine. I see your twisted face glaring through the world's media 
and through your commercial billboards. I hear your lies when you assure people that life will be better if they buy 
and use your products and eat of your bitter fruits, all the time encouraging greed, desire, and selfishness in order 
to become "successful" in your world. 
 
You agitate the governments of the world, the leaders and their people, into irrational fears and wars. You live in 
them like a virus which has contaminated their minds and souls, turning their hearts to stone, spawning disease, 
separating them from their Creator, and making of them a dark parody of themselves, to become slaves amongst 
the ranks of lost souls in your army. 
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I can see your mark everywhere, Mara, when I look upon this sunken world. I see all that you hide from man. I see 
you in the eyes of those who unconsciously carry out your grand plan, driven by your ancient, festering lusts. 
 
From beyond the fake appearances of this world I see you, even though you remain hidden from the averted eyes 
of most people who dare not look upon what they thmeselves have created and which they perpetually feed in their 
denial and fear. 
 
It is man's long-perpetrated error that has given rise to you, Mara, and in return you have initiated man through 
many a dark age to serve your corrupt and self-serving appetites. You are the beast that has set up camp upon 
creation's shores, who  contaminates the spirit of life wherever it seeks to express itself, preventing man's true 
nature from appearing and stopping him from lifting himself up out of the miasma of degradation. Instead you 
encourage your own fell nature to grow within him like a cancer. Thus does he become a part of your life, a life that 
has no place under God's law. 
 
Those who follow you, Mara, are lost and blind. You are the fallen one born of unholiness, now reaching the 
pinnacle of your power upon the eve of the darkest night of man's sorrows. 
 
I pity you Mara. You are that which should never have been. Called into existence by the foolishness of man's 
wayward life, you live in the lower self-nature of man, and through his passions, desires and ignorance you lend 
yourself to every kind of evil expression. You are the fuel that drives all lies and which burns in so many souls. It is 
your destiny, Mara, to die alone. And never having known the Love of God, you will be abandoned by all life unto 
your inevitable and irreversible end. 
 

*  *  * 
 

Even though you pretend to be the architect of life, you are the god of death and of all misery. Even though you 
pretend to illuminate life, your light is illusory, fake, cold and empty. And I see now why you skulk in the darkness 
so: you are afraid, for these are the final days of your reign on Earth; your end is close. I have seen this day 
approaching, Mara, and I see why you are now becoming so desperate. It is because you, too, have seen this day 
forthcoming. Upon those who do see you, upon those who love God's Truth, you spit curses, because their true 
vision forebodes the end of your insidious rule. 
 
Relatively few are those who are aware of you, Mara, but those with vision can see as their eyes are being opened 
now everywhere within your domain. Many still do not suspect the presence of your dark spectre within 
themselves, overshadowing their every thought and desire. But the avante garde of the new human race see you, 
Mara. We see the beast that you are. We observe how your demon-host of lost souls endlessly impresses itself 
upon the human heart and mind so that each man might be counted amidst your dark army that is now amassing 
for the final battle. 
 
The clock ticks silently but surely towards your doom, Mara, and your end is nigh. The sands in your hourglass are 
running out, as are the foundations of your deception, like a rotten, crumbling edifice erected on the sufferings of 
life, no longer able to hold itself up under its own weight. 
 
Those who are true, those in service to God, are preparing to meet you face to face for the final battle for the Earth 
and the soul  of the human race. They have walked through your valleys of death, and looked into the empty 
soulless eyes of your slave legions. They have watched those in servitude to you gorge themselves upon your lies 
while lingering in the shadows, attempting to hide from the newly-rising sun as they prepare themselves for their 
last stand, before they are washed away forever in the coming torrents of change.  
 
Slowly, Mara, your army is being forced back, right up against the very walls of your own dark kingdom with every 
new ray of true light that shines forth into this world. The great illumination draws close now, from beyond this 
world. There comes now a radiance that will pierce the veils of your deceit, and as it does so the Earth will once 
again be restored from a world of death into a blossoming Eden.  
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In these last days many will witness the stench of death being sanitised by a new and sweeter fragrance, carried 
upon the incoming breeze of new life. This air is clean and pure as it sweeps out over the land like a shining new 
garment around the world, purging the fetid atmosphere of your decaying tomb.  
 
Where will you run when the light of this new day dispels your shadow, shining down with the glory of a divine sun? 
Do you think that you can escape the light by scurrying back into the pit from whence you came? I tell you, nay, 
you cannot. Your army has not a chance, Mara, for marching behind every single ray of light from the rising sun 
there is a soldier of God bringing vision and power, each one having donned a radiant suit of armour forged from 
the purest truth and wisdom. And each is armed with a shield and a sword that pulsate with the glow of eternity, 
having been forged from the unfathomable depths of pure love.  
 
The Great Day is now close at hand when anywhere such a servant of Divinity awakens in your darkened sphere, 
life will respond in bursts of new growth and opportunity. For they are the righteous, those who have endured and 
overcome and so earned a place amongst the ranks of Gods army, to serve as ushers for the new era. And not 
one hair on their heads shall be harmed, for every step they take forward is firm, true and upheld by the power of 
divine Justice.  
 

*  *  * 
 
The light that is soon to be infused into your fallen world, Mara, will first appear as many golden rays, beams of 
radiance, flashing and effusing the divine Light as it streams through the hearts of all who are true, pending the 
bright revelation of Truth itself throughout the world. You will see the light of Truth as terribly destructive since it will 
bring to an end your evil culture as it penetrates into the shrouded corners of every darkened heart and shines out 
from beneath every rock and stone within the minds of men. 
 
The force issuing forth through the servants of Justice is like a great wave approaching the shores of life. For 
behind the pure hearts of such devoted souls is the Aurora of Christ, and your army, Mara, is like the sand 
scattered upon the winds  before it. Such light blinds and overwhelms all that is false, bringing an end to mankind's 
blind folly in one single and purposeful stroke of righteousness. This righteousness works through those dedicated 
to serving the Truth, those who have surrendered any will of their own, so that Life itself speaks through their 
hearts, clarifies their minds and works through their hands. 
 
And unlike your army of lost souls, Mara, God's legionnaires do not bleed and weep for themselves on the 
battlefield of life, for they are fortified by Reality and Truth, not driven by delusion and lies. They are the bringers of 
the new dawn, the harbingers of the new world and the destroyers of the old. They stand within the ranks of the 
144,000, who carry within their hearts the new song for the Aquarian age. And like the loftiest peaks of a mountain 
range that rise into the clear light above a sea of clouds, they will see, know and recognise one another, connected 
as they are by the common bond of the underlying purpose that unites them.  I pity you Mara, for even now you 
are trembling at the thought of the approaching light, the victory of which you know is inevitable. The very idea 
strikes at the foundations of the deluded world over which you have ruled for too long. But this is the end of your 
reign, Mara, the final conclusion to your long-perpetrated deceit, and there are fewer and fewer places in the dark 
fields of this realm left for you to hide as the portal leading to true Life is opened ever wider and as the light pours 
in.  And while your lost army has been feeding upon death and human desire, the army of light has been 
preparing itself silently underground, nurtured by God’s life-giving stream, the source of which rests undisturbed in 
the very heart of the divine Kingdom.  What comes to this world must come - there is no alternative. The law shall 
be fulfilled and all that is in error shall pass away. And with it, the Earth and its humanity shall once again be 
brought back into alignment with divine Purpose and universal Justice.  Time slips away as the final judgement 
approaches. Let he who has eyes to see decide now where he will stand come this great transition, so that he may 
meet the coming age with joy, and not in woe.  The vast and ensnarled skeins of your deceptions and delusions, 
Mara, your ignorance and lies, your selfishness and greed, your grasping wants, needs and desires, all of the pain, 
misery, suffering and strife that have been born of your sinister, maleficent purposes, and any and every distortion 
and disease you have ever wrought upon humanity and upon this Earth - are about to be combusted and so 
purged from this world.   Through the purified vessels of those who have consecrated themselves to God, to 
becoming clear instruments for the hand of Divinity, through the dedicated hearts of these visionary servants of 
Truth, shall pour the force of God’s Will to purge the slag, dross and all the malignancies and atrocities you have 
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committed upon this world.  The end of your long reign of terror draws ever closer, Mara. Those whose vision has 
been clarified through their devoted service to the Truth have seen through the vast and tangled web of lies that 
you have woven to enshroud the soul of humankind on this planet. Your imminent demise and the new world that 
will emerge and arise from the ashes of your funeral pyre have long been envisioned and foretold by the seers. 
 
And as this long-prophesied transition comes to pass, and when this world is born anew, it will not be seen as a 
dark sphere of death any longer, for it will carry with it a new, glowing and vital light. 
 
When at long last she is liberated as the veils of illusion are finally rent, once again the Earth shall sing her chorus, 
contributing her part to the united and universal song that is Life, having been restored to her former glory as a 
place from which souls may reach upwards towards higher awareness and realisation, unfettered by the delusions 
of separation, suffering and fear, and lifted by the inspiration of unity and the pure love of the Divine. 
 
It is your end, Mara, and the terminus of your unholy rule that heralds the great new Beginning.  
 
The Holy Fire of Christ shall sear through all the illusions that you have wrought, and with it bring deliverance from 
your evil with the emancipating and long-promised Revelation of Ages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How a True Master Works 
 
 

"Many established spiritual leaders, teachers and gurus are, to the perceptive observer, conspicuously falling 
today, and so exemplify to the children of the New World that blind and unintelligent submission to external 
authorities is inherently dangerous and strongly inadvisable. The real and qualified spiritual teachers in the 

Aquarian age will not gather disciples around themselves." 
 

The Call 
 
 
 
THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSION concerns just one of the many false spiritual masters who are arising all over 
the world today in line with various prophecies for these times, but who demonstrates the same general life-
example and activity as all the others. 
 
The letter 'T' that is used to denote the leader in this particular text stands for 'Teacher', and is not an abbreviation 
of the actual name of the person. 
 
 
Q. It is clear that T has achieved the Goal. He is a fully Awakened soul.  
 
A. Firstly, may I just say that to focus upon personalities is not the way to find Truth. However, in this case we may 
learn something valuable by scrutinising the methods and activities of T. 
 
This teacher of thousands has some very good and useful things to say, and it is evident that he speaks from 
experience and some realisation. However, vibration speaks louder than words. 
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Additionally, if he is a fully enlightened soul, a Christ, why does he allow all and sundry to come to his feet? True 
Masters never work in this way, for mixed and tainted magnetisms create a negative synergy through which no 
pure streams of divine energy may pass. Indeed, the opposite necessarily eventuates; it is a universal law. 
 
Q. Compassion. The true Masters are about compassion, forgiveness, and absolute OK-ness with whomever 
shows up...this is the Aquarian Age now. They are not attached to anybody getting it or not getting it, being 
recognized or not recognized, being seen or not being seen, being heard or not being heard. We just continue to 
show up, one moment to the next.  
 
A. Sweet but only partly true. A Comforter is compassionate (like the Dalai Lama), while an Awakener upsets 
everyone with his uncompromising and cosmically-compassionate focus. 
 
Please consider that humanity's world-ego (together with all its delusions, fears and karma) is of far less 
importance to the Logos than the planetary Life and the solar system. Some advanced spiritual Teachers are here 
today for reasons and purposes that are way beyond the ken of the average man. The man of the masses believes 
that the level of a spiritual luminary may be gauged by how good he makes them feel. This is wrong 
understanding. A true Master/Avatar will make the ego-self feel very uncomfortable from the start! 
 
You have much to learn about true, holy work, but first you must acknowledge in humility and honesty that you 
presently know nothing at all. When the scripture says that at the time of the Coming again of Christ He will come 
in Power, it is talking about Shiva (divine Will Force) accompanying the Lamb of God, on a worldwide scale. 
 
Even in Jesus' time, although the Piscean Avatar taught the multitudes (mostly in parables, for the man of the 
masses cannot understand and so realise the naked Truth as T attempts to teach), he was honest with those who 
were not ready to go the Way, and he told them, often with a scolding, to begone! 
 
Jesus was the Lamb of God but he was also a divine militant; a bit of a Shiva, if you like! 
 
Q. Jesus, before becoming Christed, was the most awesome of transmitters of his era. He spoke on many levels, 
each heart receiving exactly what grace it was to receive from him. 
 
A. So why was he crucified if everybody received his grace? 
 
This is the time of world transmutation. The Reappearance of Christ is a collective phenomenon, the Aquarian 
Passion Play is being enacted by the Group-Avatar. Jesus attempted to prepare the Way for today's unparalleled 
Grace. However, few have really understood this in the last 2,000 years, and ignorance is still rampant everywhere 
in the world. That same ignorance also seeks a guru or spiritual superior in the hope that he or she will guide them 
to the final Portal. 
 
Jesus - an Essene and therefore a Gnostic - also gave esoteric Knowledge to those with ears to hear. T, however, 
does not give Knowledge, but proceeds to simply point to Truth, a Reality which so very few can actually reach in 
their present state of selfish grasping and ignorance. Therefore, T subtly misleads his students into believing that 
they may attain Truth without passing the necessary preliminary trials and initiations (which they can never do 
before the attainment of Right Understanding or True Knowledge of the Divine Mysteries). Yet Knowledge leads to 
Wisdom, and we may not pass through the Christine Gates without it. 
 
The whole essence of truth cannot be transmitted from mouth to ear. Nor can any pen describe it, not even that of 
the recording Angel, unless man finds the answer in the sanctuary of his own heart, in the innermost depths of his 
divine intuitions. 
 
How are those innermost depths to be sounded, so that knowledge of reality may be won? Through training, 
discipline, and self-born wisdom. Such training and soul-discipline is the distinguishing mark of the Mystery 
colleges, which since their inauguration have been divided into two parts: the exoteric form commonly known as 
the Lesser Mysteries, open to all sincere and honorable candidates for deeper learning; and the esoteric form, or 
the Greater Mysteries, whose doors open but to the few and whose initiation into adeptship is the reward of those 
whose interior nobility enables them to undergo the solar rite. 
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The first tenet of Lord Buddha's Noble Eightfold Path is Right Understanding. How many followers of T have Right 
Understanding, or are even approaching it? We have observed only pride and delusion in all those whom we have 
met so far who follow T, and sometimes even occult possession. This pattern is also replicated and demonstrated 
by the followers of multifarious other false spiritual teachers worldwide. No true Master would be party to such a 
fiasco. 
 
All true Masters and Avatars preach the Universal Doctrine and energetically transmit Gnosis. Such a powerful 
transmission cannot be received by the uninitiated; it would burn them like a fire. Masters, therefore, always work 
within inner and outer circles of trained initiates, reflecting the divine structure of the universe (as above, so below). 
This they do in order that divine energy may be stepped down and transmitted safely in the world and to humanity. 
If you review your esoteric history (if you can find an undistorted version), you will observe this pattern again and 
again. 
 
May I encourage your further intelligent investigation into these ideas. Not in order to judge or condemn 
personalities, but in order to understand unchanging esoteric principles; principles that do not cease to apply to the 
Path simply because a teacher has achieved a far greater intellectual understanding and psychic realisation of the 
fallen, dualistic universe. 
 
There is nothing more important for you at this time than to seek higher than you have done to date. We must be 
uncompromising and unconditionally consecrated to the Truth - for itself - in order to find it.  
 
Q. I know that T is fully Enlightened as are numerous others. It is so clear, so very obvious. 
 
A. When you say 'know' do you mean Know? If so, then you are saying that you know some fully liberated 
(Christed) beings, for there is no true Enlightenment beneath Christ-Consciousness. Did you ever consider the 
spiritual verity that 'it takes one to know one'? Therefore, if you can recognise a Christ, then you must also be a 
Christ yourself. Is this the case? 
 
Q. But why are you so anti T? Have you sat with him yet? 
 
A. I use T as an example only. Many of his followers aver that they have no schedule because T told them that 
Divinity has no schedule. This is not true. If Divinity had no schedule, then why is there a Divine Plan? 
 
I do not require to sit with any teacher to recognise if he may be true or false; there are other methods by which to 
discern the truth. Plus the caliber of the students alone reveals much about the quality and spiritual level of a 
teacher. 
 
Q. This is not my experience of T. I have some serious differences with his so- called 'followers'. He doesn't 
consider anyone who meets him to be a follower. The 'followers' construct the label themselves. T and I have had 
an in-depth discussion about this, and his position is that he is only pointing people who meet him towards their 
own experience of who they truly are. Not at all unlike what you are speaking about.  
 
A. Any truly enlightened Master knows how futile, worse, how dangerous and karmically-loaded it is to throw 'roses 
to asses'; the genuine Master knows precisely how the self-grasping of the masses distorts his teaching, and this is 
why true Masters always work in the background on dark planets such as Earth and through inner and outer 
circles. They do not invite all and sundry to sit at their feet. This is especially the case today with the 
unprecedented level of lower psychism and glamour in the world, and this is my query with regard to T's activities. 
 
A chain is as strong as its weakest link. Already his 'followers' are becoming proud and complacent in their belief 
that they have found their guru who will lead the way Home. This attitude is decidedly Piscean, and will lead to 
disaster in the Aquarian age due to the new and adjusted laws which are becoming progressively more applicable 
to planet Earth as the planetary deadline approaches. Like so many others, T's efforts are being corrupted and 
used to serve Lucifer*. This is also how all true religions become crystallised and dead. This is how imitation 
spirituality is born. But worse, this is also how a conduit is constructed for evil forces to enter this world. Now, why 
would an enlightened Master want to have anything to do with that? 
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* A personification of the collective selfishness and pride. 
 
If T wishes not to compromise his focus, then he will, sooner or later, be coerced to retreat from the public arena 
and to work in necessarily-closed circles, as has been demonstrated by all Masters and Avatars in the past. The 
alternative outcome has already been repeatedly demonstrated by so many fallen gurus. 
 
The Gnosis (the Truth) is not for the masses; they are simply not ready to receive its Liberating Power. This is not 
elitism; it is basic esoteric fact, born out across history, and it is no different today. 
 
May we assure you that the real Christine Work, the Work of Divine Radiation, is not occuring in the public arena 
presently. If it were, then those servants who were a part of such a Holy Work would receive the same blows as all 
true Gnostic orders of the past, e.g., the Hermetists, the Essenes, the Manicheans, the Cathars, the Bogomils, the 
Albigenses, the Classical Rosicrucians, etc., etc. However, today the Christ comes in POWER; He is not here to be 
overtly crucified again this time around, for the whole planet must and will be redeemed at the end of this major 
world-cycle. Christ is being accompanied by Shiva today, that is to say, Monadic Will Force. For if Christ were to 
come again only as a Lamb, he would be devoured once again and evil would continue to rule this planet. 
 
Here is the esoteric explanation of what I am attempting to convey: once a number of people are intelligently and 
selflessly focussed upon the Solution, an invisible group-aura or radiatory field is constructed upon the inner side 
of life. This constitutes a tiny part of the divine matrix through which the evocation of Divinity may be realised on 
Earth, and this is how the 'New Heaven and New Earth' will manifest. However, if any one negative thought or fear 
arises amongst any of the people involved in such a work, then a chink appears in the light- latticework, a fissure 
through which destructive energies may infiltrate and contaminate the work, and it is thus that the whole building 
process may be jeopardised.  
 
This is often the case with well-intentioned groups due to spiritual compromise born of personality sentimentality. 
No self-seeker may be a part of any truly divine and, therefore, liberating work. And T has surrounded himself with 
selfish seekers. 
 

*  *  * 
 

We listened to T's talk, at least until the vibration fell through the floor and we got a headache! 
 
T certainly has some insight on what is controlling the mass-consciousness on this planet (and, indeed, in the 
whole of the fallen universe). 
 
I have made the study - theoretical and empirical - of the nature of evil (theodicy) my personal speciality over the 
years, having earlier recognised the extreme lack of understanding of this phenomena by humanity, and even its 
utter repudiation by the very ignorant. 
 
Just for the record, we found in T's talk (as in all the others that we have read or heard of his) a severe lack of 
divine inspiration. True divine inspiration (which is an energy emanating via the Soul) always results in profuse 
weeping (or retaliation/fear) in a world of darkness and corruption, and none of us may claim that our subtle bodies 
are free of the gross debris belonging to the etheric sewer called planet Earth, for until Transfiguration, our auric 
fields are constructed of the same matter. 
 
You may wish to review the recording of T's talk yourself and pay thorough attention to what happens after the 
inspired gentleman in the audience says: "We require a greater intimacy with Divinity". 
 
Note T's response and the general vibration of the rest of the satsang. You may wish to replay this part several 
times and scrutinize what actually occurred at that point in the satsang. 
 
If you recognise that which we all did here, you will be onto something which is very little understood in this world 
(euphemism!); you will have realised a vital clue to something very important which has been thwarting your soul to 
date. 
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Q. Yes, I think I see what you are talking about: the truth of the matter flowing very nicely, and then an insertion or 
deflection at the point you mentioned. Like the actual energy of Divinity was too much to handle at that point for 
T...very interesting. 
 
A. You have it! 
 
T's satsang became progressively darker, both topically and energetically, after that point, especially when he 
started to talk about himself and the third-eye relationships that he has with his pupils. This is how Lucifer works. 
Divine messengers always reach for the heart first! They encourage the soul of the seeker to remember 
themselves from within. They always inspire divine aspiration, not mental cogitation. The more urgent attempt 
made by T to stay in control at that point in the satsang and to keep the group vibration down to a manageable 
level, is a dead giveaway, and always shows itself when the essence and energy of the simple, living Truth is 
invoked. 
 
After that lovely, innocent and sincere gentleman in the audience said: "We require more intimacy with the Divine", 
T's vibration changed - most subtly to the casual observer - as he demonstrated a controlling attitude. His vibration 
(and consequently that of the whole group who were looking to T as the enlightened guru-figure that they believe 
him to be) then continued to decline as various unholy energies and entities were brought into the group. T 
continued to struggle within - again most subtly to the uninitiated observer - to regain his composure, but once the 
fissure had been widened, even T could not prevent the rest of that satsang from darkening. The majority of 
questions asked by the group, particularly during the rest of that satsang, were galvanised by unholy entities 
infiltrating the minds of the people, and T encouraged this by answering and so perpetuating the lesser vibration in 
the group. Negative synergy! Any true Master would have walked away much earlier or remained silent until a true, 
spiritual invocation was made. This is the danger in reaching out to the masses; a danger that enlightened Masters 
understand well and is, of course, the reason why they do not expose themselves to the general public as so many 
false teachers do today. 
 
Let us explore this further, for it is an important and pervasive pattern that is repeatedly demonstrated in the world 
of false spirituality, and so warrants our keen scrutiny in order to understand. 
 
What is happening when an innocent declares an impersonal truth (like "We require more intimacy with the 
Divine") and then is assured that such an essential and sweet verity is wrong because the innocent only wants that 
contact for himself? 
 
We were ready to invoke Divinity with that innocent as we listened to the talk, but T intercepted and endeavoured 
(probably unconsciously) to convince/program him into believing that he was desirous for self. That is definitely not 
what we saw and felt. Despite the excellent yet nonetheless intellectually dry advice that T was giving up to that 
point, the highest point (vibrationally) in the whole satsang was when that innocent offered the whole group, 
including T, a real opportunity to invoke Divinity right there and then, without the need for any further mentation. 
 
Divinity cannot be invoked by the mind! 
 
The fact is that when we innocently speak of Divinity with a pure and yearning heart, then Divinity is instantly 
invoked from holy Spheres. No intellectualising is necessary. Indeed, intellectualisation is one of the greatest 
impediments to experiencing the Divine and so inviting it into this world to bless humanity. 
 
"When two or more people come together in my name I will be there with them." - Christ. However: "In the time of 
the end even the wise will be led astray." - Jesus. And: "False messiahs and false prophets will arise, and they will 
perform signs and wonders so great as to deceive, if that were possible, even the elect." - Matthew 24:24. 
 
Lucifer knows that today humanity is becoming more and more intelligent, or at least intellectual. The forces of 
darkness understand well, therefore, the vital requirement for thinking mankind to be provided with more and more 
intellectual truth in order to keep it interested.  
 
As we say in our first book: 
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Lowly-evolved and unscrupulous entities bearing sinister ambitions recognise how easily they may outwit 
unsuspecting human beings. Many of these wily disembodied spirits are no great fools, and they understand well 
that the dissemination of alluring teachings may seem spiritually authentic and dependable to the unwary on 
account of the truth that lies at the base of them and which is intentionally allowed to slip through their 
falsifications. For it is the little bit of truth in an error that gives it its appeal and strength, not the great wrapping of 
falsehood that overlies the scrap of truth, and many teachings being given out today are gross embellishments or 
distortions of basically sound contemporary facts. 
 
T's work is decidedly intellectual. Even though his advice is sound and mostly true, and his presence psychically 
stimulating, there is absolutely no divine energy in his transmissions, and there never will be. 
 
Most people in the world at this time respond positively only to teachers and teachings that arouse their 
imagination and stimulate their illusions. The unadorned Truth, however, does not do this; if it did it would only 
present yet another impediment to real spiritual emergence. 
 
We have been similarly warning the naïve for many years to be careful of a well known yet false Avatar, and that 
the warning signs would, in these times, become progressively clearer as we approached the planetary deadline. 
Of course, today the 'Avatar' in question is being seen by thousands of previously devoted adherents and there is 
great scandal reverberating worldwide now regarding his activities, and the same will ensue with T. Watch. 
 
I hasten to add that T himself does not suspect who he is working for, and he does have some genuine spiritual 
contact. However, as mentioned above in the quotation, Lucifer purposefully allows something of one's true Soul-
impulse to slip through the personality of a teacher in order to keep his group interested. 
 
There are so many false teachers out there today who are saying all the right things and even wielding very 
convincing psychic energies that uplift the people (in this respect T is not nearly as powerful as some of them, 
including the well- known 'Avatar'). Taking this false Avatar as an example: he speaks always of Love and Service. 
However, while he is telling the masses what they want to hear and what their minds know to be true, these 
soldiers of Lucifer are actually perpetrating something far more sinister behind the scenes! T is party to this and, 
we feel, has no idea what he is really doing, for he seems sincere for the most part, yet thoroughly misguided. "The 
path to hell is paved with good intentions." 
 
Once we come to understand the new and adjusted laws of this age and the blueprint for the Aquarian Passion 
Play we will not ever be fooled by the most convincing and earnest but unenlightened teacher or group in this 
realm of confusion that is called planet Earth. The way in which T works with his pupils reveals much to the 
educated and God-loving aspirant. This is what we have been hinting at in our earlier communications with you. 
 
Right Attitude leads to Right Knowledge leads to Right Recognition leads to Right Livelihood leads to Perfect 
Holiness. 
 
T's intellectual application of truth is creating yet another false religious group, just like so very many other 
teachers and their groups, today and historically. Lucifer's preferred platform for his work is the intellect - the lower 
conceptual mind - and Lucifer ever uses the tools of imitation. 
 
Time will prove us correct in all this with regard to T, even if you are presently incredulous at what we say. 
 
Q. Right. I was wondering about these things when I initially heard about T, but let my intuition slide...but that was 
before my recent realisations that were catalysed by my contact with you. 
 
A. NEVER DO THAT AGAIN! Your pure Intuition (issuing forth from the divine Soul) is your most precious 
possession. It is your passport to the Blessed Land. You must use it first and foremost, and only utilise your 
intellect for verification and conceptual expression of the Living Truth in the lower worlds of illusion - for others. 
 
Q. Some history about T's talk: the first question of the satsang was asked, and there was a long period of silence 
for 45 minutes before he began to give an answer, according to a friend who was there. 
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A. Did you know that Hitler (working with and for evil entities in the hidden spheres) often turned up one hour or 
more late for his speeches to thousands of waiting and anxious German people? When he arrived at the podium 
he would then wait in silence before speaking, some times for many minutes. Do you see how this builds up desire 
and anticipation in the audience, while also eliciting weariness? A perfect environment for invoking luciferic forces. 
Remember Paramahansa Yogananda. He would not waste one single second in invoking his Soul and the Christ-
Spirit for his beloved humanity in his talks and satsangs. Why wait when God's grace is here and now waiting to 
pour through any sincere human being? Why delay and so prolong the agony of mankind's separation from God?  
 
Q. Yes, I also see now very clearly, it's amazing how clear, matter of fact. Thank you for your honesty. 
 
A. If you are truly grateful, then please demonstrate it by helping us to reach out to all candidates for harvest with 
the very Good News.  
 
Q. K also feels that T has compromised himself; in other words, in exchange for a high level of 'enlightenment', 
sold a part of himself out in order to become a teacher of fools. Seems to make sense, although he would not 
believe it, I'm sure. 
 
Upon our psychic investigation of T, I kept hearing the name: Yourka, pronounced 'Why-yurka' or 'Why-yorka'. This 
was a powerful presence. Apparently when T was 6 months old, this being merged with him in agreement for the 
exchange of knowledge and power so this being could be a part of T. Yourka came in as a flash of light; wham it 
was done. 
 
T's job is to authoritatively preach 'Truth', and in so doing encourage deference from his students and thus create a 
certain level of powerlessness in them, Piscean style, so that there would be a huge mass of people and energy to 
have and control by Yourka. 
 
I could feel the energy of this being. It is very seductive; I did not permit it to enter. I felt and saw enough, but I 
could see how someone who trusts T would think it was his energy and accept it blindly. 
 
The more advanced seer with whom I was working checked to see if there was still an energetic connection 
between T and myself. "Don't you know!?", she said. "There was a very thin, ever so thin, cord running through the 
top of your head all the way throughout your genitals. So thin it was almost undetectable. Removed!" 
 
A. The above feels correct regarding T. The above also explains why T shifted down in consciousness during his 
talk when Divinity was threatening to be invoked. 
 
"At the time of the end even the wise will be led astray." 
 
 
 
 
 

The Final Call 
 
 

"There are thousands today who are hacking away at the branches of evil, to one who is striking at 
the root." 

 
Henry Thoreau.  
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TODAY, THERE IS A GREAT WRENCHING FREE OF ALL THAT IS NEW FROM THAT WHICH is old and 
outmoded in the world. Those who have incarnated to exemplify the way to New Life are finding it progressively 
more difficult and enervating to have anything to do with the old materialistic consciousness.  
 
Nothing of the old world consciousness can be a part of the New. The two are utterly incompatible and mutually 
antagonistic. For those who would know spiritual success during the forthcoming world-transition, it is now time to 
allow everything of the old to disintegrate by ceasing to feed it with our attention, while simultaneously throwing all 
of our resources into building the New World, disconnecting completely from the dying throes of the biblical Beast 
(the old world consciousness, the I-consciousness).  
 
At this critical time on Earth, the gates of both Heaven and hell are opening wide. Every single person in the world 
must now make a choice one way or the other, for no one can serve two masters.  
 

THIS IS THE SIFTING TIME  
 

"There exist in the world separative and destructive forces which humanity has itself created or attracted in its 
ignorance of universal law. These are the forces of the lower-self, and since their collective influence in the 
world is a most detrimental one they are regarded by many as evil forces. Due to the rapidly expanding light 
of the emerging new paradigms for Earth, these forces already belong to the old world, and their tyrannical 
reign upon the planet is finally about to end. Under the laws of the Aquarian Age, all that is of the old is now 
falling into decay and will eventually dissolve completely in order to be replaced by the New. Those who 
remain within the relationships and thought-patterns of the old world consciousness will attract the old, 
degenerate energies into their lives, thereby disqualifying themselves from entering the New World." - The 
Call. 

 
There is a rapidly growing proliferation of individuals and groups today who are seeking to help our ailing planet and 
the human race, and respect is due. However, while the vast majority of these conscientious people have their eyes 
on the ground, so to speak, something very divine is unfolding and beckoning upon levels which are just beyond the 
ordinary sphere of vision. It is from this level that the real Solution to global misery, separation and disease is entering 
our world, and no amount of physical plane striving can provide such a resolution or even true solace from 
the now escalating global suffering.  
 

*  *  * 
 
The outer door of opportunity is about to close for humanity at the end of this major world cycle and, to date, precious 
few have chosen to look up in the right direction, although a very great number have become entangled amidst the 
multifarious imitation versions of the Real Solution.  
 

In a world which has become near-saturated with ignorance, fear and evil, there really 
is precious little good that can be done by the spoken or written word, social/political 
agendas, environmental activity, religious reforms etc., etc. 

 
Nothing less than a torrential influx of Divine Force will shake the long-controlling forces of selfishness and greed 
from their thrones of power. There are only a few groups in the world who understand this today and who are 
preparing to become a conduit for such Force.  
 
 

“A growing number of Servers have been incarnating upon Earth in order to help prepare for the future and to 
exemplify a new way of living. Unity-consciousness is the new clarion keynote being sounded throughout the 
world by these emissaries, for they clearly recognise that selfless collaboration is vitally needed in order to 
liberate Planet Earth which is still presently permeated by a separative con-sciousness. They are well aware 
that only the potency of synergetic union as a collective force for good can dispel the accumulated darkness 
of ages past, overcome global fear, negativity and disease, and thus manifest the present world-objective.” - 
Servers of the Divine Plan.  
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We invite you to consider very seriously the expositions presented by Truth Fellowship and thereby decide whether 
you wish to consciously collaborate with us in order to synergetically help with the Real Work of World Redemption. 
All that is required is sincerity, humility and an uncompromising thirst for true Knowledge and Wisdom.  
 

*  *  * 
 
Do you understand the great need at this hour for unity-consciousness in order to draw upon the required synergetic 
potency for positive world-change?  
 
Are you earnestly seeking true Knowledge and Wisdom, and have you, therefore, taken a closer look at the capstone 
aspect of the One Pyramidal Work of World Redemption?  
 
Without the capstone, the foundation work of the pyramid is useless; without the foundation, the capstone work 
cannot be completed.  
 
It is now time for all the building blocks that constitute the New World Pyramid to consciously and intelligently 
collaborate.  
 
It is time to know about one another on the physical plane and to work together as One for the greatest good of all.  

 
 

*  *  * 
 

 
If you are interested in knowing more about the unprecedented spiritual opportunity available to mankind 
at this time, the hidden side of today's global-transition and the origins, nature, purposes, etc. of the 
divine agents - presently in incarnation upon Earth - who are assisting in the world transformation, the 
following volumes are now available to read or download: 
 
 
 
 

Introducing 

The New Call  
 

 
 
TODAY, MANKIND STANDS WITNESS UPON THE EVE OF A GREAT WORLD TRANSITION. 
An unprecedented global metamorphosis is presently underway in preparation for a momentous leap in 
consciousness which the whole planet is about to take. 
 
As a result of the Earth's entry into the age of Aquarius and due to the new life-energies that are flooding 
the planet, every human being is today faced with a critical choice that shall greatly affect both the 
present course of their life and their future spiritual journey, throughout incalculable incarnations. 
 

   NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE    
 
THE NEW CALL . . . 
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Offers indispensable keys to awakening that are required to unlock the door of opportunity leading from 
the old age to the New. 
 
 Reveals how success may be guaranteed at the forthcoming Harvest Time. 
 
Clarifies the obscurities and eradicates the unnecessary complexities that have grown up around New 
Age thinking. 
 
Unshrouds the sinister side of the New Age movement as well as its divine promise. 
 
Contains everything that mankind needs to understand in order to be prepared for that which lies just a 
little way ahead for us all. 
 
 
 
 

Introducing 

SERVERS OF THE 
DIVINE PLAN 

The Destiny of Ages is Nigh 
 
 
DUE TO THE UNPRECEDENTED SPIRITUAL ACTIVITY that is presently unfolding upon the planet, 
our globe has consequently become a busy nucleus of activity for interested parties originating from other 
planets, galaxies and dimensions. Members of various interstellar confederations have moved closer to 
Earth in order to assist with the now imminent Great Transition which shall positively affect all life on 
our world. 
 
The memories and higher faculties of certain individuals are just today returning to them, and they are 
beginning to recall the purpose of their incarnation, their duty to humanity and to planet Earth. They are 
becoming aware of the close attendance of legions of incorporeal divine Emissaries, the exalted ranks to 
which they inherently belong. They are remembering that they are an essential part of a vast collective 
effort and tremendously important task, the scope of which stretches back across millions of years and a 
myriad of past lifetimes upon Earth and elsewhere, all geared toward the forthcoming and conclusive 
glory. In their remembrance, they are perceiving that they are about to realise the grand consummation of 
a vital phase of the Divine Plan for Earth, the solar system and beyond. 
 
The Servers are awakening, and they are taking up their positions as agents of the New Spirit in order to 
play an active role within today's expanding world-consciousness around the planet. 
 
"This book not only unveils revelatory facts regarding the long-prophesied and now unfolding Aquarian 
Passion Play on Earth, but is also a very practical and instructive guide for those millions of individuals 
who are today awakening all over the world in line with the ongoing global transformations." 


